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Abstract 
 
 

Widely-used valuable hardcopy documents such as passports, visas, driving licenses, 
educational certificates, entrance-passes for entertainment events etc. are conventionally 
protected against counterfeiting and data tampering attacks by applying analog security 
technologies (e.g. KINEGRAMS®, holograms, micro-printing, UV/IR inks etc.). How-
ever, easy access to high quality, low price modern desktop publishing technology has 
left most of these technologies ineffective, giving rise to high quality false documents. 
The higher price and restricted usage are other drawbacks of the analog document pro-
tection techniques. Digital watermarking and high capacity storage media such as IC-
chips, optical data stripes etc. are the modern technologies being used in new machine-
readable identity verification documents to ensure contents integrity; however, these 
technologies are either expensive or do not satisfy the application needs and demand to 
look for more efficient document protection technologies. 

In this research three different high capacity analog channels: high density data stripe 
(HD-DataStripe), data hiding in printed halftone images (watermarking), and super-
posed constant background grayscale image (CBGI) are investigated for hidden com-
munication along with their applications in smart documents. On way to develop high 
capacity analog channels, noise encountered from printing and scanning (PS) process is 
investigated with the objective to recover the digital information encoded at nearly 
maximum channel utilization. By utilizing noise behaviour, countermeasures against the 
noise are taken accordingly in data recovery process. 

HD-DataStripe is a printed binary image similar to the conventional 2-D barcodes (e.g. 
PDF417), but it offers much higher data storage capacity and is intended for machine-
readable identity verification documents. The capacity offered by the HD-DataStripe is 
sufficient to store high quality biometric characteristics rather than extracted templates, 
in addition to the conventional bearer related data contained in a smart ID-card. It also 
eliminates the need for central database system (except for backup record) and other ex-
pensive storage media, currently being used. While developing novel data-reading tech-
nique for HD-DataStripe, to count for the unavoidable geometrical distortions, registra-
tion marks pattern is chosen in such a way so that it results in accurate sampling points 
(a necessary condition for reliable data recovery at higher data encoding-rate). For more 
sophisticated distortions caused by the physical dot gain effects (intersymbol interfer-
ence), the countermeasures such as application of sampling theorem, adaptive binariza-
tion and post-data processing, each one of these providing only a necessary condition 
for reliable data recovery, are given. Finally, combining the various filters correspond-
ing to these countermeasures, a novel Data-Reading technique for HD-DataStripe is 
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given. The novel data-reading technique results in superior performance than the exist-
ing techniques, intended for data recovery from printed media. 

In another scenario a small-size HD-DataStripe with maximum entropy is used as a 
copy detection pattern by utilizing information loss encountered at nearly maximum 
channel capacity. While considering the application of HD-DataStripe in hardcopy 
documents (contracts, official letters etc.), unlike existing work [Zha04], it allows one-
to-one contents matching and does not depend on hash functions and OCR technology, 
constraints mainly imposed by the low data storage capacity offered by the existing 
analog media. 

For printed halftone images carrying hidden information higher capacity is mainly 
attributed to data-reading technique for HD-DataStripe that allows data recovery at 
higher printing resolution, a key requirement for a high quality watermarking technique 
in spatial domain. Digital halftoning and data encoding techniques are the other factors 
that contribute to data hiding technique given in this research. While considering 
security aspects, the new technique allows contents integrity and authenticity 
verification in the present scenario in which certain amount of errors are unavoidable, 
restricting the usage of existing techniques given for digital contents. 

Finally, a superposed constant background grayscale image, obtained by the repeated 
application of a specially designed small binary pattern, is used as channel for hidden 
communication and it allows up to 33 pages of A-4 size foreground text to be encoded 
in one CBGI. The higher capacity is contributed from data encoding symbols and data 
reading technique. 

 

Keywords: Smart documents, HD-DataStripe, cryptoglyphs, counterfeiting detection, 
data-tampering, watermarking, entertainment tickets protection, printing scanning proc-
ess, halftone images, 2-D barcodes, biometrics systems, data encoding in background 
images. 
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Chapter 1   
Introduction 

 

1.1 Impact of Digital Technology on Analog Security Media 
The valuable hardcopy documents such as passports, visas, driving licenses, identity 
cards, entrance-passes for entertainment events, contracts, business letters, educational 
certificates, are being used very-widely nowadays. As the end-use of such documents 
(e.g. driver’s license, passport) is to verify a person’s identity, who is granted certain 
rights, this fact prompts their chances of illegal usage by the criminals by launching 
counterfeiting and forgery attacks. Similarly, the documents (e.g. contracts, official let-
ters, bank checks) are to be protected against forgery attacks by the fraudsters, trying to 
get more than the granted benefits. Conventionally such documents are secured by ap-
plying analog security technologies: optical variable devices (e.g. Holograms, KINE-
GRAMS®), watermarks, microprinting, special printing inks (e.g. UV, IR and mag-
netic), chemical coating [Phil00, Phil02, Phil04, Ren98, Ren05]. However, the easy ac-
cess to modern technologies: photocopiers/scanners, printers and image processing 
software, have left most of the existing analog security technologies ineffective, result-
ing in high quality false documents that cannot be identified easily as the counterfeited 
or forged documents. In [DiC] it is reported that financial loss in the USA due to credit 
card fraud by using the counterfeited documents is estimated $2 billion per year. The 
welfare fraud by double dippers is believed to be in excess of $4 billion a year. In addi-
tion to the financial loss there are other more serious losses caused by terrorist activities, 
underage drinking/smoking, firearm buying etc. that are very often aided by the coun-
terfeited or tampered identity verification documents.  

1.2 Limitations of New Analog Security Technologies  
In order to count the threats posed by the modern digital technologies, nowadays more 
sophisticated analog security technologies e.g. Kinegrams, which is similar to the holo-
grams technology, but claims higher resistance against the counterfeiting and forgery at-
tacks, are being introduced [Ren98, Ren05]. Irrelevant from their performance, the new 
technologies have the limitations such as higher prices and restricted usage. The higher 
price is not appreciated due to the fact that end products are going to be produced in 
mass quantity (e.g. National IDs) and would require huge amount of money to replace 
the existing documents. This might not be affordable by many poor nations and would 
result in a security hole. Similarly, restricted usage constraint leaves relatively low 
value applications still vulnerable. Furthermore, if this restriction is relaxed then there is 
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possibility that technology is transferred to fraudsters, who may break the authentication 
(decoding) devices and use this knowledge in other applications [KJJ04]. In addition to 
being expensive and restricted, there is another limitation associated with the above ap-
proach that these technologies need constant innovations, requiring very sophisticated 
research facilities, in order to maintain the technology gap between the legal authorities 
and the criminals. This gives the impression that technology gap oriented approach 
would result in expensive products in future as well. 

The above discussion poses challenge for research community to search for more effi-
cient solutions. An example could be a cryptographic technique for digital data security 
where same technology, shared by the criminals and legal authorities, is adopted to se-
cure digital data. However, the criminals need extremely higher efforts to break the so-
lution and this fact encourages considering digital techniques for analog media. 

1.3 Motivation 
Nowadays inspired by the benefits of digital authentication techniques as well as high 
quality printing and scanning technologies, digital techniques are being investigated 
with the aim to secure analog media (i.e. contents integrity verification of hardcopy 
documents). With this objective digital watermarking and digital signatures have been 
focused upon. Digital watermarking originally intended for contents integrity verifica-
tion of digital media (audio, video, still images and text data), hides imperceptibly some 
authenticity related data in the host-media (to be secured) and the hidden data is de-
coded back at verification time. The challenge encountered when considering applica-
tion of digital watermarking techniques to secure analog media (e.g. printed portrait in a 
traveling document), can be envisioned from the fact that a lot of literature [CMB+01, 
FPR+99, IH95-IH02] dealing with the watermarking of digital contents is available; 
however, very less work [CKL+97, FDG01, GR98, HVH99, PVT04] dealing with ana-
log contents is reported in literature. There are also techniques patented from Medi-
aSec and DIGIMARC. All these techniques have one common drawback that their 
data hiding capacity is much lower as compared with the capacity for digital contents. 
Also, these techniques are either semi-blind or non-blind, which means that either the 
encoded message or original unmarked contents are needed in advance to decode the 
hidden message and this fact puts the authentication device at risk of being broken. 
Some other techniques [FuA02, HeO00, Wan01, WLH99, Wu01] result in relatively 
poor image quality in analog form. 

Digital signatures are being applied to ensure the integrity of biographical data (con-
tained on ID cards) in analog form, where digital signatures consisting of small payload 
is generated from the biographical data and is stored on the card in a barcode or using 
OCR-readable alphanumeric character stripe added on the identity verification docu-
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ment. Digital signatures have weaknesses arising from OCR technology and message 
digest generating techniques [KJJ04, Zha04]. 

In the following common challenges encountered and areas of further improvement for 
digital techniques when being applied to secure hardcopy documents are reviewed. 

1.3.1 Identity Verification Documents 

The identity verification documents constitute the core of the hardcopy documents and 
are the primary target of the counterfeiting and data-tampering efforts. Here the ultimate 
goals to be achieved are: 

1. Data Integrity: All the data contained in the document such as bearer photographs, 
biographical data must be secured against the data-tampering attacks. 

2. Highly Reliable Identity Verification System: The goal is to develop automatic 
identity verification system that can recognize with high level of confidence that the 
person being identified is the one who claims he is and not a threat to the system. 

The need for second goal is necessiciated from the fact that conventional human interac-
tion based identity verification methods are prone to errors (intentional/unintentional). 
In order to achieve the above goals by applying digital techniques, in first case, it is re-
quired that all the contents are stored in digital form on the card/document, so that at 
verification time the printed visual contents (goal-1) can be compared with the digital 
contents for contents integrity verification. The second objective can be achieved by us-
ing biometrics characteristics, which are not prone to identity theft/transfer threats and 
allow automatic identity verification. However, the constraints from this scenario (goal-
2) pose more challenges as very large volume of biometrics data [PVT04] needs to be 
handled for high reliability. 

Higher data storage demand is conventionally fulfilled using central database systems; 
however, this approach has limitations and other alternatives such as on-card data stor-
age technologies are focused upon nowadays. Following this approach in [CBN, DStr] 
all the contents are stored in digital format on the document, using 2-dimentional bar-
codes. The data recovered from the scanned barcode is used by the digital techniques 
for contents integrity verification and automatic identity verification. This approach also 
has a limitation that the capacity offered by the existing 2-D barcode technology (e.g. 
PDF417) is not sufficient to satisfy all the requirements of highly reliable biometrics-
based identity verification systems. To overcome this limitation other storage media 
such as optical memory stripe, IC chips etc. are suggested that are obviously much more 
expensive than barcodes and are also not applicable to many types of hardcopy docu-
ments e.g. contracts, entertainment tickets etc. These facts enforce to look for more effi-
cient on-card data storage technologies. 
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1.3.2 Entertainment Tickets, Bank-Checks 

Access-passes for the entertainment events, traveling tickets, bank-checks are relatively 
more prone to counterfeiting attacks due to the fact that their cost constraint restricts the 
application of very sophisticated technology in these products. Conventionally, the anti-
counterfeiting technologies, e.g. magnetic stripe, UV/IR inks, holograms, are used; 
however, such technologies results in expensive final products [MAC+04] and are not 
considered highly reliable as well. Furthermore, as these products are not going to be 
used over and over, so this fact should be taken into account. Some of the technologies 
e.g. memory chips, for hardcopy documents are not suitable at all due to their prohibited 
cost and the nature of the document under consideration. Consequently, all these factors 
necessitate the need to look for more efficient document authentication techniques. In 
this regard anti-counterfeiting digital techniques (e.g. Copy Detection Patterns [Pic04], 
Cryptoglyphs [Cryp]) for document authentication could be useful as this technology is 
less expensive, sufficiently robust against counterfeiting attacks and permits automatic: 
copy detection [Pic04], and contents integrity authentication [Cryp]. However, CDP 
cannot address data tampering attack whereas cryptoglyphs offer very small data capac-
ity. 

1.3.3 Official Letters, Contracts 

Everyday documents e.g. contracts, official letters etc. is another class of hardcopy 
documents, which are conventionally secured against data-tampering attacks using ana-
log seals and are manually verified. In this case digital signatures technique for contents 
authenticity verification selects crucial part of the document that is more likely to be 
forged and the resulting data is encoded after encryption into 2-D barcode symbols that 
is printed at appropriate location in the document. There is digital technique [Zha04], 
which generates a digital signature from the full textual contents and this digital signa-
ture is printed as a 2-D barcode and used for contents verification. However, this ap-
proach has the limitations due to its dependence on hash functions and OCR technol-
ogy. The OCR technology with full advancements cannot guarantee exact recovery and 
in ideal scenario results in up to 99% accuracy. Similar to digital watermarking tech-
nique, some text watermarking techniques [AlA04, BLM+95, BLM99, LoM98, 
LoM00] for hardcopy documents are given as well. However, these techniques permit 
small amount of data to be hidden and cannot authenticate contents integrity on one-to-
one basis. 
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1.4 Objectives of This Research 
This research turns the key-weapons (high quality printing and scanning technologies) 
of the counterfeiters against them, while combating the challenges posed by this tech-
nology. It is intended to decrease the need for constant innovations to maintain the tech-
nology gap between the legal-authorities and the criminal elements for document pro-
tection, resulting in less-expensive anti-counterfeiting and tampering-resistant technolo-
gies that can be combined with other sophisticated technologies used by the government 
authorities to reduce the cost without compromising the ultimate quality of highly sensi-
tive-products. Inspired by these incentives some digital techniques to secure and authen-
ticate the analog media are investigated with the following objectives: 

A) As clear from the above discussion that main concern of the existing research fo-
cused on smart identification documents is to develop the technology having the follow-
ing characteristics: 

1. Resistant against counterfeiting and data-tampering 

2. Permit automatic identity verification using multiple biometric characteristics 

3. Cost effectiveness 

To achieve all of the above goals, objective is set to develop a High Density DataStripe 
(HD-DataStripe), which would allow encoding bearer portrait, biographical, multiple-
biometrics characteristics. The HD-DataStripe is a printed binary image, similar to con-
ventional 2-D barcodes; however, it offers higher data encoding rate. In order to de-
velop HD-DataStripe noise encountered at higher data encoding rate during printing and 
scanning process is studied more deeply and systematically. Then, a novel data-reading 
technique is given to recover the data encoded in HD-DataStripe. It is to be pointed out 
that PS process noise gets severe, as we shall see in chapter 3, as data encoding rate is 
increased and in this research much higher data encoding rate as compared with the ex-
isting research [FuA02, ST, Wan01, WuL04] is investigated. 

A secondary objective is to show how HD-DataStripe can be used to address the cryp-
tographic security threats: contents confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, non-
repudiation and key management, posed to the biometrics identity verification system. 
Here, for instance, threats encountered from the repudiation attacks to the biometrics 
identity verification system can be overcome more effectively using high quality multi-
ple biometrics characteristics than the single biometric template for identity verification, 
under the assumption that system is secure against the manipulation of biometrics tem-
plate matching result or any other such threats [JRU05]. 

B) Investigating further applications of HD-DataStripe, contents integrity verification 
of hardcopy documents such as contracts, official letters is focused upon only on ab-
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stract level with the objective to see the potential gains of using HD-DataStripe in this 
context. Here it is expected that a small size HD-DataStripe would offer sufficient ca-
pacity to encode full contents of the document, eliminating the need for message-digests 
for digital signatures and limitations of OCR technology. 

In another scenario again on abstract level application of HD-DataStripe is focused 
upon as an anti-counterfeiting (copy detection) and contents-tampering resistant tech-
nology for the entertainment tickets, bank-checks applications. It is to be mentioned that 
the new technology would be more sophisticated than the existing one [Pic04], which 
enables only copy detection. The impact of higher channel capacity offered by HD-
DataStripe on security of the anti-counterfeiting application in context of contents con-
fidentiality, integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation and key management is considered 
as well. Security threat posed to the well-known cryptoglyph [Cryp] against active 
counterfeiting attacks is another objective of the research. 

C) A digital watermarking technique working in spatial domain for printed grayscale 
images is investigated with the aim to have further gain in data hiding capacity and im-
age quality as compared with the existing techniques [FuA02, HeO00, Wan01]. To 
achieve these goals following points in watermarking technique are addressed: halftone 
technique, printing resolution, data hiding technique, data-reading technique for printed 
grayscale image. Inspired by the existing fragile/semi-fragile watermarking techniques 
dealing with digital contents, here on abstract level it is shown how contents integrity 
and authenticity can be ensured in present scenario in which innocent noise encountered 
from PS-process and dust-and-scratches is unavoidable.  

D) Inspired by the technique given in [SMS03], which allows to hide data in printed 
constant background grayscale images, a similar application is investigated in this re-
search with the aim to further increase the data hiding capacity, while maintaining same 
image quality of the printed document. In the existing technique, using especially de-
signed binary patterns representing to “0”, “1” bits, data is encoded in the constant 
background grayscale image. The goal of this research is to see the possibility to further 
decrease the size of data encoding patterns and check for the resulting capacity gain. 
Furthermore, apart from decreasing the size of the data encoding symbols, it is also aim 
to encode multiple-bits per symbol, which results in more severe noises that need to be 
handled during data recovery process. Possibility of achieving multiple graylevels with 
the new data encoding symbol and potential gains as compared with the existing tech-
nology DataGlyphs® are considered as well. Inspired by the fact that both cryptoglyphTM 
technology and proposed technique use invisible secondary images for document au-
thentication, a comparion of the advantages and disadvantages of the crypoglyph tech-
nology and proposed technique is given. 
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1.5  Dissertation Organization 
The remaining contents of the dissertation are organized as follows: 

In CHAPTER 2 some background material for the following chapters is given. As this 
research primarily deals with the PS process so the noise encountered in this context is 
discussed. The key points such as printing-resolution, screen-frequency, most widely 
used digital halftoning techniques, are introduced from the perspective of some final 
applications of PS process. A brief introduction to digital watermarking is also given. 

CHAPTER 3 is at the heart of this research and deals with reliable data recovery for 
HD-DataStripe. It begins with reviewing some existing data reading techniques for 
printed binary images and points out the limitations of the existing technique in the con-
text of HD-DataStripe. Next, the noises encountered during PS process for HD-
DataStripe are studied and countermeasures against geometrical distortions, physical 
dot gain effects, are given. Then different filters dealing with adaptive-binarization and 
post data processing techniques are given. Finally, experimental results for HD-
DataStripe data recovery using the novel data-reading technique are given. 

CHAPTER 4 deals with the core application, Smart Identity Cards, which originally 
inspired this research. Here the biometrics identity verification systems are reviewed 
with the aim to know the key requirements and constraints for the development of reli-
able identity verification documents. Some existing smart identification documents are 
critically reviewed and then the novel Smart ID Card using HD-DataStripe, is given. In 
addition to smart ID-cards two other applications of HD-DataStripe technology are con-
sidered as well. In one scenario application of HD-DataStripe as a copy detection and 
counterfeiting resistant technology is considered, whereas in the second case digital-
signing technique to authenticate hardcopy documents contracts, official letters is fo-
cused upon. 

Digital marking for the printed grayscale images, which offers higher data hiding capac-
ity and superior image quality, is given in CHAPTER 5. A critical review of existing 
techniques in context of this research is given and it is followed by the data hiding tech-
nique and some other issues not addressed in the existing work.  

Inspired by the fact that further improvements can be achieved in the data hiding tech-
nique for the constant background grayscale images [SMS03] in CHAPTER 6 the au-
thenticity of hardcopy documents e.g. official letters is concentrated again. And a new 
data hiding technique, which employs background image to encode data, is given.  

Finally, deduced conclusions from the research and directions for further work are 
summarized in CHAPTER 7. 
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Chapter 2   
Background and Related Work 

 
 

2.1 Introduction 
The main focus of this research is to recover the original information to the best possi-
ble extent, which has gone through both the linear as well as the non-linear transforma-
tions. The original information under consideration is an image data and the non-linear 
transformations it encounters during printing and scanning (PS) process are: 1) halfton-
ing process (a lossy digital-to-digital transformation), 2) rendition of the pixels to the 
paper (usually a lossy digital-to-analog transformation), and 3) the digitizing/scanning 
process (lossy analog-to-digital transformation). The first two operations are associated 
with the printing process whereas the last one as the name shows is related to scanning 
process. As we shall see later on, each of the above transformations in its conventional 
use (i.e. when ultimate goal is to have an high quality printed as well as scanned image) 
plays a very crucial role. However, the importance of the above transformations in-
creases further when the objective is to recover the original information after PS process 
and this fact demands to study the above transformations in advance, as it would be 
necessary to keep in mind the impacts of the above transformations on the image being 
recovered, while developing the techniques to make the image robust against the PS 
process (treated in Chapter 3). In the following sections each of the above transforma-
tions is discussed. 

 

2.2 Printing Process 
We start by describing the printing process in general. The printing process begins with 
an input image, which is usually a collection of pixels (a visually meaningful pattern) 
having either only binary values or color values (red, green, blue) varying in a specific 
range, depending upon the quality of image. At first stage using a non-linear digital-to-
digital transformation, the larger color gamut of input image is mapped to smaller color 
gamut of the printing device. This non-linear gamut mapping transformation, known as 
digital halftoning, exploits the low-pass filtering characteristic of human visual system 
and imposes a constraint on the mapping process that the difference between the origi-
nal image and the one resulting from mapping process should be imperceptible by the 
human visual system. In second stage (digital-to-analog process) the digital image (not 
necessarily an halftone image) is passed to the printing device, which makes a dot on 
the surface of analog media (paper in the present context, or any other media), using the 
corresponding ink for all pixels. The inability of the printing device to print reliably and 
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accurately a very small size dot on paper surface makes this transformation non-linear, 
resulting in a color gamut difference between the theoretical (digital) and experimental 
color-gamut values. 

After giving general description of printing process in the following each of the two 
stages of printing process is discussed from the two perspectives: 1) its impact on the 
visual quality of the printed document/image (conventional use), 2) its impact on the in-
formation (HD-DataStripe) intended to be recovered after PS process. However, the fo-
cus will be mainly on the second one, as this is the main concern of this research, 
whereas the other one is addressed as well (in Chapter 5). 

2.3 Distortions Caused by the Dot-Making Process 
Although practically this non-linear digital-to-analog transformation occurs later, how-
ever, due to its impact on the other (non-linear digital-to-digital transformation) trans-
form, it is discussed before. In the following, the key elements of this transformation 
and their impact on the well-known printing technologies such as Ink-jet, Laser-jet and 
Dye-sublimation, are discussed. 

2.3.1 Impact of Print Resolution on Printed Image Quality 

Print resolution is described as the maximum number of dots that a printer can print in 
per unit area (usually in per square inch dpi) and has key role on the quality offered by 
any printing technology. In general any printing device with higher resolution results in 
better image quality. This is due to the fact that at the higher resolution smaller size dots 
are used, which are imperceptible by human eyes and consequently result in smooth and 
contone images. This fact can be observed from Figure 2.1 in which a text image is 
printed at various resolutions.  

        

                                    
 

    
 

Figure 2.1: An illustration of the impact of print resolution (600, 300,150, 75 
dpi) on image quality. Note: The quality of the last image would be slightly bet-
ter in terms of discontinuities, when it is down-sampled by the printer’s internal 
driver. 

For grayscale and color images, the higher quality of a printed image is correlated with 
resolution through the color gamut. The gamut of a printing device is the maximum 
number of colors that a device can reproduce and for the ink-jet as well as Laser print-
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ing technology, it is constrained by the resolution offered by the printing device. For 
grayscale images printed using binary (black and white) printing devices, the gamut is 
fully constrained by the resolution and the ability of the printing device to print reliably 
and accurately a single dot. And for the binary printing devices it is obtained by using 
halftoning techniques, which are based on the low-pass filtering characteristics of hu-
man visual system. According low-pass filtering characteristics of human visual system, 
human visual system is not able to see a dot size smaller than 30 micron. Consequently, 
when the small size dots are printed in given area, the human visual system rather than 
identifying individual dots, perceives the area as a smooth region of a single color, 
where the color value of the region is the average light reflected by that region. This 
low-pass filtering characteristic of human visual system is demonstrated in Figure 2.2 in 
which two images: a constant grayscale stripe and its magnified view, are shown. As it 
can be seen that under the magnified view the image consists of just a pattern of dots 
whereas in the second image the same pattern of dots is perceived as a constant strip of 
gray color and this is attributed to the inability of the human visual system to resolve 
fine details from a certain distance. 

   

 

                     
                                

Figure 2.2: A constant grayscale stripe and its magnified view to illustrate 
the idea of low-pass filtering. 

                                

The different graylevels using halftoning technique are achieved by varying the density 
of black dots in a given small region, called halftone cell and this cell size is very cru-
cial as it controls the maximum number of graylevels that can be produced. A cell of 
size xx ⋅ , while using only black ink and without taking into account dot gain effects 
(to be discussed later on), can produce 12 +x  graylevels. The cell size, however, cannot 
be chosen arbitrarily and is constrained by other factors such as screen frequency and 
maximum resolution offered by the printing device. The screen frequency (lines per 
inch lpi) is number of times the cell is repeated in a unit area at maximum resolution. It 
is noteworthy that although higher screen frequency results in more smooth images, but 
it results in lower gamut, as it is inversely related with the cell size.  The relation for the 
number of graylevels as a function of screen frequency and the device resolution is 
given by the following equation: 



1
2

+




= lpi

dpiλ       (2.1) 

λ  number of graylevels,  
dpi  maximum device resolution, 
lpi screen frequency (i.e. number of times halftone cell measuring m by m is repeated). 

 

From equation (2.1) it is evident that those printing technologies in which the color 
gamut is obtained, using a halftoning technique, the higher printing resolution usually 
results in a higher image quality due to the reason that higher device resolution allows 
to increase the cell size and the screen frequency. This can be observed easily by print-
ing a grayscale image on two different laser printing devices, offering maximum resolu-
tion 300 and 600 dpi, respectively. However, higher resolution is only one factor and 
alone cannot guarantee higher quality for the grayscale images and it depends upon the 
ability of the device to print reliably and accurately each and every dot, which is a func-
tion of ink transfer or dot making mechanism used in the printing technology and the 
ink-paper interaction (ink-paper interaction is not considered in this research). 

2.3.2 The Ink Transfer Process for Various Technologies  

In laser printing technology to make a dot at certain location, laser beam is focused at a 
very small region (which can be considered as the smallest dot printable by the device) 
on a drum and as a result that region is charged. Next this charged region attracts the 
oppositely charged toner. Finally, toner is fixed permanently on the paper surface by 
applying heat and pressure. In case of color laser printers the above procedure for each 
color cyan, magenta and yellow, is repeated sequentially. Now as the laser beam can be 
focused very precisely to form very small size dots and the oppositely charged solid 
toner is attracted by the charged region, so physical dot can be formed very accurately. 

In contrast to Laser print technology, in inkjet printing technology to print a dot at a 
specific location, a droplet of liquid ink is sprayed on the paper surface by applying 
pressure at ink reservoir. This mechanism consequently causes the droplet to partially 
spread on paper surface as well as to be absorbed into the surface, resulting in a dot hav-
ing physical size bigger than the expected size. And this fact consequently gives rise to 
dot gain effects (to be addressed mainly in Chapter 3) due to the interaction of the dot 
with neighboring dots and make it difficult to print isolated dots. To compensate for this 
increase in dot size due the spreading of liquid ink on paper surface in addition to using 
coated paper, probably the higher resolution (i.e. to decrease dot size) is used in ink-jet 
technology.  
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Unlike ink-jet and laser technologies, dye-sublimation technology, which offers the 
highest color gamut (i.e. 256 graylevels) at 300 dpi, does not use any halftone technique 
and results in continuous tone (photographic quality) printed images. The main strength 
of this technology lies in its dot printing mechanism. This technology prints a square-
shape dot accurately and reliably at 300 dpi by precisely diffusing up to 1/256 amount 
of ink at the desired position. A particular graylevel for the printed dot is obtained by 
precisely controlling the amount of ink diffused into the square-shape dot. However, 
dye-sublimation technology has the disadvantage that it has higher per copy cost as 
compared with the ink-jet and laser technologies. 

After discussing ink-jet, laser and dye-sublimation technologies, it can be stated that 
higher resolution and the accuracy of the single isolated dot being printed, are the most 
important characteristics of a printing device. These characteristics not only result in 
higher image quality due to higher color gamut, but are of special interest for the appli-
cations in which image has to be recovered after printing and scanning process. A com-
parison of color gamuts of Laser-jet, Ink-jet, and Dye-sublimation printers [Atr04] is 
shown in Figure 2.3, which shows that the Dye-sublimation printing technology offers 
the highest gamut whereas the Ink-jet and Laser technologies have more or less same 
gamut size.  

                                         

  

y 
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Figure 2.3: A comparison of color gamuts of laser-jet, ink-jet, and 
dye-sublimation printers (reproduced from [Art04]). Note: No de-
tails are given about the units on x and y-axis in [Durr87, ShT97]. 
 

It is to be pointed out that in ink-jet technology unlike Laser technology the color gamut 
is increased by increasing the number of basic inks and other techniques. If the color 
gamuts of the Laser and ink-jet technologies are compared for single ink (e.g. black) at 
same resolution, then the gamut for ink-jet technology in general, would be smaller than 
the other one. And this is due to the presence of more dot gain effects in ink-jet technol-
ogy. Consequences of this fact will be apparent in the following chapters, while consid-
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ering information recovery from PS process. Dye-sublimation technology is expected to 
have promising performance due to its apparent characteristics. 

2.3.3 Dot Gain Effects Encountered at Higher Resolutions 

Due to the dot gain effects a printed dot gets bigger after printing, as noticed in the pre-
vious section while considering ink-jet technology. However, dot gain effects continue 
to exist in laser technology as well and their main source is circular-shape of the printed 
dot. It is important to note that dot gain effects are unavoidable, as it can be seen from 
Figure 2.4, and this is due to the shape of the original (digital) and printed dot. In digital 
form a pixel is of square shape whereas the printed dot has circular shape. From Figure 
2.4 it can be seen that even when there is no or very minor ink spreading on the paper 
surface for laser technology, still either dot gain or loss is occurred, which causes the 
printed image to appear either darker or lighter than the original one. It is mentioned in 
[Kan99] and observed in this work as well that in general ink-jet technology has higher 
dot gain effects as compared with the laser technology.  

 

 

Figure 2.4: An illustration of physical dot gain effects develop-
ment process [Goo01]. 

 

Although, dot gain effects are unavoidable and this is the limitation of the existing ink-
jet and laser printing technologies, however, for high quality printers the dot gain be-
havior is studied very well in advance and based on this behavior, halftoning algorithm 
is designed [Goo01, Kan99]. In section 2.4 two such images are shown: one without 
taking into account the dot gain effects (Figure 2.11b) and the other one after compensa-
tion for such effects (Figure 2.15). The dot gain effects in inkjet and Laser printing 
technologies are compensated in halftoning algorithm by varying the density of black 
dots in the halftone cell. Finally, it is to be pointed out that although dot gain effects can 
be compensated and in fact these effects have been compensated successfully, as we 
shall see while discussing digital halftoning techniques. However, dot gain effects pose 
challenge for the applications, in which it is not acceptable to modify the number of 
pixels to compensate for the dot gain effects. 
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2.4 Distortions Caused by the Digital-to-Analog Gamut Mapping  
The fact that most of the printing technologies available today use only few basic colors 
(1 for binary/grayscale printing, and 3-4 for color printing), which are mixed together in 
special ways to form other colors, results in a device having color-gamut (number of 
colors device can successful produce) that is far less than the color gamut of a good 
quality digital image. This can be seen from Figure 2.5 in which typical gamuts of vari-
ous output devices (monitor, printer, etc.) offering subjective comparison are shown. To 
overcome this limitation of the printing devices, color gamut or simply calling gamut of 
the digital image is mapped to the gamut of the printing device. This mapping is en-
couraged by the fact that human visual system cannot distinguish among all the colors 
used in a high quality digital image and the number of colors, which are recognizable by 
the human visual system, are less than the original gamut of the digital image. This phe-
nomenon is used in almost all the existing printing technologies to keep their cost low 
and the technique used for gamut mapping is called digital halftoning. 

 
 

 
Figure 2.5:  A subjective comparison of color gamuts for various image 
output devices. 

 

2.4.1 Digital Halftoning  

Digital halftoning is the process to represent a continuous-tone image by an image con-
sisting of only basic printing colors in such a way that from a certain distance both im-
ages (original and halftone) are perceived as of similar quality. The halftoning process 
is based on the fact that human visual system is not able to recognize individually very 
small size dots due to its low-pass filtering characteristics. By varying the ratio of pri-
mary colors in a small area all the colors that are recognizable by our visual system can 
be produced/simulated. Although, under the magnifying glass the printed image or sin-
gle color plate looks as a collection of dots of primary color, however, at a normal view-
ing distance image is perceived as continuous-tone image. This fact is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.6(a-b) where an image a grayscale is printed using a halftoning process and in the 
Figure 2.6(b) magnified version of Figure 2.6(a) is printed. In digital halftoning process, 
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a specific graylevel is achieved by varying the number of black pixels in a halftoning 
cell. A halftoning cell of size 3 by 3 with 10 levels of gray is shown in Figure 2.7.  

 

                      

This part is shown 
in Fig. 2.6 (b) after 
magnification 

                                                       (a)                                               (b)  

Figure 2.6: a) A halftoned image, b) magnified view of a small part of image 
shown in part (a). (Note halftone image shown in part a is not of constant sin-
gle graylevel, as such images are not yet generated). 

 

 

Figure 2.7: An illustration of 10 graylevels for a 3 by 3 halftone cell. 
                      

As mentioned earlier that the size of a halftone cell is restricted by the halftone screen 
frequency (recall equation 2.1). It is desirable to have both higher screen frequency as 
well as graylevels, which would result in higher quality image. However, due to the lim-
ited resolution (imaging elements) in the practical printing devices, a compromise has to 
be made in the selection of screen frequency. It is suggested that a value, 150 lpi, for 
screen frequency is sufficient to print high quality grayscale images. So the printing de-
vice with 1200 dpi would provide 65 graylevels for 150 lpi screen frequency. 

A lot of work has been done on digital halftoning and an extensive bibliography can be 
found in [Goo01, Kan99]. However, still more work needs to be done in the areas such 
as: 

1. Computational efficiency against higher image quality: All the existing halftoning 
algorithms, which result in higher quality, are computationally expensive.   
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2. Efficient methods for performance evaluation:  Good methods for providing objec-
tive quality comparison criteria to compare the performance of various halftoning 
techniques are still needed. 

3. The term ‘good’ for digital halftoning still remains to be defined. 

These are only a few areas to be pointed out. The work on digital halftoning can be 
classified into the following categories: 1) Ordered dithering halftoning, 2) Error diffu-
sion halftoning, 3) Hybrid halftoning, and 4) Iterative halftoning. As digital halftoning 
is not the main focus of this research due to this reason these techniques are not dis-
cussed in detail and only basic idea behind these techniques is given, however, for in-
terested readers references are provided for further information. 

2.4.2 Ordered Dithering Halftoning 

In such halftoning technique a predefined matrix of fixed size is used repeatedly to bi-
narize the grayscale image. It has the advantage that it is computationally very efficient, 
however it does not result in very high quality halftoned images, as we shall see. Or-
dered dithering is further classified into cluster dot ordered dithering and dispersed dot 
ordered dithering. 

In clustered dot dithering, also known as amplitude modulation (AM) halftoning, the 
size of a single halftone dot is increased to get different halftone levels. The AM half-
tone dot forming process for a 3 by 3 size halftone cell is illustrated in Figure 2.8. in 
which different graylevels for AM halftoning are shown. A typical AM halftone matrix 
for a grayscale image varying in the range 0-1 with step-size 1/255, is shown Figure 2.9 
(a).  This matrix results in 17 graylevels and the multiplying factor 1/17 keeps the half-
tone matrix in the rage 0-1. The numbers 0 and 1 represent full black and white 
graylevels, respectively. In this matrix dithering pattern formed is rotated at 45 degree 
so that artifacts resulting from the periodic application of the dithering matrix are least 
noticeable by human eye. An halftoned image resulting from the application of the 
above dithering matrix is shown in Figure 2.9(b). As it can be noticed from the Figure 
2.9 that AM halftoning is not able to produce high quality images due to its inability to 
produce details in the original image. However, AM halftoning technique has the ad-
vantage that it is robust against dot gain noise and has been mainly used in the devices, 
which are not able to produce single isolated dots. It is also mentionable that AM half-
toning technique is the oldest halftoning technique and has been used in photographic 
printing and binary displaying devices. Within the family of clustered dot ordered dith-
ering many different techniques and variations are given in Chapter 13 [Kan99]. 
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Figure 2.8: An illustration of AM halftoning in which size of a single dot is in-
creased to obtain different graylevels. 
 

 

                               
                                (a)                                                                     (b) 

Figure 2.9: An illustration of clustered dithering halftone technique, (a) 17 
level clustered dithering cell, (b) resulting halftone image. Next to top-right 
corner of Figure (2.9a) is shown its pixel representation for 0.5 graylevel. 

2.4.3 Dispersed-Dot-Ordered Dithering  
Unlike clustered-dot-ordered dithering in dispersed-dot-ordered dithering, which is also 
known as Frequency Modulation (FM) halftoning technique, microdots within the half-
toning cell (dithering matrix) are dispersed and different halftone levels are obtained by 
varying the density of microdots within the cell. The role of multiplying factor 1/17 is 
same as explained in clustered dot halftoning. Some graylevels for a halftone cell using 
FM technique are shown in Figure 2.10. A typical FM matrix (cell) and a halftone im-
age resulting from the application of this matrix are shown in Figure 2.11. As it can be 
seen from Figure 2.11(b) that images resulting from FM halftoning are of higher quality 
due to its capability to produce details in the image. However, this technique has a dis-
advantage that it is not robust against dot gain effects and results in halftone images, 
which appear darker than the original images. To compensate for the dot gain effects in 
FM halftoning, randomly selected microdots within the halftone cell are turned white. 
More detailed information along with a list of references on FM halftoning can be found 
in chapter 14 [Kan99].  
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      Figure 2.10: An illustration of FM halftoning in which to obtain dif-
ferent graylevels pixels within a cell are placed in dispersed order. 

 
 

                     
               (a)           (b)                          

Figure 2.11: Illustration of Dispersed-Dot-Ordered Dithering, (a) 17 level 
Dispersed Dithering cell, (b) resulting halftone image. Next to top-right cor-
ner of Figure (2.11a) is shown its pixel representation for 0.5 graylevel. 

 

It is to be pointed out that in some techniques, called hybrid halftoning, both AM and 
FM techniques are combined to get benefit of the advantages of AM and FM techniques 
[Goo01]. In hybrid technique, a filter is applied on the original grayscale image and 
based on the output of this filter either AM or FM technique is employed for halftoning 
purpose. In relatively smooth regions AM technique is applied, whereas in the regions 
pattern changes quickly or regions having detailed information FM technique is applied. 
However, it is to be pointed out that even after the joint application AM and FM tech-
niques, the resulting halftoning images are of not very good quality [Figure 2.7(b) 
Goo01] as compared with other techniques such as the Error Diffusion and Iterative 
halftoning techniques. 

2.4.4 Error Diffusion Halftoning  
The error diffusion (ED) halftoning technique, pioneered by Floyd and Steinberg in 
1975, results in better image quality as compared with other techniques discussed so far 
[Goo01]. According to ED technique whole grayscale image g, assumed to be scaled 
between 0 (white) and 1 (black), is processed in a raster order. A pixel at a given loca-
tion is binarized using a fixed threshold level (0.5) and the error, which is the difference 

(*1/17)
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between the original pixel value (grayscale value) and its resulting binary value, is dif-
fused to a fixed-size neighborhood region whose elements yet have to be processed. The 
error diffusion is accomplished by a filter (a key-element of the ED halftoning), which 
distributes a % of the error to each of the pixels in the desired neighboring region. A 
generic ED algorithm is shown Figure 2.12.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Figure 2.12: Error Diffusion Algorithm [Kan99]. 

 

The well-known filter given by Floyd and Steinberg is shown Figure 2.13a in which X 
is a location corresponding to the grayscale pixel under consideration for which error 
value after binarization is to be diffused. The error is diffused to the immediate 
neighboring pixels (right, below, lower-right and lower-left corners) and the amount of 
error passed to each of the neighboring pixels is determined by filter weights (7/16, 
3/16, 5/16 and 1/16). It is noticeable that the filter weights add up to one so that error is 
not amplified. The weights are not selected randomly, but taking into the account the ef-
fects of resulting halftone image quality and are selected in a way that 0.5 grayscale 
stripe results in checkerboard pattern; however, this property (i.e. checkerboard pattern) 
is not suitable for data hiding application as it gives rise to pepper-and-salt noise (as we 
shall see in Chapter-5). Furthermore, the filter weights and size play a crucial role in the 
quality of the ED halftone images. An image resulting from the application of ED half-
toning is shown in Figure 2.13b. As it can be observed from the figure that ED tech-
nique results in more pleasing images as compared with the halftoning techniques dis-
cussed earlier and this is due to the capability ED technique to produce more fine details 
of the original image. However, the noise in some areas is observed as well. Many 
variations in the family of ED technique have been proposed. In some ED techniques 
error is diffused in the forward, downward as well as backward direction, whereas in 
others different sizes and weights for ED filter are considered. A quality comparison of 
halftone images for ED filters with different weights and sizes is made in [Goo01, 
Kan99]; however, none of these techniques completely eliminates the noise. A good bi-
ography on ED halftoning can be found in Chapter 16 [Kan99]. 
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  (a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 2.13: Error Diffusion halftone technique, (a) ED filter for 16 
levels grayscale image, (b) resulting halftone image. 

 

2.4.5 Iterative Halftoning  
In an iterative halftoning technique also known as search based halftoning, unlike pre-
viously considered techniques, which work on either pixel-by-pixel basis (ordered dith-
ering halftoning) or on a small region (ED halftoning), the whole image is considered at 
once. The grayscale image is first binarized using some appropriate thresholding 
method. Next the error between the binarized image and the original grayscale image is 
minimized iteratively using some suitable error measure, while the binarized image is 
kept modifying during each iteration. And this iteration process continuous, until a pre-
defined error criteria is met. Since the human eye act as a low pass filter, usually the er-
ror between the low-pass filtered versions of the original and the halftoned image is 
checked; however, many other methods apart from comparison between the low-pass 
filtered images have been considered as well. The iterative halftoning techniques, are 
computationally more expensive as compared with the ordered dithering and ED half-
toning, but are getting more and more popularity due to their higher quality and fast in-
crease in computing power. Again, some good references can be found in Chapter 17 
[Kan99]. A novel iterative halftoning technique [Goo01] discussed below, is of special 
interest to us due to its higher image quality and is used in this work while developing 
watermarking technique for the printed grayscale images. 

The algorithm is now summarized in Figure 2.14. First, the original image g, is filtered 
with filter f. Then the position of the largest density value in gf  is found and a dot is 
placed at the same position in b, which is completely white to begin with. Then b is fil-
tered with filter h and the difference bg hf −  is made. The position of the largest density 
value in bg hf −  is found again and the next dot is placed at this position and so on until 
a certain number of dots are placed in b. The number of dots to be placed is decided by 

 
 
 
 
 
                    X         7/16
       3/16      5/16     1/16



the sum of the density values in g. Something worth mentioning here is that in constant 
images all pixels hold the same value and the program will return the first (or the last) 
pixel it meets as the position of the maximum. This can cause the resulting image to be 
highly structured when halftoning a constant image. By adding small quantities of ran-
dom noise to the grayscale image, this effect can be avoided. 
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              Figure 2.14: The Iterative halftone algorithm [Goo01]. 

 

It is to be pointed out that two different filters are used to filter the original grayscale 
image and binary image. However, two filters do not differ significantly and the filter 
used in binary image has different parameter values only. In addition to this, the filter 
applied on the binary image uses different size when it is used to place dots in very light 
and dark regions. Whereas for the graylevels having values varying between 10-90% 
the same filter size is used.  Details about the filters can be found in [Goo01]. A half-
tone image resulting after the application of above iterative halftoning technique is 
shown in Figure 2.15. 

 

 

Figure 2.15: Illustration of the Iterative halftoning image quality. The half-
tone image is provided by the author (Dr. Sasan Gooran). 
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2.5 Scanning Process 
The scanning process is an analog-to-digital conversion process. In this process input 
analog signal (e.g., hardcopy documents, photographs) is converted into digital form by 
the optical sensors. To obtain a digital sample at a specific location that location is illu-
minated and the reflected light is focused by a lens on an optical sensor, which gener-
ates an electrical signal proportional to the intensity of the light detected by the sensor. 
Between the lens and optical sensors typically three different filters are placed, which 
split the light into red, green and blue components before the light is detected by the 
sensors. The above scenario (shown schematically in Figure 2.16) is implemented in a 
single device, known as scanner. 

The response of an optical sensor at any location in a scanner can be described formally 
[ShT97] as follows:  

         (2.2) Kidlrdf isi
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where K is the number of scanner color recording channels, { }K
iif 1)( =λ , are the spectral 

transmittances of the color filters, )(λd is the sensitivity of the detector used in meas-
urements, )(λsl is the spectral radiance of the illuminate, )(λr is spectral reflectance of 
the area being scanned, iε is the measurement noise, and t denote the value obtained 
from the ith channel. 
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Figure 2.16: Schematic diagram of a scanner. 
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The quality of a scanning device depends on the following components: 

1. Optical Sensors: This is perhaps the most crucial component of any scanning 
device. There are three different types of sensors: 1) Photomultiplier Tube (PMT), 2) 
Charged Coupling Devices (CCD), 3) Contact Image Sensor (CIS), in use nowadays. 
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The PMT a vacuum tube that converts light energy into electrical signal and amplify it, 
is used in high quality drum scanners because they are more sensitive to light as com-
pared with CCD sensors. The CCD a miniature photometer that merely detect light in-
tensity and represents the intensity with analog voltage unlike PMT, which not only 
precisely converts the detected light into analog signal, but amplify/multiply it as well, 
are widely used in desktop scanners. Finally, CIS is newer technology, which integrates 
scanning functions into fewer components, allowing scanners to be more compact in 
size due the smaller sensor size as compared with CCD. These sensors are used in low 
cost scanners and result in poor color and image quality as compared with CCD. 

2. Illumination Source A high quality illuminating source must have the follow-
ing characteristics: 1) full spectrum of light, 2) stable and long lasting, 3) lower power 
consumption rate, 4) lower temperature, 5) short initiation time. The fluorescent bulbs, 
used in the earlier scanning devices and still in use in lower-end devices, have two ma-
jor drawbacks that they do not produce consistent white light over long period and have 
higher temperature, which affects the operation of other optical sensors. The "cold-
cathode" bulbs, used in the existing high quality units, do not use light filament and re-
sult in lower-temperature devices. These light sources improve the performance due to 
the fact that at lower-temperature optical sensors perform better and otherwise optical 
devices need to be isolated, which increase the cost and size of the device. The Xenon 
bulbs are the latest and highest quality light sources with the properties that they are 
stable, long lasting, full light spectrum and have short initiation time. However, Xenon 
bulbs have one drawback that their power consumption rate is higher as compared with 
"cold-cathode" bulbs. 

3. Lens, Beam Splitters and Color Filters: These optical components are 
used to focus, redirect and split the light beam reflected from the object being scanned 
and play crucial role in the quality of scanned image. In a high-quality scanner high-
quality glass lenses are used, which are color-corrected and coated for minimum diffu-
sion, whereas low quality devices use plastic lenses. To split light beam into portions, in 
low quality devices thin glass mirrors at angular position are used, whereas in high qual-
ity devices two right angle prisms connected together are used. The color filters have 
the characteristics of selective transmittance, capable of passing a certain part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum while being opaque to the other portions. 

4. Scanner Resolution: It is the number of samples a scanner is able to take in a 
unit area (pixels/dots per square inch) and it depends on the two factors: 1) the number 
of optical sensors in a scanner head, and 2) step size of the stepper motor. A device of-
fering 600 dpi resolution uses 600 optical sensors in linear sensor array (scanner head) 
and a step size one inch. There are two types of resolutions, optical resolution (actual 
resolution) and interpolated resolution. Optical resolution depends on the number of 
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sensors used in the sensors array and the step size of the stepper motor, whereas interpo-
lated resolution is obtained using special interpolation techniques on the optically ob-
tained samples and provides much higher resolution. It is noteworthy that the higher 
resolution allows capturing more details in the scanned image. However, the resolution 
offered by the newer scanners is much higher than the requirement for the most of the 
existing scanner applications such as photographs, text documents etc. In other words to 
scan an image/document at full scanner resolution (e.g. 4800 dpi) does not increase the 
quality of the image whether the image is scanned for reproduction or to put on a com-
puter screen. A general rule for optimal scan resolution is given below:  

 

SR = (DR x DW) / OW,      (2.3) 

 

Where SR = ideal scanning resolution, in dpi 

DR = resolution of final display device, in dpi 

DW = width at which the image will be printed or displayed, in inches 

OW = width of the original being scanned, in inches 

There are new applications such as those focused in this research, which require that the 
image is scanned at a higher resolution and such applications have importance not from 
visual quality point of view but rather for machine vision purpose. 

5. Dynamic Range: It is the range of tones that a scanner can record and depends 
on the purity of the illuminating source, optical glass colored filters, optical lens and 
system noise. This range in ideal case varies between 0.0 (pure white) to 4.0 (pure 
black), however, for the existing flatbed desktop scanners dynamic range value is 2.4, 
which is sufficient for many applications, and indicates that the device is not able to dis-
tinguish at very light and very dark color tones. In the best quality flatbed scanners dy-
namic range increases up to 2.8-3.2, by using extra bit-depth and improved optics and 
such devices are used in standard color prepress. Finally, ultimate dynamic range is of-
fered by the drum scanners, which provide dynamic range between 3.0 and 3.8, and are 
very costly and provide over-kill quality for most of the applications. 

2.6 Distortions Encountered in Print and Scan Process 
When paper is used as high-density storage media this means that exact data is to be re-
covered from all the distortions encountered during PS process and this fact demands to 
study the joint effects of PS process. The major PS process distortions include: 1) Rota-
tion, 2) Data expansion/shrinkage 3) Pixel value distortion. In the following first two 
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distortions will be discussed whereas the third one has been briefly introduced in section 
1.3.3 and the more details are left to Chapter 3. 

2.6.1 Image Skewing  

It is a small amount of unavoidable rotation an image/document encounters during the 
PS process and it is attributed to both the printing as well as scanning processes. This 
amount of rotation is usually not very significant and in conventional applications it is 
unnoticed. The skewing effects are unavoidable even in high quality printing process 
and this fact can easily be verified by printing a test image of fixed size using advanced 
printing facilities available at photographs printing labs.  From the printed test image it 
can be seen that the image is printed 3% bigger than its original size and the purpose of 
this increase in size is to compensate for the skewing effects. While considering joint ef-
fects of PS process, it is observed in this research and reported in [FuA02] as well that 
regardless the fact that how precisely a document to be scanned is put on the scanner 
bed, certain amount of rotation is unavoidable. 

Next it comes whether such small amount of rotation is significant or not. The answer is 
that it depends on the application. As mentioned above, although certain amount of rota-
tion is occurred during photographic printing process, however, such effects are easily 
compensated (at the expense of slightly higher cost attributed to wastage due to high 
quality paper and inks) in such applications by printing the photographs with 3% extra 
size and then cutting the extra size. Consequently, there are no aftereffects in this appli-
cation. However, in other applications (pattern recognition, OCR, using paper as a high 
density storage media) where ultimate goal is to recover with minimum error the origi-
nal information from digitized image, in this case even slight rotation is very significant 
and requires quite serious measures to count for such distortions.  

Another important factor while consider skewing effects is quality of the underlying ap-
plication. For instance, slight rotation doesn’t cause any problem in data recovery proc-
ess if the encoded/printed data is not of very high density (e.g. data printed at 75 dpi and 
scanned 300 dpi). Practical example can be that when data is encoded in conventional 
low-density barcodes such small amount of the rotational distortion is not significant as 
registration marks added around the barcode can easily be used to compensate for such 
distortion. However, when the objective to recover the hidden data from high quality 
printed image (e.g. HD-DataStripe), where registration marks can only be added around 
the image then even slight rotation is significant and increases the error rate in the re-
covered data quite significantly. And this is due to the reason that at higher density 
noise is so strong that even small rotation gets significant. 
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2.6.2 Document Expansion/Shrinkage 

Another important distortion encountered during PS process, or only during printing 
process, is the document shrinkage. And this fact has already been observed by the 
printing industry that certain amount of the document shrinkage occurs during the print-
ing process. In this research it is also verified that printed document suffers from the 
shrinkage effects. As mentioned above in the discussion on unavoidable rotation that 
slight modification in the printed document at higher resolution (high density barcode) 
has significant effects. Now for shrinkage effects, imagine the scenario that a data stripe 
is printed at 300 dpi, however, when it is scanned at 300 ppi resolution, there is only 
298 pixels per inch. So what could be done, as any interpolation technique cannot be 
used as the exact data recovery is targeted. On the other hand if the document is sam-
pled using the sampling interval at equal distance, obtained by dividing the new length 
(obtained after scanning) by the original length it would still not be effective and it 
would still not allow to recover the original information accurately. 

2.7 Digital Watermarking 
Inspired by the fact that fundamental principles for watermarking techniques for hard-
copy documents (to be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6) are borrowed from digital water-
marking concepts, here a brief introduction to the topic is given. Digital watermarking 
conventionally allows authenticating the ownership of valuable digital contents: still 
images, audio and video signals by assigning copyrights. In digital watermarking a wa-
termark (short message usually consisting of company name, logo etc.) is encoded im-
perceptibly in the underlying contents to be assigned copyrights/ownership. For owner-
ship authentication the watermark is decoded from the contents and given as a proof of 
ownership. A general watermarking technique is shown in Figure 2.17. Data encoding 
process takes two signals: cover data (contents to be copyrighted) and the watermark, as 
a input, selects the positions for data encoding using appropriate technique and embeds 
the data at selected positions according to the criteria employed by the perceptual mask-
ing technique. It is to be mentioned that watermark size is determined by system's data 
encoding capacity, which is constrained by the perceptual masking and robustness 
against the alterations the application is going to encounter. The order of positions 
might be key-dependent, if desired, for authorized decoding of watermark. The water-
mark decoding process begins with watermarked contents by selecting those positions, 
which have been used by the watermark encoding process, and reads the watermark at 
selected positions. 

An effective watermarking technique must successfully deal with the triple requirement 
of imperceptibility, robustness and capacity [PZ96, VPIP01]. Imperceptibility requires 
that the marked and the original contents should be perceptually indistinguishable. Ro-
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bustness refers to the successful decoding of watermark from marked contents, which 
have gone through alterations. Capacity is amount of data that can be encoded as a wa-
termark. Furthermore, there are two more properties: security and uninformed decoding, 
which are also highly desirable. Security constraint refers to unauthorized decoding of 
the watermark and requires that the watermark not to be decoded by unauthorized peo-
ple. Neither, it can be copied from one contents and used to other contents. The unin-
formed decoding requires that the knowledge of original contents should not be needed 
for watermark decoding. All these requirements are inter-correlated in a complex man-
ner and are application dependent as well. 
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Figure 2.17: Block diagram of the watermark encoding and decoding process. 
 

 

The work on digital watermarking can be classified according to encoding and decoding 
process. While considering encoding process all data encoding techniques either work 
in spatial or in transform domain. In spatial domain a single pixel or a group of pixels is 
modified to encode single watermark bit. The data encoded in spatial domain is very 
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sensitive to translation, rotation, cropping and data compression attacks and this leads to 
consider data encoding in transform domain. In transform domain cover data is trans-
formed using any of the transforms (DCT, FFT, WT) and again single or group of com-
ponents is modified to encode single bit. The level of modification (e.g. least significant 
bit in spatial domain and low-frequency components in transform domain are impercep-
tible) is governed by perceptual masking technique, which exploits the limitations of 
human perceptual systems (visual and acoustics) to introduce modifications. In 
[PoW98] a model based watermarking encoding technique is given, which takes into 
account human visual system (HVS) model to encode watermark in transform domain. 
Like encoding process, watermark decoding process can be classified into two catego-
ries: informed (blind) and uninformed (non-blind) decoding. In informed decoding 
original cover data is required and watermark is decoded by taking the correlation be-
tween the marked and original contents. In uninformed watermark decoding the original 
image is assumed unavailable and usually the statistical properties of the watermarked 
image are utilized. A detailed discussion on different watermarking techniques can be 
found in [CMB+01], whereas in [MoS98] the problem is addressed from information 
theoretic point of view. 

Digital watermarking techniques can be classified as: robust and fragile. In robust wa-
termarking objective is that the watermark payload is robust against the conventional 
image processing operations (e.g. lossy data compression, cropping, scaling etc.) and 
should not be removed without significantly degrading the quality of watermarked con-
tents. The fragile watermarking techniques on the other hand deal with contents integ-
rity and authenticity. Fragile watermarking techniques have two important characteris-
tics: robustness against conventional image processing operations or innocent distor-
tions and sensitivity to malicious contents tampering attacks. It is to be mentioned that 
in context of this research, which focuses on watermarking technique robust against PS-
process, innocent distortions consist of noises encountered from halftoning process, PS-
process and dust-and-scratches. Some fragile watermarking techniques, which are rele-
vant to this research are reviewed in the following. 

In [Kim05] H. Y. Kim has given contents integrity and authenticity verification tech-
nique for binary/halftone images. To ensure contents integrity host image is divided into 
regions A and B, each region containing different number of fixed-size (e.g. 3 x 3 pix-
els) non-overlapping blocks. Next value of central pixel of all the blocks in region B is 
turned to zero and message authentication code (MAC) or digital signatures (DS) of re-
sulting host image consisting of regions A and B is computed and embedded into region 
B.  The size of the region B has been determined by the size of MAC (128 bits) or DS 
(1024 bits for RSA) to be embedded. Furthermore, blocks constituting region B are se-
lected with the constraint that the central pixels modification results in least visual dis-
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tortion (transparency constraint), and a pseudorandomly selected sequence of blocks 
has been used. For contents integrity verification, embedded MAC/DS is extracted and 
compared with the one computed using same procedure as before and if both are 
matched then contents integrity is ensured. Both secret-and public-key versions can be 
used for contents integrity and authenticity verification. It is to be pointed out that tech-
nique can detect contents tampering attack up to single pixel, but cannot either localize 
the modified parts or distinguish between innocent and malicious content changes. The 
technique [WoM01] from Memon et al. for grayscale images not only detects but also 
locates up to single pixel contents changes and works with both symmetric and public-
keys. Here host image is divided into blocks and message digest of each block com-
bined with watermark block using XOR (exclusive-or) operation is embedded in LSB 
(forced to zero before computing message digest and embedding the watermark) of cor-
responding block pixels in encrypted form. There are also invertible fragile watermark-
ing techniques [DSF02] that are targeted for applications in which the original (un-
marked contents) from the watermarked image are to be obtained. Here contents of data 
embedding region are compressed to spare space for DS embedding. Next, DS concate-
nated by compressed data are embedded in the data embedding region. To get original 
contents back, the compressed contents related to data embedding region are separated 
from the watermark, decrypted and substituted back in embedding region (at the posi-
tions known by the public-key). One drawback of the above mentioned techniques is 
that they are not robust against conventional image processing operations and to address 
this point semi-fragile techniques are given. 

A semi-fragile watermarking technique [Ditt01] uses visual features of the contents for 
contents integrity verification. Here the visual features of the contents are extracted and 
encoded in a feature vector that is embedded into the image using a robust watermark-
ing technique. In feature selection and extraction process, capacity constraint imposed 
by the robust watermarking technique is taken into account. For performance evaluation 
both types of noises: innocent (luminance reduction, contrast reduction, scaling, addi-
tive noise, sharpening, softening, JPEG and MPEG compression) and malicious (differ-
ent types/sizes of objects are added/removed as contents modification attacks) are con-
sidered. Key point concerning to us is the possibility to extend the underlying principle 
to hardcopy scenario (for binary images) for contents tampering detection and localiza-
tion. This would require modifying the existing visual feature extraction techniques for 
binary images by taking suitable measures and then watermarked binary image (not wa-
termark) recovered from PS-process can be used accordingly to detect and differentiate 
between the innocent and malicious changes as well as locating maliciously modified 
regions. 
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There is another category of semi-fragile watermarking techniques known as hologram 
watermarks, which use computer generated holograms for contents integrity verification 
[DFV01, DSF02, FMF+02, SSC05]. According to [DSF01], computer generated holo-
grams can be considered as another way of conternts feature extrcation. Hologram wa-
termarks are robust against cropping attack, allowing contents integrity authentication 
from small part of the watermarked contents. In addition to this, they have the following 
drawbacks: reconstructed hologram watermark is similar but not exactly same as the 
encoded one and this fact makes it suitable only for visual contents integrity authentica-
tion but not for biometrics-based automatic authentication, which requires exact data re-
covery for template matching. This problem is addressed in [FMF+02] using error cor-
rection coding, which increases data size that has other consequences (violation of ca-
pacity constraint). The hologram watermarks for images and biometrics data have high 
capacity demand that is not easy to meet for hardcopy documents and how this capacity 
demand is met in [FMF+02] is unclear to the author. 

Common weakness of the above techniques except hologram watermarks is that they 
are applicable to digital contents but cannot be applied directly to hardcopy documents 
where certain amount of errors/distortion is unavoidable due to PS-process. Further-
more, they demand for higher capacity (watermark payload) except [Ditt01]. 

The above discussion on watermarking is applicable to any kind of digital contents: still 
images, video and audio, and a lot of literature [International Conference on Informa-
tion Hiding, SPIE Conference on Security Steganography and Watermarking of Multi-
media Contents, SPIE Conference on Optical Security and Counterfeit Deterrence 
Techniques, IEEE Transaction/Conference on Image Processing, are some of well-
known sources] dealing with digital contents is available. In contrast to digital contents 
there has been reported very-less work, which deals with analog contents. The usage of 
digital watermarking technology in different applications since its emergence is shown 
in Figure 2.18. The literature dealing with hardcopy documents (image and text data) is 
reviewed in Chapters 5 and 6 where these applications are investigated. 

An overview of the latest developments in analog security technologies can be found 
[Ami02, LN05, Phil00, Phil02, Phil04, PNW+04, Shi04, ShW04, Ren05, TcH04]. 
Briefly speaking, this literature deal mainly with first-line authentication by using ad-
vanced technologies to combat the counterfeiting and data-tampering attacks. 
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 Figure 2.18: Evolution of digital watermarking technology since 1996 
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Chapter 3 

The Novel Data-Reading Technique for 

High Quality Printed Binary Images 

 
 

3.1 Introduction 
Despite their widespread existing use in many different application areas, recently 
printed binary images have attracted special attention among the research community 
for new applications [FuA02, HeO00, Wan01, WLH99, WuL04]. This trend is triggered 
from the advancements in computational power, printing, scanning and photocopying 
facilities, which are nowadays easily accessible to a very large community and have 
posed potential threat to many existing applications prone to forgery and counterfeiting. 
The new application domain, which is the main focus of the following chapters, is in the 
field of authenticity verification of hardcopy documents e.g. ID cards, traveling docu-
ments (visas, passports), conventional printed text documents, entertainment tickets etc. 
Some binary images for different novel applications are shown in Figure 3.1. In this 
chapter information recovery, while using paper as a storage media or communication 
channel, is focused upon and a Data-Reading Technique for the novel HD-DataStripe is 
given. 

Before proceeding further, here some terms, which one will encounter quite often are 
formally described within the context of this research with the aim to avoid any confu-
sion. In this research an image is considered as an high quality printed binary image if it 
is printed at 300 dpi or higher (pp. 10, sec. 2.3.1), which means that the size of the bi-
nary symbol (printed dot) is less than or equal to 84.67 microns. An HD-DataStripe 
shown in Figure 3.1f is a high quality printed binary image like the conventional 2-D 
barcodes (e.g. PDF417) with randomly arranged binary symbols and a registration mark 
pattern added around it. In HD-DataStripe gain in capacity is achieved by increasing the 
density of binary symbols (information carrying symbols). An information carrying 
symbol while considering paper as a communication channel (storage media), depend-
ing on the number of inks used in the printing technology, can take different values (i.e. 
can encode more than one bit per symbol); however, in present research only binary 
symbols (i.e. one bit per symbol) are considered. Furthermore, the binary symbols are 
interpreted differently in different contexts as explained in the following. A binary sym-
bol is referred as a pixel in the context of original digital information and it is the small-
est unit, which is intended to be recovered after PS process, i.e. binary symbol (pixel) is 
transmitted through channel (PS process). When this digital binary symbol is transferred 
to the paper, it is referred as a printed dot or simply a dot. Although, in reality a white 
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dot does not exist due to white surface of the paper; however, for the sake of description 
it is assumed other way round and is referred as printed white dot or simply a white dot. 
Finally, when a printed binary symbol (dot) is scanned at higher resolution using over 
sampling criteria for information recovery, then it is referred as a binary-pattern, square-
block or sub-matrix (to be referred onwards as submatrix for simplicity) and all these 
terms are used interchangeably in data recovery process. According to the above formu-
lation, the data capacity per unit area, for instance, would be the number of pixels, dots 
and squares, in the context of digital (original information), analog and scanned con-
tents, respectively. 

 

                                     

(a)       (b) 

                        

 (c)          (d) 

 

(e) 

                     

 (f) 

Figure 3.1: Some novel applications of the printed binary image: a) document au-
thenticity verification seal with hidden data, b) an image with hidden data for ID 
cards application, c) a piece of text with hidden data for authenticity verification, 
d) a copy detection pattern for brand protection, e) a constant grayscale back-
ground image with hidden data offering sufficient capacity to encode many pages 
of full text in an A-4 size background image, and f) HD-DataStripe for Smart ID 
applications with sufficient capacity to store card holder photograph, biometrics 
data, biographical data etc. 



To recover binary data after printing and scanning (PS) process, generally speaking any 
existing data-reading techniques [FuA02, Wan01, WuL04] begins by adding the regis-
tration marks around the digital binary image. These registration marks are intended to 
combat the geometrical distortions that are encountered during PS process and to obtain 
sampling points. Then the printed image is scanned as a grayscale image at a resolution 
that is at least two times more than the printed dot resolution, where the over sampling 
is intended to preserve the printed dots. The scanned grayscale image is binarized using 
global threshold level. Finally, the sampling points array is generated from the identi-
fied registration marks and the binarized image is sampled using the sampling points ar-
ray to recover the original digital binary data. The key elements of any information re-
covery process are: 1) data capacity per unit area, 2) sampling points, and 3) binariza-
tion technique. 

In [Wan01] registration mark pattern consists of 8 marks, which are located at the cor-
ners and at the middle of each of the four sides around the image. From the identified 
marks, sampling points array is generated, where each element of array contains (x, y) 
coordinates of a sampling point. To binarize the scanned grayscale image a single 
threshold level, which is the minimum point in the histogram of the sampled grayscale 
image, is applied. The histogram of sampled grayscale image is used to minimize the 
possible effects of noise from PS process on threshold level. To evaluate the perform-
ance of the data-reading technique binary image of size 256 x 256 pixels is printed at 
75, 150 and 300 dpi and 0, 121 and 15927, errors out of 65536 are reported, respec-
tively. It is mentioned that poor performance at 300 dpi is attributed to noise (dot gain 
effects) encountered from PS process at higher printing resolution and this imposes a 
limit on the amount of data that can be encoded. The data reading technique given by 
[FuA02] uses only 4 marks located at the corners as a registration mark pattern. Using 
the coordinates of the identified marks, the scanned grayscale image is partitioned into 
number of sub-blocks (squares), which is equal to number of pixels in the original im-
age. To recover the original binary information sum of luminance values within the sub-
block under consideration is thresholded. This technique is used to recover data from a 
binary image printed at 150 dpi. In another technique [Wu01, WuL04] intended to re-
cover printed signatures, registration marks are placed more closely. The 50 and 25 pix-
els separate the sequence of marks along horizontal and vertical sides, respectively. For 
binarization purpose mean of the minimum and maximum luminance values of scanned 
grayscale image is used as threshold level. In this technique data recovery at 72 dpi is 
considered. In all of above-mentioned techniques, the data is recovered successfully 
when the encoded data does not suffer strongly from the noises (see Sec. 3.4) from PS 
process. Furthermore, the maximum resolution 150 dpi at which successful data recov-
ery is reported, offers 22.5 Kbits (K=103) per square inch data capacity.  
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When using existing techniques to recover data encoded at 300 dpi, the errors are 
mainly due to the following points: (1) sampling points are not very accurate as such 
points are estimated using only couple of registration marks (2) to recover a single data 
value, binarized image is sampled at just one point. For instance, if there are just few 
white pixels (Figure 3.7) (or vice-versa) due to the poor binarization process or due to 
the strong dot gain (loss) effects within the square under consideration, then this is very 
likely that these pixels may not be at sampling point, resulting in wrong sampled value. 
On the other hand, in [FuA02] all pixels within the square are taken into account in the 
sampling process; however, strong dot gain effects force the sum of the values within 
square to be much lower and consequently the square will be marked as erroneously us-
ing global threshold level. 

While developing novel data-reading technique for high quality printed binary images, 
originally all the ideas are given in this research. However, later on it was found that 
some of the ideas such as the application of over sampling and registration marks to cer-
tain extent have been used in [FuA02, Wan01, WuL01]. Key contributions of this re-
search to recover binary data after PS process are summarized below and discussed in 
detail in the following sections. 

3.2 Key Points of the Novel Data-Reading Technique 
In order to combat the unavoidable physical dot gain effects encountered at higher print-
ing resolutions (e.g. HD-Data Stripe), in this research dot gain effects are classified into 
two categories: 1) severe dot gain effects, and 2) relatively less severe (RLS) dot gain 
effects. This classification is based on the operational range of the printing device: lin-
ear, nonlinear operational mode (Sec. 3.4 pp. 42). The effects of both types of dot gain 
effects on the printed and scanned image are investigated and by keeping in mind the 
countermeasures to combat such effects are taken. Next, the RLS dot gain effects due to 
their special characteristics are focused upon and a binarization technique, called 
“Adaptive Binarization Technique”, to handle such effects is given. Unlike the existing 
binarization techniques, which employ one single threshold level, the proposed tech-
nique takes into account the local variation in luminance value caused by the DGEs.  

As the performance of the data-reading technique, targeted to recover data at higher 
data encoding rate, is very sensitive to the way in which registration marks pattern is 
designed and processed, the registration marks pattern in this research is designed in 
such a way that no estimation is needed to combat the nonlinear image shrinkage distor-
tion encountered during PS process and this consequently results in more accurate sam-
pling points array. 
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Finally, the most significant contribution of this work is that the post data processing 
filters are developed to process the binarized image. Each of these filters characterizes a 
binary-pattern (square block or sub matrix sec. 3.3) of a certain type based on the be-
haviour of pixels within that particular pattern and by taking into account the correlation 
(behaviour) of this pattern with its immediate neighbouring patterns. A particular pat-
tern is processed according to the priority assigned to it. In other words in this research 
to recover the original binary data, the scanned image is sampled using Active Sampling 
technique (i.e. it applies post data processing filters in conjunction with adaptive 
binearization technique) in contrast to the existing techniques working in passive mode.  

While considering the performance of proposed data-reading technique, for experimen-
tal purpose 7 printers and 2 scanners are investigated using both simulated and real-
data. The robustness of technique against the common distortions encountered in practi-
cal applications such as: skewing distortion and wear-and-tear effects are considered as 
well. In case of wear-and-tear effects, the robustness of data-reading technique against 
contrast reduction, luminance reduction, dust-and-scratches noise, additive uniform 
noise and additive Gaussian noise is investigated. Each of the above points will be dis-
cussed in detail in the following sections. 

3.3 Brief Mathematical Description 
Before going into the details of the novel data-reading technique, it would be beneficial 
to describe clearly some mathematical terms, which are referred quite frequently in this 
chapter and can be helpful to understand the problem as well. Let us represent the 
scanned grayscale image and its corresponding binarized image by the matrices, G and 
B, respectively. Each of the images G and B, using the identified registration marks, is 
partitioned into 21 λλ ⋅=N  submatrices (square blocks). Where N is the total number of 
pixels in the original digital binary image having 1λ and 2λ  pixels in the horizontal and 
vertical dimensions, respectively. Each square block (with both sides having probably 
equal length) corresponds to a certain printed dot and is formed by scanning the image, 
using at least two times more than the printing resolution. The resultant partitioned ma-
trices are represented by G and , where subscripts ),(, yxji ),(, yxjiB ,, ji  denote a spe-
cific submatrix at row and column, and coordinates ( denote the location of 
a particular pixel within the submatrix. The above description can be visualized more 
clearly with the help of sketch shown in Figure 3.2. 

thi thj ),, yx
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of matrices G, B and sub matrices using PS process. 
Note: The size of printed and scanned dot is shown as 0.5", which requires 4 
sensors and motor step-size (0.5/4)", at 4 times higher over sampling; however, 
this is only for demonstration purpose, as in reality there is very large number 
of sensors and very small motor step-size per inch. 

 

For example, the expression, , computes the sum of all the grayscale 

values for the pixels ranging from 
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21 xtoxx 21, ytoyyand == , corresponding to the 

sub-matrix at the location 2nd row and 8th column (a pixel at location (2, 8) in the origi-

nal digital image). 

1x , represents the first column of the submatrix under consideration, 

2x , represents the last column of the submatrix under consideration, 
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1y , represents the first row of the submatrix under consideration, 

2y , represents the last row of the submatrix under consideration,          

,
2
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 +
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2

21 yyym , 

are the integer mean values, representing the central coordinates of a particular sub-
matrix. 

3.4 Countermeasures Against Physical Dot Gain Effects 
Formally speaking, while considering paper as a communication channel, physical dot 
gain effects (more precisely PS process noise) is the channel noise that limits the 
amount of data that can successfully (with very small bit error rate) be transmitted 
through the channel and is inversely proportional to the channel capacity (bits per 
square inch). Physical Dot Gain Effects are mainly caused by the circular shape Figure 
3.3 and enlargement of the size of the printed dots. Its strength depends upon the under-
lying printing technology, ink, and paper quality. In [Goo01, Wan01] it is mentioned 
that at higher printing resolutions (e.g. 300 dpi or more) these effects are unavoidable, 
regardless the quality of the paper, printer, ink being used. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 An illustration of physical dot gain effects development 
process [Goo01]. 

As a consequence of these effects, when a white dot surrounded by all or majority of the 
black dots is printed at a very high resolution, then the printed dot either turns com-
pletely into the black or partially black and white, depending on the quality of the print-
ing device. The resulting dot gain effects corresponding to fully and partially black dots 
are referred as the severe dot gain effects and RLS dot gain effects in this research and 
are shown in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4 shows the magnified view of printed and scanned 
binary image consisting of checkerboard patterns printed at various resolutions: 75, 150, 
300 and 600 dpi to illustrate dot gain effects development process. The dot gain effects 
shown in Figure 3.4 demonstrate only one type of effects; however, there are other 
types of dot gain effects, which are discussed in sec. 3.7. Similar, to dot gain effects 
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there are dot loss effects, according to which size of the printed black dot gets smaller 
and such dots might be expected from old printing devices or empty toner. 
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0.08 Inch 0.03 Inch

   (e) Printed at 150 dpi (Inkjet)   (f) Printed at 300 dpi (Inkjet) 

Figure 3.4(a-f):  A magnified view of some printed and scanned images to illus-
trate dot gain effects: a) image printed at 75 dpi and scanned at 600 ppi, b) image 
printed at 150 dpi and scanned at 1200 ppi, c) image printed at 300 dpi and 
scanned at 2400 ppi (relatively-less severe DGE scenario), d) image printed at 600 
dpi (full printer resolution) and scanned at 4800 ppi (severe DGE scenario). Note: 
images (a-d) and (e-f) are printed using the HP LaserJet 4600 and inkjet printers, 
respectively. 

 

It can be seen from Figure 3.4 (d and f) that at full resolutions quite often printed white 
dots turn into completely black dots, which is an indication of existence of severe dot 
gain effects. This fact restricts full channel utilization that means to use paper as com-
munication channel at full resolution. In existing work [Wan01] where a data-reading 
technique is given to recover data after PS process, it is mentioned that the physical dot 
gain effects encountered at higher resolutions, impose a bound on the volume of data 
that can be encoded in a printed binary image, which can be recovered correctly after 
PS. This last statement is very crucial for our purpose as the primary objective of this 
research is to develop a data-reading technique that can successfully recover data en-
coded at higher printing resolutions after PS process. 

It is noteworthy to mention that the impact of dot gain effects is not same on all type of 
images and it depends on the application in which image is going to be used. From this 
perspective, printed images can be classified into two categories: 1) images targeted for 
high quality visual perception, and 2) the original digital image is targeted to be recov-
ered back after PS. For first type of images dot gain effects have been studied very well 
and are compensated by varying the ratio of dots of basic half toning colors and this is 
done by the printer drivers, using some suitable half toning technique [Goo01]. For such 
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images higher printer resolution usually results in higher image quality (visual percep-
tion) (sec. 2.3).  On the other hand for images (e.g. Figure 3.1b, a watermarked halftone 
image) targeted to be recovered back after PS process, dot gain effects is an issue yet to 
be handled as the existing halftone-oriented measures are not applicable here due to the 
fact that pixel flipping is not permitted. Usual measure against dot gain effects for sec-
ond type of images (text, graphics, HD-DataStripe) is to increase the signal energy 
[FuA02, HeO00, Wan01, Wu01, WuL04], which means the size of the data encoding 
binary symbol (dot) is to be increased. However, this approach has a drawback that it 
results in poor image quality (e.g. printed text or graphics see Figure 2.1), as individual 
dots are visible and lower data encoding capacity per unit area (e.g. PDF417 barcodes 
with few hundred bytes per square inch data capacity). 

In this research a printing device is characterized by the linear and non-linear region of 
operation: the first region lasts until 150 dpi where there are no dot gain effects (Figure 
3.4b), whereas the nonlinear region starts from above 150 dpi and goes up to full resolu-
tion and only this region suffers from dot gain effects. 

The following countermeasures against Physical Dot Gain Effects are basically origi-
nated from the postulate: 

Postulate: In nonlinear operating region a good-quality printing device is expected to 
print each and every dot quite reliably at half of its resolution. The reliability means that 
signal is distorted less than x% (e.g. 90=x ) and the remaining (100-x)% signal infor-
mation can be utilized by the sophisticated pattern recognition technique for signal de-
tection. Furthermore, noise (distortion) and print resolution (signal energy) are directly 
proportional and are exponentially related: 

 

)(exp RcN ⋅=        (3.0) 

Here, N is signal noise, R is print-resolution (signal energy) and c constant of propor-
tionality. In this research eq. (3.0) is intended to show that N approaches to its limiting 
form (100%) more quickly than R reaches to full resolution and above relation gives 
only an indication of the behavior. It is to be mentioned that N and R in eq. (3.0) have to 
be normalized so that at R=600 dpi (full resolution), it results in 100% noise, similarly, 
for minimum values of R and N; however, this is not the target of this research. 

After the observation that severe dot gain effects (Figure 3.4 d and f) results in complete 
information loss, which is not permitted in the application scenario under consideration, 
it is decided to investigate relatively less severe (RLS) dot gain effects for the informa-
tion-loss sensitive applications (Figure 3.1). This is encouraged by the fact that for RLS 
dot gain effects (Figure 3.4c), also information loss does occur; however, information 
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carrying signal is not distorted beyond recovery and there still exists slight regularity in 
the signal, which can be utilized by adaptive binarization and post data processing fil-
ters to recover the original signal back and this is the objective of this research. 

3.5 Proposed Registration Marks 
Registration marks (RMs) is a specific pattern of binary pixels that is added around the 
digital binary image (e.g. HD-DataStripe), targeted to be recovered after PS process. 
The RMs are used: 1) to count for the geometrical distortions, 2) to find the sampling 
points. While considering geometrical distortions (e.g. rotation), RMs are used to esti-
mate the amount of rotation a printed and scanned image encounters during PS process 
and then the scanned image is re-aligned accordingly. Furthermore, RMs is also used to 
estimate the sampling points (regions) at which the image is sampled to recover the 
original digital data. It is to be mentioned that in the context of this research the 2nd role 
of RM-pattern is much more crucial. 

As the objective of this research is to recover data from a high quality printed and 
scanned image; where high quality means that image is printed at higher resolution, of-
fering much higher data encoding rate per unit area. On the other hand resolution of the 
printed image and its dot size are inversely proportional and this fact results in small 
size dots (constituting the registration mark pattern) that are more difficult to recognize 
accurately. In this work while selecting the pattern for the registration marks, it is kept 
in mind that the estimation of sample points (regions) must be avoided as much as pos-
sible in order to keep the error contribution from the inaccurate sampling points at 
minimum level. 

The RM-pattern proposed in this work consists of an alternating sequence of black and 
white pixels (in the context of original digital contents), which is added around the im-
age (information carrying area of HD-DataStripe shown in Figure 3.5) and is separated 
from the image by one pixel wide horizontal and vertical stripes of white pixels. The 
one pixel separation between the RM-pattern and the information-carrying area of HD-
DataStripe is intended to assist in the RM recognition process. This means that it pro-
tects the RM-pattern from the possible physical dot gain effects caused by the neighbor-
ing dots during printing process. In Figure 3.5 (a) a magnified view of a small part of 
HD-DataStripe image is shown to illustrate the RM-pattern. It is to be noticed that RM- 
pattern is almost imperceptible and consume very less space, resulting in further capac-
ity gain due to the absence of separating bars that are used in conventional 2-D barcodes 
(PDF417) shown in Figure 3.5(b). Next, using the identified RM-pattern scanned image 
is partitioned into N square blocks (a square corresponds to a printed dot that is scanned 
at resolution more than the printing resolution) rather than sampling points and these 
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square blocks are used for Block Pattern Characterization based on the binary as well 
as the grayscale pattern of the square block. 

 

 
 

Magnified 
View 

 

(a) HD-DataStripe 

 

(b) Conventional PDF417 Barcode (magnified) 

Figure 3.5: a) Magnified view of a small part of the HD-DataStripe to illustrate the 
registration marks used in the novel HD-Data Stripe, b) The registration marks (ver-
tical black lines followed by separating vertical white lines) used in PDF417 barcode. 

 

In order to identify the RM-pattern, the identification process for one element of RM-
pattern proceeds as follows. First, the intended mark is isolated from its neighborhood 
by using its (luminance value) difference from the neighboring region. Then within the 
selected region a point corresponding to the minimum luminance value is found and is 
assumed as a central point. Next, the four boundaries of the mark are located by using 
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the change in luminance value. To locate any two opposite boundaries, the process 
starts with the initial central point and moves a fixed distance by one pixel step-size in 
the direction in which luminance value decreases the least, whereas the fixed size stripe 
of pixels is considered to check the luminance value. This process is repeated until the 
opposite boundaries are separated by the desired distance. Then the exact central point 
is computed as the middle point of the square that is formed by these boundaries. Simi-
larly, all marks in the RM-pattern are identified. Finally, the scanned image is parti-
tioned by using the vertical boundaries of marks located on horizontal RM-pattern and 
horizontal boundaries of marks located on vertical RM pattern. 

An important point concerning the above RM-pattern might be the higher computational 
time, which is true. While considering the processing time of RM-pattern, initially it is 
found quite high due to the pixel by pixel operations required to locate each of the regis-
tration marks. In other words using exhaustive search (i.e. each pixel in certain area 
around the scanned image is considered), starting from the top-left corner, each isolated 
pattern is located in certain area around the scanned image and then these identified pat-
terns are processed to identify the whole RM-pattern. This approach obviously results in 
higher computational time. Next the higher computational effort is improved by utiliz-
ing regularity in RM-pattern and requires only one mark to be identified by the exhaus-
tive search method, whereas to identify the next mark the immediate neigboring mark is 
searched at fixed step away from the central point of the already identified mark. Then a 
fixed region is selected to look for possible central point (corresponding to minimum 
luminance value) of this mark and this possible central point is used to find the exact 
central point as well as to locate its boundaries as discussed before. The utilization of 
regularity in RM-pattern results in very high computational gain in RM-pattern process-
ing and reduces the computational time from several minutes to few seconds (Figure 
3.20). It is to be mentioned that the computational time would be negligible while im-
plemented in C language, unlike the existing MATLAB code that is computationally not 
very efficient. 

3.6 Binarization Process  
The binarization process converts the scanned grayscale image into a binary image by 
comparing each element of the grayscale image with a fixed threshold level and the 
thresholding operation results in a binary value “1” if grayscale value is above the 
threshold level and “0” otherwise. In binarization process, conventionally, one global 
threshold level is used, which could be a minimum value of a histogram of sampled 
grayscale, average of the minimum and maximum luminance values in a scanned image 
etc. The global threshold level is appropriate to binarize the images printed at a resolu-
tion up to 150 dpi and beyond that it cannot cope with the dot gain effects. In other 
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words regions suffering from the dot gain effects are binarized erroneously. This fact 
degrades the performance of the data recovery process and can be seen from the exist-
ing work in which successful data recovery is reported up to 150 dpi. To combat the dot 
gain effects encountered for application scenario under consideration more sophisticated 
binarization techniques are needed that can cope with the distortions from PS process 
encountered at higher printing resolution (300 dpi) or data encoding rate. By keeping in 
view the adaptive binarization technique is given in this research. It is to be pointed out 
that in adaptive binarization technique the impact of dot gain effects is not fully ad-
dressed and for the remaining one post data processing filters are given.  

 

3.6.1 Proposed Adaptive Binarization Technique 

Driven by the fact that the binarization techniques using one single (global) threshold 
level are not suitable for images suffering from dot gain effects, the proposed technique 
employs 3 different techniques each one handling a specific category of dot gain effects. 
In other words dot gain effects are categorized into 3 categories and each category is 
handled by its corresponding binarization technique, which is especially designed for it. 
First, binarization technique handles those regions, which either do not suffer at all or 
suffer relatively less from dot gain effects. Whereas second and third techniques, which 
depend mainly on the local properties of the regions suffering from dot gain effects, are 
targeted to deal with the RLS dot gain effects (discussed in sec. 3.4) posed by the sce-
narios: 1) a white dot is surrounded by all or majority of black dots, and 2) a black dot is 
surrounded by all or majority of white dots, respectively. Each of these techniques is 
described in the following. 
Initially the scanned grayscale image is binarized using a single threshold level as fol-

lows: 
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where 1..,,2,1 χ=x , 2..,,2,1 χ=y  21 , χχ denoting horizontal and vertical dimensions 

of matrix , and T  is a threshold level having value 128 (50% of luminance value). 

The parameters used in this section and afterwards are given in appendix-C. 

G 1

Next, the adaptive binarization technique works as follows: 
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then the following statistics for submatrics i, j shown in Figure 3.6  are computed, 
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whereα is a fixed constant that controls the portion of the neighboring square, to be 

taken into account and its value for horizontal and vertical neighboring squares, respec-

tively, is given by: 
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Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of submatrix  and its neighboring region jiG ,

participating in adaptive binaization process.
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Finally, if any of the following conditions given by eqs. (3.3-3.6) is satisfied, then the 

square  under consideration is marked as white. jiB ,

31
TX diff ≥ , 32

TX diff ≥ , 34
TX diff ≥ , 4max1

TX ≥ , 4max2
TX ≥ , 1,, )2/1( +⋅≥ jiji XX  

                                                                                                          ( 3.3) 

where 
1maxX and 

2maxX  are the two largest elements of ],,[
421 diffdiffdiff XXXX = . Simi-

larly, other conditions can be formulated. 

31
TX diff ≥ , 33

TX diff ≥ , 34
TX diff ≥ , 4max1

TX ≥ , 4max2
TX ≥  and 1,, )2/1( −⋅≥ jiji XX  

         (3.4) 

32
TX diff ≥ , 33

TX diff ≥ , 34
TX diff ≥ , 4max1

TX ≥ , 4max2
TX ≥  and jiji XX ,1, )2/1( −⋅≥  

         (3.5) 

31
TX diff ≥ , 32

TX diff ≥ , 33
TX diff ≥ , 4max1

TX ≥ , 4max2
TX ≥  and jiji XX ,1, )2/1( +⋅≥  

         (3.6) 

3T , T  are fixed constants usually taking value 5 and 15, respectively. 4

The purpose of eq. (3.2) is to reduce the computational time. If this constraint is relaxed 

then each square block will be considered as a possible victim of the RLS dot gain ef-

fects and consequently operations defined by eq. (3.3-3.6) will be performed on each 

square, which would result in much higher computational time. In other words even 

those squares, which do not suffer from dot gain effects at all, will unnecessarily be 

processed, resulting in higher computational time.  The value of  controls the strength 

of the dot gain effects to be considered and using 

2T

122 =T , allows the adaptive binariza-

tion technique to consider RLS dot gain effects as well. It is to be noticed that adaptive 

binarization technique given by eq. (3.3-3.6) does not depend on the binarized image, 

which is obtained using the single threshold level. Consequently, the role of T  in the 

context of adaptive binarization is not very crucial. It is also worth mentioning that the 

last constraint used in each of eq. (3.3-3.6) is intended to take into account more severe 

dot gain effects, which might be encountered in printing devices with slightly poor qual-

ity. 

1
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Finally, while considering 3rd category of RLS dot loss effects, a scenario in which iso-
lated black dots (a black dot surrounded mainly by white dots) suffer from dot loss ef-
fects due to the inability of the device to print every isolated black dot precisely. This 
dot loss can be attributed to the fact that the aim of the conventional devices (unlike se-
curity printing devices) being used in offices is to give pleasing printed images (text, 
graphics etc.) for good visual perception and such devices are not intended to print each 
and every dot very accurately, a requirement from applications being considered in this 
research. Aging effects of the device as well as the very low ink or toner level might be 
the other possible causes of such effects.  In this case the adaptive binarization process 
is given below. 
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holds, then, check the following conditions, 

1,, )3/2( +⋅≤ jiji XX ,     1,, )3/2( −⋅≤ jiji XX      (3.8) 

jiji XX ,1, )3/2( +⋅≤ ,     jiji XX ,1, )3/2( −⋅≤      (3.9) 

 

and the square is marked as black if either of the conditions given by eqs. (3.8-3.9) is 
satisfied. 

As before eq. (3.7) is intended to control the computational time and , allows to 
consider the scenario with relatively less dot loss effects as well. Furthermore, this re-
duces the task of the filters to be discussed in the following sections. It is to be noticed 
again that eqs. (3.8-3.9) are independent ofT . Although, the operations of eqs. (3.8-3.9) 
can be integrated; however, it would increase the computational time. 

1205 =T

1

3.7 Post Data Processing Filters 

The adaptive binarization technique given in previous section is not targeted to handle 
all possible scenarios (types of the patterns) resulting from the RLS dot gain effects as 
well as those patterns suffering from very minor dot effects. For this purpose post data 
processing filters are given, which characterize almost all types of patterns encountered 
in PS process for the application scenario under consideration. Broadly speaking, in 
characterization process post data processing filters take into account the behavior of 
binary pixels within the square  under consideration as well as the behavior (corre-
lation) with the neighboring region ( given by 

jiB ,

jiB ji ≠±± ,1,1 ). Furthermore, priorities are 
assigned to different types of post data processing filters in order to minimize the im-
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pact of wrongly recognized neighborhood and for this purpose squares (patterns) suffer-
ing from less dot gain effects are assigned higher priorities. It is noteworthy that it is 
mentioned in [Wan99] that post data processing of the scanned grayscale image should 
be considered; however, it is not considered in existing work and rather than this origi-
nal digital data is recovered by blindly sampling the binarized image. Due to the appli-
cation of adaptive binarization as well as post data processing filters, the sampling proc-
ess used in the novel data-reading technique is referred as active sampling in contrast to 
the passive sampling used in existing work. Each of the post data processing filters is 
discussed in the following sections. 

Filter-1: This filter deals with the characterization of patterns in which the printed 
dots corresponding to the submatrices under consideration suffer least from dot gain ef-
fects during printing process. Such printed dots are least victim of dot gain effects 
mainly due to the nature of the pattern formed by the dot under consideration and its 
immediate neighborhood. This means that the dot under consideration and its neighbor-
ing dots are of same type: either all black or all white and this scenario consequently re-
sults in minimum dot gain effects.  The constraint on the neighborhood is usually satis-
fied but it is not strictly required to be fulfilled and any dot with or without minimum 
dot gain effects is supposed to be characterized by this filter. This filter can be described 
formally as follows. 

The statistic denoted as, X , related to the submatrix being characterized is computed as 
follows: 
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and the submatrix under consideration is marked as: 









=
=

=
0Xblack

Xifwhite
submatrix

ω
, 

where submatrixtheinelementsofno.=ω . 

Those squares, which are marked by this way, are assigned the second highest priority 
after adaptive binarization due to the fact that the squares belonging to this category 
have the lowest probability of error. It is observed that the large number of squares (bi-
nary patterns) belong to this category and are least victims of dot gain effects. 
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Filter-2: Unlike Filter-1 that considers the squares with minor dot gain effects, Filter-
2 deals with those squares, which strongly (with respect to RLS dot gain effects) suffer 
from strong dot gain effects. Furthermore, Filter-2 complements the function of the fil-
ters given for adaptive binarization process (ABP) and consequently considers same 
type of patterns (i.e. white square surrounded by black ones and vice versa) as in ABP. 
However, in the present scenario slightly less severe dot gain effects are encountered 
and this is indicated by the presence of just few white pixels or vice versa in the targeted 
square. The reason to handle such square patterns separately arises from the fact that al-
though the binarization process indicates the existence of a white pattern or vice-versa; 
however, due to the slight error in the sampling points, usually such pixels are not found 
at the sampling point and this fact causes error in the sampled value. While characteriz-
ing such squares the behavior of neighboring squares is also taken into account. This fil-
ter can be described formally as follows. 

The statistics denoted as , about the submatrix  being characterized and its de-
sired neighborhood, respectively, are computed as follows: 

21, XX jiB ,
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It is to be pointed out that although right side of eq. (3.10) and (3.11) are similar, in fact 

they apply to different patterns of binarized area, e.g. minor and strong dot gain effects.  

Finally, the sub-matrix is marked as white if 

11 ω≥X    and  22 ω≤X , 

where ,.1 submatrixtheinelementsdesiredofno=ω  

,,.2 oodneighbourhtheinallowedpixelsnoisyofno=ω  

and α controls the size of the neighborhood area to be taken into account. The values of 

the parameters of this filter are given in appendix-C 
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The constraint on the neighborhood region is given by eq. (3.12). The binary patterns 
characterized by eqs. (3.11-3.12), arise from the dot gain effects and global threshold 
level employed in the initial binarization process. Some of the patterns belonging to this 
category are shown in Figure 3.7. 

 

 

 

Target Patterns 

Figure 3.7: Some typical patterns belonging to Filter-2. 

 

By looking at Figure 3.7 it seems to be that by moving the threshold level in binariza-
tion process such effects can be decreased; however, this is not the case and when the 
global threshold level is slightly increased or decreased, the error moves in the opposite 
direction, this means that the scenario (black dots surrounded by all white ones or the 
scenario to be discussed in Filter-6) might be detected erroneously. 

 

Filter-3: This filter deals with the square patterns similar to those considered by Fil-
ter-1; however, the square patterns considered in present scenario encounter more dot 
gain effects than before due the existence of the dots (squares) of opposite category in 
the neighborhood. There is no restriction imposed on the neighborhood region and it is 
assumed that any square (except those considered in Filter-2) suffering from minor to 
medium dot gain effects can be handled by this filter. It comes to mind that the opera-
tion of Filter-1 can be integrated in Filter-3; however, this is not possible due to the fact 
that this would erroneously detect the square patterns to be characterized by Filter-5 (to 
be discussed afterwards). Furthermore, due to the dependence of the characterization 
process of the following filters on the neighborhood, it is desirable to correctly mark 
(detect) as many squares as possible in advance in order to minimize the errors caused 
by the neighboring area in the detection process. This is another reason to avoid integra-
tion in order to eliminate error contribution by this filter. This filter can be formally de-
scribed as follows. 
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The only statistic that needs to be computed in order to characterize the behavior of the 
filter is denoted as X , is computed as follows: 
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where )()( 2121 yyandxx <<<< αα  

and the submatrix is marked as, 
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0Xblack

Xifwhite
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ω
,  

where 4)()( 1212 −−−⋅−−= ααω yyxx  

It is noteworthy that in characterization of those submatrices (squares), which contain 
both type of pixels, are not considered due to the more complex nature of the binary pat-
tern and such patterns are treated separately in the following filters. Some patterns 
(squares) belonging to the Filter-3 are shown in Figure 3.8. As it can be seen from the 
Figure 3.8 that such patterns do suffer from dot gain effects and need to be handled very 
carefully, as global thresholding technique and single point sampling cannot promise 
the correct recovery of such patterns. 

 

 

Target-
Patterns   

Figure 3.8: Some typical patterns belonging to the Filter-3. 

 

Filter-4: The unpredictable nature of the dot gain effects makes it difficult to state 
precisely the pattern of the square  under consideration and the immediate 
neighborhood square patterns that are characterized by this filter. However, usually the 
square patterns characterized by this filter are of same type as considered in Filter-3; 
except that here squares suffer more from dot gain effects than before. The mixed (black 
as well as white) nature of the pixels in central area of the squares under consideration 
restricts the application of Filter-3 in this scenario. Once again single pixel-based statis-
tics cannot guarantee reliable data recovery due to the more dot gain effects. Further-
more, the patterns characterized by this filter might be of the type used in the following 
filter-5 as well, when there are small-to-medium dot gain effects. 

jiB ,
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To characterize those squares in which the histogram computed at the central area is 
found partially black and white such squares are further classified into different catego-
ries and one of the new types of squares can be characterized as follows: The histogram 
is computed by considering: 1) specific central area and 2) all pixels within the square. 
Next, the square under consideration is marked as white if the number of black pixels in 
the whole square is more than the number of white pixels, but the number of black pix-
els in the central area is less than the number of white pixels. Similarly, the square is 
marked as black, if the number of white pixels in the whole square is more than the 
number of black pixels, but the number of white pixels in the central area is less than 
the number of black pixels. The above behavior can be described formally as follows.  

The two statistics denoted as , related to the submatrix being characterized are 
given by the following relations: 
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Where the ).13.3(.thangreateris eqinusedthatofvalue α  

Finally, the submatrix is marked using the following criteria, 
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And if none of the conditions given in eq. (3.16.1) is satisfied, then the following crite-

rion is applied. 
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Where 221 yx ⋅=ω , 

)2()2( 222 ααω ⋅−⋅⋅−= yx . 

The square is marked as white if number of white pixels is more than the black pixels in 
both histograms. Similarly, if the number of white pixels is less than the black pixels in 
both histograms, then the square is marked as black, as in eq. (3.16.2). It is to be noted 
that lower priority is assigned to the scenario described by (3.16.2) as compared with 
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the other scenario (3.16.1). Some of the patterns belonging to this category are shown in 
Figure 3.9. The impact of dot gain effects on the patterns can be observed from the fig-
ure. 

While developing the above criteria of characterization, it is assumed that if the overall 
number of pixels of type-A is more than half whereas at the central area the number of 
type-A pixels is less than half, then it is logical to mark such square as of Type-B, as the 
priority must be given to central area statistics. Experimental results show that filter de-
scribed by eqs. (3.14-3.16) can successfully characterize such patterns and this conse-
quently validates the assumptions made in this section. 

 
Target 
patterns 

 
Figure 3.9: Some typical patterns belonging to Filter-4. 

 

In the following two very important filters are proposed to characterize two different 
types of squares in which the statistics computed at the specific central area do not pro-
vide any meaningful information due to the higher dot gain effects. Furthermore, the 
correlation (dependence) of such squares with the neighboring squares is much higher 
and more sensitive, making it difficult to characterize such squares. Due to the nature of 
their correlation such squares are processed at the end, which means that they are as-
signed the lowest priority among all the filters proposed. It is noteworthy that such 
squares are not only more difficult to characterize but also affect the performance of the 
data-reading technique greatly. 

Filter-5: This filter deals with one specific type of square patterns defined as targeted 
white square surrounded by black squares from three sides and vice versa. The nature of 
such patterns usually results in strong dot gain effects and restricts the application of 
any other filter considered so far. In the present scenario binary pixel pattern at the cen-
tral area alone does not provide any meaningful information; however, the behavior of 
immediate neighborhood region is very helpful and plays crucial role in characterization 
process. As mentioned earlier while discussing Filter-3 that the targeted patterns can 
also be characterized by Filter-3 when there are less severe dot gain effects than the pre-
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sent scenario. This filter is characterized by defining a certain binary pattern within the 
square under consideration and in its neighborhood region as well and is formally de-
scribed in the following. 

It starts by computing the statistic,  1X
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It is to be noted that in eq. (3.18) dot gain/loss effects has to be taken into account. 

When all the above conditions are satisfied, only then the submatrix can be considered 

as possible candidate and characterization process proceeds as follows: 
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where value of α  is computed from the following relation, 
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In eq. (3.20) maximum argument of X satisfying the condition given by summation is 

assigned to α .  
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Similarly,  can be obtained from (3.21) or (3.22) by substituting5X 2−=αx , and it is 

given by  
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Using eqs. (3.21-3.23) another statistic  is computed as 6X
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Now if the following conditions are satisfied 

46 TX ≤ , and , where T ,  are known constants given in appendix-C. 57 TX ≤ 4 5T

Then the submatrix under consideration is marked as white. While characterizing the 

binary pattern using eqs. (3.17-3.24), it is to be noticed that the submatrix under consid-

eration is characterized by taking into account the behavior of the neighboring squares 

as well. And the constraint imposed on the neighborhood is given by eq. (3.18). Fur-

thermore, eqs. (3.19-3.24) are also dependent on the neighboring submatrices unlike eq. 

(3.17) and most of the filters described earlier. This interdependence imposes the addi-

tional constraints on the characterization process, especially for the submatrix under 

consideration. Some typical patterns from the class of patterns under consideration are 

shown in Figure 3.10.  

 

 

Target  
Patterns 

Figure 3.10: Some typical patterns belonging to the Filter-5.  
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It is also mentionable that binary pattern characterized by eqs. (3.17-3.24) is one par-
ticular case, corresponding to the scenario in which white dot having top, bottom and 
right neighboring dots as black ones and the left neighbor as the white one. There is no 
constraint on the top-left, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right immediate neighbors.    
There are three more cases for the white dot (white dot surrounded by the three 
neighboring black dots) suffering from similar dot gain effects. The equations for these 
scenarios can be written similarly as eq. (3.17-3.24) and the parameters remain same. 
Also there are four cases corresponding to reverse scenario (black dot is surrounded by 
three white dots and one black one), which is the result of dot loss effects. Almost same 
procedure is to be followed as described by (3.17-3.24) and one such scenario is consid-
ered in Appendix-A eqs. (A1-A8). 

Filter-6: The patterns characterized by this filter suffer strongly from the dot gain ef-
fects and this is attributed to the nature of the pattern formed by the targeted and imme-
diate neighboring squares. A typical pattern belonging to this category usually consists 
of a black target square and at least three white squares including one at the corner and 
vice versa. Due to the strong nature of the correlation between the target and neighbor-
hood squares as well as strong dot gain effects such patterns are treated at the end (i.e. 
assigned the lowest priority). This very important filter characterizes a square by com-
puting two statistics as well as taking into account the behavior of the neighboring 
squares and can be described formally as fellows. 

Two statistics denoted as related to the submatrix being characterized and  
related to its required neighborhood, are computed as follows: 
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 The submatrix is marked as white if 

,, 2211 εε ≥≥ XX  and at least one of the statistics computed from eqs. (3.27.1-3.27.4) 

is zero. 

submatrixtheinelementsdesiredofno.1 =ε
).26.3(.eqby.2 definedregioninelementsdesiredofno=ε  

Some of the squares belonging to Filter-6 are shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11 Some typical patterns belonging to the Filter-6. 
 

Finally, the constraint on the neighborhood region given by eq. 3.27 is relaxed and the 

square is marked as follows: 

      (3.28) 
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Where ,3ε  is total number of elements in . It is to be mentioned that eq. (3.28) han-

dles those square which are not handled by using eqs. (3.25-3.27). 

2X

Filter-7: Exception Pattern Handling  

Finally, an interesting, but important filter is described which checks each of the squares 
(submatrix) recognized already using any of the filters described earlier against the ex-
ceptional behavior. In other words, the exceptional handling filter checks the pattern be-
ing characterized by taking into account its behavior with the neighborhood pattern as 
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well whether such pattern can occur (means that does this pattern follow any logic). 
This filter can be described formally as follows. 

It computes the statistic denoted by  as, 1X
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Where )29.3(..1 eqbydefinedregioninelementsdesiredofno=ε , 

submatrixingcorrespondtheinelementsdesiredofno.1 =ω . 

Now, eqs. (3.30.1-3.30.3) constitute a contradictory set of equations as practically it 
cannot happen and if such behavior is encountered then it must be due to the noise and 
countermeasures can be taken to overcome this noise. None of the desired patterns 
shown in Figure 3.12 can be a white dot due to the fact that in the immediate 
neighborhood there is another white dot and two connecting white dots cannot be 
separated by such a small distance (as shown in the Figure 3.12). For instance in the left 
most pattern desired pattern separates two white dots and the target pattern cannot be 
white one due to the fact that 3 connected white dots are strong enough to resist the dot 
gain effects. So by using such measures the patterns can be characterized correctly. 
However, this scenario is not implemented in the data-reading technique due to the fact 
that it requires more sophisticated pattern processing operations, which is expected to be 
computationally more expensive than the ones discussed before. Also the number of 
patterns belonging to this category is not found too many and so is ignored. It is also 
mentionable that the general behavior of the exception-handling filter is not described 
by eqs. (3.29-3.30), it is only a special case. General behavior is not considered due to 
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reasons mentioned above. Some patterns belonging to this category are shown in Figure 
3.12. 

 

 

 

Target Patterns 

Figure 3.12: Some patterns belonging to the exception handling charac-
terization process. 

3.8 Experimental Results  
For experimental purpose test images (HD-DataStripe) measuring 104 by 804 pixels 
with 80 K bits user payload, consisting of randomly generated binary data, are printed at 
300 dpi using HP4600 printer. The images are selected by keeping an application in 
view in which HD-DataStripe is used. The size of the HD-DataStripe is in the Pakistan 
national ID card. The printed HD-DataStripe is scanned at 8 times more the printing 
resolution using HP5550c scanner. Each experiment is repeated 3 times for 7 different 
test images, where test 1-6 and test 7 correspond to simulated and real-data, respectively 
and the number of errors detected in recovered data are given in Figure 3.13, where the 
detailed results are given in Table-B1 (appendix-B). 
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Figure 3.13: Errors encountered in recovered data for HD-DataStripe us-
ing novel data-reading technique (* HD-DataStripe with real-data). 
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It can be seen from the results that all the times data is recovered very accurately. The 
small number of errors (5-40) is caused by the unavoidable stains on the paper and 
scanner surface and severe dot gain effects. However, such errors can be compensated 
easily using error correction coding (ECC) with very small overhead.  

In order to see the effects of real-data on the recovered data, HD-DataStripe with user 
payload consisting of real-data (facial image, digitized signatures, biographical data, 
and a portion of the digitized fingerprint) is considered. Each of these data types is 
compressed using the appropriate data compression technique, and the resulting payload 
is encoded using ECC technique with the aim to see the impact of all the operations en-
countered in the practical scenario on the HD-DataStripe. Detailed discussion on real-
data and the operations performed on it, is postpone till chapter 4 where application of 
HD-DataStripe in smart ID documents is considered. The resulting HD-DataStripe is 
again printed 3 times and no performance difference is observed as it can be seen from 
Figure3.13 (experiment no. 7). It is mentionable that the same set of test images (1-7) is 
also used in the following experiments. 

 

3.8.1  Impact of Printing Devices on Recovered Data 

Now the performance of the data-reading technique is evaluated by considering more 
printing and scanning devices and for this purpose 7 printers and 2 scanners are investi-
gated. The selection of these devices is governed by the available printing and scanning 
facilities at the institute as well as the constraints imposed by the data-reading tech-
nique, which requires at least 2 times more printing resolution than the data is intended 
to be encoded (i.e. HP-DataStripe is printed) and 8 times more scanning resolution. 
These constraints consequently demand for 600 dpi and 2400 ppi printing and scanning 
devices respectively. Next, 7 test images (HD-DataStripes) used in the previous experi-
ments are printed on each of the printers using the default settings and scanned using 
HP8250 scanner with same settings (given in appendix-C) as the one used before. The 
results are shown in Figure 3.14 as average number of errors detected in the recovered 
data for different printing devices. Same parameters set is used for data-reading tech-
nique for all the devices. 
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Figure 3.14: Mean number of errors encountered in recovered data for vari-
ous printing devices. 

By looking at the results it can be seen that average number of errors is now higher as 
compared with the results shown in Figure 3.13, which is due to the following reasons: 
1) aging effects, and 2) data-reading technique parameters. Experiments for the results 
shown in Figure 3.13 were conducted about two years ago and at that time the device 
was almost new, offering very less dot gain effects. Whereas, in recent experiments it is 
observed that now this device (HP4600) offers much higher severe dot gain effects than 
before, which is an indication of the aging effects and these effects contribute signifi-
cantly to the number of errors encountered in recovered data. Second factor contributing 
to the error is the set of parameters that were used earlier and it is found that some of the 
parameters (to be discussed shortly) need to be adjusted according to the scenario under 
consideration. In other words parameters used when a device suffers from minor dot 
gain effects needs to be modified when the same device suffers from aging effects and 
these aging effects can be seen by the mean luminance value which decreases with an 
increase in dot gain effects. Similarly, some parameters might need adjustment for dif-
ferent printers. It is to be mentioned that usually new devices do not require the parame-
ters to be changed. 

With the objective to find any further gain in performance, next optimized performance 
of each of the 7 printing devices mentioned above is investigated. This includes some 
parameters modification for the adaptive binarization filter, 2nd order polynomial fitting 
to draw horizontal template lines and scanner effects. The results for optimized 
performance are shown in Figure 3.15 from which it can be seen that in four cases there 
has been improvement. For comparison purpose unoptimized performance is shown as 
well. It is to be mentioned that the improvement is less evident due to the average value 
and this can be seen that from the detailed results given in the Table-B3 (appendix-B). 
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Figure 3.15: Mean number of errors encountered in recovered data for 
various printing devices using: 1) optimized set of parameters, 2) unopti-
mized set of parameters. 

For HP8150 printer it is found that using a second order polynomial, results in some 
improvement. It is mentionable that this printer is the newest (but still more than one 
year old) among all the devices considered in this research. To approximate 2nd order 
polynomial, which requires three different points to infer its parameters, two at the cor-
ners and one at the center, are used. Furthermore, each of these points is taken as the 
average value of 10 identified neighboring registration marks. To eliminate the error 
contribution from slight inaccuracy in the identified marks to propagate in the follow-
ing, each time (for each pair of vertical registration marks) polynomial parameters are 
inferred using the two identified registration marks for which horizontal template line is 
to be drawn. As RM-pattern is added only around the image, this pose challenge to ap-
proximate 2nd order polynomial, as the center point is not available. For the present sce-
nario, difference between the first and the second point, is always added to first point to 
get location of middle point. A more sophisticated approach to find the middle point for 
polynomial approximation is discussed in appendix-C (p. 162). In polynomial approxi-
mation, intention is to have accuracy 0.000833-0.000417 of an inch at middle region. 
This means that any given registration mark at center would be surrounded by the tem-
plate having only 1-2 pixels (at 2400 ppi) error. 

For HP4600 printer 1st order polynomial (i.e. linear approximation) is found sufficient 
and the value of parameters ,  (given in appendix-C) for adaptive binarization 
needs to be modified. In this case  (mean luminance value increased by fixed con-
stant 10 discussed in appendix-C) results in improved performance. Above criteria 
works for the previous experimental results as well. The mean luminance value is calcu-
lated from the image consisting of random data, while considering only its information 

1T 43 , TT

1T
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carrying region. The optimized performance is obtained with HP5550c scanner. It is 
also required to modify the parameters T  in adaptive binarization filter for two dif-
ferent scanners. All these parameters are given in appendix-C. 

43 , T

1

HP2100 and HP8000 both suffer from dot loss effects, a scenario in which impact of 
light regions extends to neighboring dark regions unlike dot gain effects. In this case to 
find further gain in performance, value of T  in adaptive binarization filter as well as 2nd 
order polynomial approximation for horizontal template, need to be modified. It is ob-
served that optimized performance is obtained by using  given by the mean lumi-
nance value plus a constant value 20-30, which is 2-3 times higher as compared with 
dot gain scenario. An objective measure to differentiate between dot loss/gain scenario 
could not be developed, however, it is mentionable that mean and standard deviation 
statistics do not provide sufficient information in this context. The middle point for 2

1T

nd 
order polynomial approximation, while considering HP2100, is achieved by subtracting 
a fixed value two from average of first and third points. Whereas for HP8000 2nd order 
polynomial approximation is found more challenging as the techniques used for 
HP2100 and HP8150 to find the middle point sometimes do not result in optimized per-
formance. The optimized performance is obtained by subjectively evaluating the accu-
racy of horizontal template drawn by the 2nd order polynomial, while slightly varying 
(0, ±1) the value of the middle point (average value of first and third points). A potential 
objective technique (not yet implemented) for choosing the middle point for 2nd order 
polynomial considering general scenario is discussed in appendix-C. In case of HP8000 
printer it is observed that its performance remains same or slightly improves when toner 
level approaches towards end. This can be seen from the results given in Table-B9 for 
an experiment conducted when empty toner message is generated from this device. 

For other printing devices HP2200, HP4050 and HP4100 no further improvement is ob-
tained by using any of the measures discussed above. The parameters of the data-
reading technique for all the cases discussed so far are given in the appendix-C. 

To see the performance of the existing binarization techniques [Wan01, Fu02, Wu01] in 
present scenario, data recovery is investigated using the RM-pattern given in this work 
for the existing binarization techniques. The results are given in Table-B10 (appendix-
B), which show that the existing binarization techniques cannot be applied in the pre-
sent scenario. It is to be mentioned that results given in Table-B10 do not present the 
complete picture of the behavior of existing techniques in present scenario due to the 
fact that one of the important factors in the performance of the data-reading techniques 
is RM-pattern and these results are obtained using new RM-pattern rather than using the 
RM-patterns given in the existing work, which would further degrade the performance. 
This is evident from the underlying design and processing mechanism of the existing 
RM-patterns. 
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3.8.2 Impact of Underlying Contents on Recovered Data 

The detailed results given in Table-B3 (appendix-B) show that the error for real-data 
(Test 7) in contrast to the simulated data is slightly higher and this behavior might raise 
questions about the strength of simulated data. However, this is not the case and it is no-
ticed that slightly higher error is attributed to the priority assigned to the filters. By 
changing the priority of Filter-6, such behavior is eliminated and it can be seen from the 
results given in Table-B8 (appendix-B). Previously, Filter-5 and Filter-6 have been as-
signed the higher priority over Filter-4. This means that at first stage patterns belong to 
Filter-5 and Filter-6 are marked as the candidate patterns prior to applying Filter-4 and 
once patterns belonging to Filter-4 have been marked then the other two filters are ap-
plied. In other words candidate patterns are ignored by Filter-4. The reason for some of 
the patterns to be ignored is the fact that Filter-5 and Filter-6 depend more strongly on 
neighboring behavior and to minimize the error contribution from wrongly marked 
neighborhood patterns such patterns are first loosely marked. Once the Filter-4 has been 
applied then candidate patterns are marked permanently. Now, it can be seen from the 
results given Table-B8 (appendix-B) that with the modified priority, according to which 
Filter-6 is not applied repeatedly, results in similar behavior for the real and simulated 
data and slightly improves the average performance as well. It is mentionable that due 
to the time constraint only Table-B3 is updated and the other results to be given in the 
following sections are not updated. 

Using another approach the small performance difference between real and simulated 
data is overcome by changing the properties of the real-data before printing. This can be 
accomplished by: 1) scrambling operation (discussed in chapter-6), and 2) adding 
pseudorandom noise. In latter scenario considered in this research, pseudorandom noise 
having similar properties, as that of the simulated data, is added to the real-data by 
applying the binary exclusive-or operation and the resulting signal is used as (HD-
DataStripe). To get the real-data back, the pseudorandom noise is generated with the 
same key that is used before and the pseudorandom noise is subtracted from the data 
recovered from HD-DataStripe after PS process by applying binary exclusive-or 
operation again. By this way performance of real and simulated data are found similar 
and it is verified experimentally. An HD-DataStripe with real-data, modified as 
discussed above, when printed using HP 2100 and HP 2200 printers results in 118 and 
283 errors, respectively, as compared to 274 and 510 (Table B-3)  errors encountered 
before. This error  decreases to 117 and 241 as compared with 118 and 410 (Table-B8) 
errors, respectively, by avoiding the repeated application of Filter-6 discussed  before. 
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3.8.3  Impact of Scanning Devices on Recovered Data 

To see the impact of scanning device two different scanners HP5550c and HP8200 are 
considered. HP8250 is more sophisticated and offers higher resolution. Furthermore, 
this device has higher dynamic range for the sensors and this is observed from the fact 
that it detects stronger distortions caused by dot gain effects better than the HP5550c. 
For the performance comparison same test images considered above printed using 
HP8150, HP4600, HP8000 and HP4100 are considered. For data recovery process pa-
rameters for data-reading technique used in optimized scenario are used and perform-
ance (average number of errors) is shown in Figure 3.16. The detailed results are given 
in Table-B4 (appendix-B). 
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Figure 3.16: Performance (mean error) comparison of two scanners 
HP5550c and HP8250 for four printing devices. 

From the results it can be seen that HP8250 scanner performs better due to its ability to 
scan small details more precisely as compared with the other one. This fact is more evi-
dent while considering other printing devices suffering more from dot gain effects. In 
contrast to general behavior in case of HP4600 it is found slightly opposite, which is 
due to the fact that here adoptive binarization filters, in effort to detect patterns suffering 
from more dot gain effects, result in false positive errors. 

To find an optimal over sampling factor, due to the time constraint, only initial study is 
conducted yet and this is due to the fact that data-reading technique requires lot of 
careful modifications that could not be accomplished due to the time constraint. To 
avoid the modifications in data-reading technique for the time being an image initially 
scanned at lower resolution is over sampled afterwards using image processing 
techniques, to have same over sampling factor that has been used before. This technique 
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obviously has the drawback that in over sampling process noise is also amplified, which 
degrades the performance. The results for some experiments are given in Table 3.1.  

 
Table 3.1: Impact of the over sampling factor on recovered 
data. (Scanner HP8250) 

 
Test Test 6 Test 7 Test 7* 

8 54 93 118 
7 111 155 229 
6 62 205 186 
5 105 402 275 
4 151 699 718 

Printer HP8150 HP8150 HP2100 

O
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p
Factor 

 

From the results it can be seen that HP8150 printer with simulated data can be used 
immediately at 4 times higher over sampling factor (1200 dpi) without any 
modifications in data-reading technique. Whereas the existing over sampling factor (8) 
can be decreased by 2 without siginificant performance degradation. The real-data 
(without adding noise discussed above) results in more errors for 4-5 times over 
sampling factor and this is mainly due to the over sampling noise. However, it is 
observed that at 1200 dpi there is sufficient information that can be utilized by the data-
reading technique (after necessary modifications) to recover the data with some 
degradation in performance. Same remarks hold for the results shown for HP2100 
printer. It is to be mentioned that Test 7* used for HP2100 printer is obtained by adding 
noise to the real-data (Test7) as discussed before. The slight unusual behavior 
encountered at 2100 dpi is also attributed to the over sampling noise and can be 
elimnated. Finally, based on the initial study it is safe to claim that after necessary 
modifiacations 4-5 times over sampling would be sufficient for the data-reading 
techique without significant performance degradation.    

3.8.4 Impact of RM-Pattern on Recovered Data 

The RM-pattern is investigated with the objective to find any further performance gain 
and to combat the errors caused by RM-pattern due to unprinted or partially printed 
marks. This scenario might be encountered while considering relatively old printing de-
vices in which some of the marks might not be printed at all or printed only partially (a 
more likely scenario) and this would consequently accumulate errors in the identified 
RM-pattern, resulting in degraded performance. Inspired by the above objectives RM-
pattern discussed earlier is modified slightly to increase its robustness against the un-
printed or partially printed marks. The modified RM-pattern (MRM-pattern) is similar 
to the one used before except that now its period is increased from two to three and one 
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single period consists of two consecutive black dots followed by a white one (e.g. 
001001001). To see the effects of modified RM-pattern same test images considered are 
printed with both types of RM-patterns using all the printing devices and the results are 
shown in Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.17: Performance (mean no. of errors) comparison for two 
different RM-patterns using three different printing devices. 

From the Figure 3.17 it can be seen that on average MRM-pattern performs better than 
RM-pattern. This difference in performance does not provide complete picture of the 
scenario due to the average value shown in the figure. The detailed results given in Ta-
ble-B5 (appendix-B) show that  there is more than 100% performance difference en-
countered in at least two out of seven tests. It is also observed that linear approximation 
rather than 2nd order polynomial performs better for the RM-pattern, so the results 
shown in Figure 3.17 for RM-pattern are obtained using linear approximation. It is to be 
mentioned that except experiments (Figure 3.13), in the remaining experiments MRM-
pattern has been used. 

3.8.5   Skewing Distortion 

In this work it is observed that regardless the fact how carefully the document being 
scanned is put on the scanner bed the skewing distortion varying between 0.1-0.3  de-
grees in clockwise direction is unavoidable in the scanned image. Consequently, the 
data-reading technique must be robust against this distortion. The novel data-reading 
technique can successfully count for unintentional skewing distortions and this can be 
verified from all the results discussed so far. In order to see the robustness of the data-
reading technique against the intentional skewing effects, the images are skewed manu-
ally during the scanning process and then de-skewed afterwards by utilizing the RM-
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pattern. A typical skewed image is shown in Figure 3.18. The amount of skewing ef-
fects encountered by an image can be calculated by the following relation: 

)(tan 1 xy−=θ      (3.31) 

where x and y are the base and perpendicular of the right angle triangle (shown in Fig-
ure 3.18), obtained by drawing the projection of rotated HD-DataStripe to the X-axis. 
Then image can be deskewed by the angle,θ , using MATLAB imrotate routine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.18: An illustration of highly skewed HD-DataStripe. 

To evaluate the performance the data-reading technique, the images printed using three 
different printing devices are considered. Each of the images to be scanned is skewed 
manually by a random amount either in clockwise (-) or counter-clockwise (+) direc-
tion. Then the data-reading technique is applied as before and the number of errors en-
countered in recovered data are given in Table 3.2. By looking at the results it can be 
seen that the data is recovered successfully up to ±9°. It is to be mentioned that in some 
experiments error was increased; however, using 2nd order polynomial approximation 
resulted in same performance as in case of unintentional skewing effects. Beyond 9° it 
is found that error increases very rapidly. However, this scenario can be tackled by us-
ing the embedded RM-technique in which registration marks are also added at random 
positions within the information  carrying region of HD-DataStripe especially at central 
region to compensate for nonlinear de-skewing effects encountered at higher rotations. 
Furthermore, these marks can be used for multiple purposes, that is to infer the parame-
ters of the second order polynomial (discussed in appendix-C) in addition to its applica-
tion to compensate for higher skewing distortions. In this research skewing distortion 
beyond 9° is not addressed due to the fact in real-life applications this much rotation is 
not likely to occur. 
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Table 3.2: Robustness of data-reading technique against the inten-
tional skewing distortion. 

 
 

 θ (deg) Errors θ  (deg) Errors θ  (deg) Errors 
Test1 -3.43 57 +4.89 112 +1.05 94 
Test2 +4.10 50 +9.52 130 +5.78 150 
Test3 -8.10 36 -7.99 159 -6.04 128 
Test4 -4.81 44 +9.16 189 -6.16 130 
Test5 -4.47 54 +3.21 129 -4.99 136 
Test6 +3.20 50 -3.32 82 +5.04 95 
Test7 +3.20 79 -5.61 195 +5.37 234 
Mean  53  142  138 

 
-  Sign means clockwise rotation 
+ Sign means counter clockwise rotation 
 

3.8.6   Robustness of Data-Reading Technique Against Noise 
With the objective to see the robustness of data-reading technique against the aging ef-
fects, impact of certain types of noise such as contrast reduction, luminance reduction, 
dust-and-scratches, additive uniform noise and additive Gaussian noise, is investigated. 

Contrast and Luminance Reduction Noise: The contrast and luminance reduction 
noise is inspired by the assumption that with the passage of time document would result 
in decreased contrast and luminance values due to the accumulation of dust layer on the 
surface. With this objective 10% contrast and 10% luminance is decreased in the 
scanned image and then the data-reading technique is applied. The results after 10% 
contrast and 10% luminance reduction are shown in Figure 3.19 along with the per-
formance without any noise for comparison. The detailed results are given in Table B6 
(appendix-B). It can be seen from the results that there is no significant change in per-
formance by either of the two distortions. Additional errors encountered in the recov-
ered data are mainly due to the RLS dot gain effects, which get stronger with additional 
noise. It is also observed that the errors caused by the contrast reduction can be over-
come by changing the value of ,1T  filter-1 and this is possible up to 50% contrast reduc-
tion; however, it is difficult to predict any advantage of this fact in real-life scenario. 
The error obtained with 50% contrast reduction by modifying 1T  is 246. 
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Figure 3.19: Mean number of errors encountered in the recovered data:   10% 
contrast reduction,   10% luminance reduction,    without any distortion, con-
sidering three different printing devices. 

 

Dust-and-Scratches Noise: As another noise the dust-and-scratches effects are in-
vestigated by simulating this behavior using the Adobe Photoshop software. There 
are two parameters: radius and threshold level that are to be specified. The radius 
defines the average size of the dust or scratching dot to be added and in this re-
search radius of 8 pixels is considered as one noisy dot. Since one dot printed at 
300 dpi is over sampled 8 times, consequently, radius of 8 pixels is assumed to 
simulate dust-and-scratch effects of one dot. Similarly, to see the effects of dust-
and-scratches dots measuring 2, 3, and so on, would require radius of 16 and 24 
pixels, respectively. The other parameter is threshold level, varying between (0-
255), specifies the region to be considered to add dust-and-scratches noise and it is 
chosen as 128. The choice is governed by the fact that lower values add too much 
noise in contrast to higher values that do oppositely. In this research, dust-and-
scratches behavior for 2, 3, 4, 5 and 10 dots is simulated for the optimized scenario 
(Figure 3.15). It is to be mentioned that only two test images, which have been re-
sulting in more errors, are considered due to the time constraint. Furthermore, noise 
is added selectively, which means that it affects only the information carrying re-
gion of the scanned grayscale image. When the entire scanned image is considered, 
then noise is also added to the RM-pattern and requires additional effort to estimate 
the RM-pattern from the noisy environment. The distorted marks can be estimated 
from the locations of the neighboring marks (not necessarily the immediate 
neighbor); however, this issue is not addressed yet. So to see the initial behaviour 
noise is added selectively and the results are given in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3(a): Number of errors encountered in recovered data caused by 
the dust-and-scratches noise for HP4600 printing device. 

 
 2 dots 

noise   
3 dots 
noise   

4 dots 
noise   

5 dots 
noise   

10 dots 
noise   

Test6 88 379 476 204 616 
Test7 186 462 578 295 754 

 
 

Table 3.3(b): Number of errors encountered in recovered data caused by 
the dust-and-scratches noise for HP4050 printing device. 
 

 2 dots 
noise   

3 dots 
noise   

4 dots 
noise   

5 dots 
noise   

10 dots 
noise   

Test6 117 181 221 257 916 
Test7 155 396 635 732 1138 

 
Table 3.3(c): Number of errors encountered in recovered data caused by 
the dust-and-scratches noise for HP2100 printing device. 

 
 2 dots 

noise   
3 dots 
noise   

4 dots 
noise   

5 dots 
noise   

10 dots 
noise   

Test6 377 736 833 896 2477 
Test7 421 951 1232 1263 1240 

 
 

Table 3.3(d): Number of errors encountered in recovered data caused 
by the dust-and-scratches noise for HP4100 printing device. 

 
 2 dots 

noise   
3 dots 
noise   

4 dots 
noise   

5 dots 
noise   

10 dots 
noise   

Test6 329 363 372 375 920 
Test7 309 756 1196 1427 1745 

 

From the above results it seems that the Test 7 has almost two times more number of 
errors, however, this is not always the case as it can be seen from Table 3.3c for 10 dots 
noise, and this fact leads to the contents independent behavior of dust-and-sractes noise. 
To have more clear picture of dust-and-scratches noise behavior, it would be necessary 
to conduct large number of experiments and then take the mean value. 

Uniform and Gaussian Noise: In this scenario 5% and 10% uniform and gaussian 
noise is added selectively on the scanned image to see its impact on the recovered data. 
As the dust is expected to be uniformly distributed with very small size particles, so it 
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can be assumed that its behaviour is simulated by the gaussian or uniform noise. Simi-
larly, noise encountered from scanner sensors can be assumed to have such behavior. 
These two noises might also be assumed the noise from the printing process and in this 
case noisy dots might result from poor quality printing device, which would result in 
partially printed dots. It is to be mentioned that the gaussian noise is more stronger than 
the uniform noise and degrades the performance more than the other one. It is also ob-
served that the 5% noise does not affect the RM-pattern and data can be recovered quite 
successfully. The results for the uniform and gaussian noise are given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4(a): Robustness of the data-reading technique against uniform 
and gaussian noise for HP8150 printer. 

                   
 0%  5% UN 10% UN 5% GN 10% GN 

Test1 25 94 223 197 1480 
Test2 42 77 207 152 1258 
Test3 83 57 156 133 1212 
Test4 29 65 193 133 1204 
Test5 48 75 194 153 1329 
Test6 50 57 131 103 1079 
Test7 93 114 229 313 2556 

 
 
Table 3.4(b): Robustness of the data-reading technique against 
uniform and gaussian noise for HP4600 printer. 

 
 0% 5% UN 10% UN 5% GN 

Test6 83 111 210 198 
Test7 184 232 452 389 

 
 
Table 3.4(c): Robustness of the data-reading technique against 
uniform and Gaussian noise for HP2100 printer 

 
 0% 5% UN 10% UN 5% GN 

Test6 184 225 415 336 
Test7 285 362 804 689 

 
 
Table 3.4(d): Robustness of the data-reading technique against 
uniform and Gaussian noise for HP4100 printer 

 
 0%  5% UN 10% UN 5% GN 10% GN 

Test6 326 388 787 683 3226 
Test7 278 343 598 512 2972 
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Table 3.4(e): Robustness of the data-reading technique against uniform 
and gaussian noise for HP4050 printer. * Performance after applying 
blurring operation and (138-4) shows number of errors with 4 times 
blurring operation. 

 
 0% 5% UN 10% UN 5% GN 10% GN 

Test6 83 99 195 191 1370 
Test7 139 214 568 458 2955 
Test7* 138-4 143-2 207-2 239-2 343-4 

 

The results show that up to 10% uniform noise and 5% gaussian noise do not degrade 
the performance very much. Similar to the dust-and-scratch noise, Test7 results in al-
most two times more errors than Test6, however, as before it is observed Table (3.3c 
and 3.4d) that this is not always the case, and this leads to assume that the behavior is 
random and to draw solid conclusion more experiments are needed. Furthermore, it is 
found that uniform and gaussian noise can be compensated by applying the blurring op-
eration. As it can be seen from Table 3.4(e) where number of errors decrease from 2955 
to 343 by the application of blurring operation four times consecutively on the image 
with 10% gaussian noise. This means that scanned image goes through the five opera-
tions (1. 10% GN, 2. Blurring, … 5. Blurring) consecutively before applying the data-
reading technique. When the blurring operation is applied 4 times to the image without 
noise, no change in performance is observed. Similar, behavior is observed for uniform 
noise as well. This fact leads to expect that application of blurring operation before ap-
plying data-reading technique would improve the performance against small noise aris-
ing from dust, scanner sensor, or printing process. 

3.8.6  Computational Time 

The computational time for the computer with 2.0 GHz processor and 512 MB RAM for 
the novel data-reading varies 3-4 minutes, which is quite high for the targeted applica-
tions. The higher computational-time is mainly because the data-reading code is written 
in MATLAB, which is considered less efficient as compared with other the program-
ming languages e.g., C, C++. Initial study shows high potential for computational gain 
by writing the code in C language. Another factor contributing to the higher computa-
tional time is the fact that code remains to be optimized. To give an overview of the 
time taken by various operations (functions) during data-recovery process, time profile 
of the most time consuming routines is given in Figure 3.20. 

By looking at time profile it can be seen that the computationally most expensive parts 
are: adaptive binarization, Filter3-5 and Filter5-6. Whereas RM-pattern identification, 
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Figure 3.20: Time-profile comparison of different operations for the 
novel data-reading technique. Total time* is the time taken when pro-
file generation option is de-activated. 

Template (partition of scanned image into squares or submatrices), and Filter1-2 have 
negligible computational time. In adaptive-binarization process time is mainly con-
sumed by the scenario described by eqs. (3.2-3.6). Other computationally expensive part 
is Filter-5, which appears twice in the time-profile diagram due to the reason that in Fil-
ter3-5 this filter marks the patterns only as the candidates patterns belonging to this Fil-
ter before applying Fiter3-4. In other words these patterns are not considered by Fil-
ters3-4. Once patterns belonging Filters 3-4 have been marked then Filter-5 is applied to 
recover the information (patterns) characterized by Filter-5. This repeated application of 
Filter-5 results in higher computational time. In first case, Filter-5 is not used to recover 
data due to the possible dot gain/loss effects on the immediate neighborhood and it is 
decided to let the neighbors be characterized first. The potential impact of this repeated 
application when it is avoided, is not investigated yet and it is left till code optimization. 
Although in this research primary focus has been to minimize error in recovered data; 
however, some effort is made in this direction by reducing the computational time for 
the RM-pattern identification (discussed before). 

In the above discussion PS process noise arising from dot gain effects is focused upon. 
However, in other scenarios when image is printed at lower resolution but it is not 
scanned at sufficient high over sampling rate this would still result in noisy PS process. 
Similarly, when the image printed at lower resolution is scanned at sufficient high scan-
ning resolution, but using a scanner with relatively poor quality sensors array this would 
again result in noisy PS process. Although these scenarios are not considered in this re-
search, however, data-reading technique modified according these scenarios would per-
form equally-well, which means that it would allow maximum channel utilization (that 
results in RLS dot gain effects). 
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Chapter 4   
Applications of Novel Data-Reading Technique 
 

4.1 Introduction  
The fact that the novel data-reading technique given for HD-DataStripe in Chapter 3 of-
fers higher data encoding rate as compared with the existing techniques [FuA02, ST, 
Wan01, WuL04] has potential usage in many existing applications. The HD-DataStripe 
can make improvement in large number of applications such as smart identity cards, 
driving licenses, travelling documents (passport, visa), bank checks by offering more 
data storage capacity and eliminating the expensive ways of data storage such as IC 
chips, magnetic stripes etc. Furthermore, while considering HD-DataStripe as a counter-
feit-resistant technology, it can be used for product labelling with brand protection ca-
pability. The key ideas can be extended to applications using UV, IR and magnetic inks 
as well. The investigation of possible areas of improvement in existing applications is 
the objective of this and the proceeding chapters. In this chapter three applications are 
selected to demonstrate the potential gain that can be achieved by using the HD-
DataStripe as a storage media.  

The first application considered is in the area of Brand Protection, where existing tech-
nologies for brand protection such as holograms, KINEGRAMS® etc. are either too ex-
pensive or restricted in usage. Recently, a non-expensive anti-counterfeiting product la-
beling technique is given [Pic04], which uses specially designed copy detection pat-
terns. In this research following the similar way an improved technique is given.  

The second application is selected from Smart Identity Verification documents, which is 
a very hot area of research nowadays. One of the key objectives in the context of Smart 
Identity Documents is to find new efficient data storage techniques that enable to store 
all the biometrics data rather than biometrics templates of a person in a Smart ID. The 
existing technologies for Smart ID documents are either less reliable due to small data 
storage capacity or too expensive due to higher data-storage and data-reading costs and 
demand for further research to overcome these limitations.  

As a third application, Authenticity Verification of Hardcopy Documents such as official 
letters, contracts etc., is considered. This application is selected due to the fact that the 
conventional ways of hardcopy documents authentication are time-consuming and 
prone to error due to the human interaction involvement. The application of existing 
digital signature technique [Zha04] to the present scenario, requires exact contents re-
covery from the scanned hardcopy document using OCR; however, the existing OCR 
technology can offer up to 99 % accuracy and this limitation results in other drawbacks. 
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The novel technique for authenticity verification of hardcopy documents given in this 
work offers advantages over the digital signatures-based authenticity verification.  

4.2 Copy Detection Techniques 
Brand protection is a study of developing same technique as HD-DataStripe etc., but 
opposite application that is targeted to uniquely identify products and is required to be 
robust against attacks such as photocopying, recreation. Nowadays, it is a very hot area 
of research due to the easy-access to the high quality digitizing and printing technolo-
gies. There are many different technologies [Ren98, Ren05, Phil00, Phil02, Phil04] (e.g. 
KINEGRAMS®, holograms, security printing, lithography printing etc.), which are be-
ing used to protect a document against photocopying attacks. All of the above tech-
niques; however, have the limitation that they are expensive [MAC+04]. Keeping this 
fact in mind, recently adopting a different approach, a new brand protection technology 
is developed [Pic04]. 

According to the new approach a pseudorandom binary pattern of size x by y pixels is 
generated with known key and used for the brand protection. This pattern is formally re-
ferred as copy detection pattern (CDP) in [Pic04]. The existing copy detection technique 
[Pic04] is based on the principle that each time the information (CDP with maximum 
entropy) passes through the channel (printing and scanning process) at high data encod-
ing rate, there does occur an information loss. Furthermore, it is claimed that this in-
formation loss is unavoidable even with best quality existing printing and scanning 
technologies and it is assumed that this scenario will continue to exist in future as well. 
Consequently, the following factors: 1) maximum entropy, 2) higher message size, and 
3) information loss through the channel, make the CDP highly resistant against the 
counterfeiting efforts and encourage its usage as a brand protection label, which can be 
detected if copied. Two such patterns: a) consisting of pseudorandom binary noise gen-
erated with the known key, and b) noise-like pattern combined with a meaningful pat-
tern (a logo), are shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

               
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1:  Two Copy Detection Patterns given in [Pic04], a) pseudoran-
dom binary noise, b) noise-like pattern combined with a meaningful pattern 
(a logo). 

To recover a CDP after print-and-scan process and ultimately to detect copying attack, a 
data-reading technique is developed, which reads CDP pixels and then correlates both 
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the recovered and the original CDPs, where the original CDP is generated using the 
known key. A threshold level, which is the percentage of correctly recovered CDP pix-
els, is established and used to check whether the CDP has gone through the copying at-
tack. While developing threshold levels to distinguish between the original and copied 
CDPs, images with the known characteristics are used. It is observed in [Pic04] that in 
each of the following scenarios: 1) re-creation attack when a pseudorandom binary pat-
tern with different key but same statistical characteristics as the original CDP is used as 
CDP and 2) scanning/photocopying attack where the originally printed CDP is either 
photocopied or scanned and then reprinted. In either case, the percentage of correctly 
recovered CDP pixels is found much lower than the threshold level established for the 
non-copy scenario. It is to be pointed out that in the existing CDP technique CDP is 
printed at 300 dpi. Furthermore, using existing data-reading technique a threshold level 
about 50-60 is established for the CDP, which has not gone through a copying attack 
and it is mentioned that ideally the threshold value must be 100 (i.e. perfect similarity 
between the correlated patterns). This means that only about half of the CDP pixels 
needs to be recovered correctly to characterize a scanned CDP as the original, indicating 
an highly information loss scenario. 

In [LoN05] it is suggested to use chipless ID technology in which embedded passive RF 
tagnets are incorporated during paper making process for assigning a unique machine-
readable code (like barcodes) in hardcopy documents. This chipless ID technology of-
fers 100 bits to uniquely identify a document and is resistant against the reproduction of 
the document. The applications of chipless ID technology are mentioned for postal ser-
vices, entertainment tickets and hardcopy recording of electronic voting. 

CryptoglyphTM [Cryp] from AlpVision  is another anti-counterfeiting technology, being 
widely-used for brand protection, secure paper etc. A CryptoglyphTM mark is an invisi-
ble pattern of randomly spread tiny printed dots (like CDP except invisibility) that are 
used to encode some useful information (e.g. product identification code, crucial infor-
mation in a bank check or any other valuable document etc.). The technology does not 
rely on special security devices/materials and uses conventional printing (inkjet, laser 
printers) and scanning (scanners, digital cameras, mobile phone cameras) devices. The 
distinguishing features of this technology are: invisibility, counterfeiting resistance, low 
cost, and contents security. The security strength of the technology is attributed to the 
invisibility of cryptogyph with naked eyes, encryption of the encoded data, redundant 
data and cryptoglyph detection/decoding software. It is also mentionable that to author’s 
knowledge no scientific information has been published until now and this fact conse-
quently restricts to make any solid remarks about the technology. However, based on 
the findings of this research on PS-process, an assessment about the strength of the tech-
nology as an anti-counterfeiting technology will be made in the following sections. 
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4.2.1 Novel Brand Protection Technology 

In this research to develop brand protection technology, HD-DataStripe having same 
size as the one used in [Pic04] is used as a CDP. The underlying principle is same as in 
[Pic04] that the information loss during print-and-scan process is exploited to character-
ize copying attack. The novel technology; however, is much more robust against the 
copying attacks and offers additional benefits as well. The strength of the novel tech-
nique is attributed to the more sophisticated data-reading technique given in chapter 3. 
The new technology establishes a threshold level corresponding to the original CDP 
above 99% while deciding whether a given CDP has gone through copying attack. This 
fact demands from the attacker to recover almost every CDP pixel correctly to launch a 
successful copying attack against CDP, in contrast to the rival technology in which 
about (50-60)% pixels are to be generated correctly. Unlike the existing CDP technol-
ogy, the novel technology does not require the original message or key in order to re-
cover the CDP information. Furthermore, it allows encoding a message within the CDP. 
This fact extends its potential usage to other applications such as multi-purpose HD-
DataStripe, one-to-one contents verification, digital postal stamps etc. In Figure 4.2 two 
potential applications of HD-DataStripe as a copy detection technology are shown. 

 

 
       (a) 

 

 
 

  (b) 
Figure 4.2: Two applications: a) an entertainment ticket, and b) a 
bank check, protected using the novel copy detection technique. 
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While considering digital postal stamps, if in the printed digital stamp some information 
such as sender/receiver postal address or some other unique feature is encoded after en-
cryption, this would make the copying of digital printed stamps extremely difficult. And 
even if one stamp is copied the other stamps would be equally difficult to copy due to 
encryption and information loss through the print-and-scan channel. 

Unlike the existing technique in which pseudorandom pattern generated using a given 
key is used, the novel CDP allows encoding the product related information such as 
company name and/or logo, product name, serial number, manufacturing and expiry 
date etc. And this would allow more efficient product handling. 

As a rival to the chipless ID technology, which cannot offer resistance against forgery 
attacks for applications (e.g. bank checks, entertainment tickets, educational certificates 
etc.); the novel technology, using HD-DataStripe as a CDP, is less expensive and robust 
against forgery as well as counterfeiting attacks. 

When comparing the novel technology with cryptoglyph technology, latter one offers 
very less data encoding capacity. The impact of the capacity on application can be seen 
(in sec. 4.2.2) in context of bank checks. Invisibility of cryptoglyph mark cannot con-
tribute to enhance counterfeiting resistance, as invisible pattern can be made visible by 
digitizing the printed mark at sufficiently higher over sampling rate (sec. 3.4). The mark 
invisibility is obtained by decreasing the ratio of black dots per unit area and size of the 
isolated printed dots. It is shown in chapter-6 that invisible (isolated printed tiny dots) of 
size 1/600 of an inch have sufficient signal strength that can be exploited in active coun-
terfeiting attacks. A more detailed discussion along with some potential counterfeiting 
techniques based on the findings of this research is given in appendix-E on page 179. 

Experimental results are not reported for copy detection technique due to the reason that 
CDP has same characteristics as HD-DataStripe, except smaller size. The information 
encoding process in the CDP is a straightforward problem and is addressed in the fol-
lowing section. 

4.2.2 Security Aspects of Novel Copy Detection Technology 

While considering security of copy detection technology, it is application dependent. 
For instance, in bank check application a suitable-sized CDP would allow to encode 
biometric template (e.g. bioscrypt or dynamic signatures template) and one-time digital 
stamp (as for online transactions) data along with all other important information on the 
check in encrypted form. This would allow tackling repudiation attack, resulting in en-
hanced application security as compared with rival technologies in which very small 
data can be encoded in counterfeit detecting pattern (e.g. CDP or Cryptoglyph mark). 
Given that all the contents in encrypted form along with their digital signatures and pub-
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lic-key (using PKI system from trusted third party) can be encoded in CDP would en-
sure contents authenticity, integrity and confidentiality as well. It is mentionable that 
here confidentiality does not seem to pose any threat. For applications such as enter-
tainment ticket any critical data (e.g. performance time, date, place etc.) encoded in the 
CDP would further decrease the possibility to use any previously used CDP in a new 
application. In this application one potential threat could be broken counterfeiting detec-
tion device from which information (recovered CDP) can be obtained and maliciously 
used. Such threat is possible against other techniques [Cryp, Pic04] as well and is not 
addressed in this research. However, solution seems to be in strong verifying devices. In 
above discussion first application is more secure than the second one and this is due to 
the underlying characteristics of the application, although the main technique is same 
for both applications. 

4.3 Smart Identity Verification Documents 
In this research a document (visa, passport, driver’s license or national ID) is considered 
as a Smart ID document, if it allows to store all the data (including some biometrics 
characteristics) contained in it in digital format. In general a Smart Identity Verification 
document has the following characteristics: 1) uses both bearer-related information and 
some biometrics characteristics for identity verification, 2) is robust against forgery and 
counterfeiting attacks, 3) permits automatic identity verification and 4) offers on-card 
data storage capability. 

Bearer's information usually includes biographical data (e.g. name, birth date/place, ad-
dress etc.), portrait, and some biometrics information (signature print, fingerprints etc.). 
The different security layers (e.g. digital watermarking, microprinting, UV/IR ink print-
ing, holograms, KINEGRAMS® etc.) are currently being used to protect the document 
against the counterfeiting and data tempering attacks. The identity verification mode de-
termines whether the document holder can be verified automatically using some biomet-
rics characteristics (second-line identity check) in addition to the first-line identity veri-
fication mode. On-card data storage capability plays a key role in smart documents and 
is the main focus of this research. It will be seen shortly how it affects the performance 
of all the characteristics 1-4 of a Smart ID Card. Two main components of any smart 
identity document are biometrics and on-card storage media. Although biometrics are 
not the main focus of this research, but due to their key role in smart identity docu-
ments, are briefly reviewed in the following with the aim to highlight the various re-
quirements and constraints imposed by good biometrics identity verification systems. 
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4.3.1 Biometrics Identity Verification Systems 

Biometrics is a biological or behavioral characteristic of a human being, which is se-
lected under the constraints that it belongs to everybody, differs sufficiently from person 
to person, does not change with the time and can be measured quantitatively. The well-
known biological biometrics include: fingerprints, iris scans, retina scan, face and hand 
geometry, whereas the behavioral biometrics include: signature scans and voiceprints. A 
biometrics identity verification system is a real-time pattern matching system, which 
measures a biometrics characteristic at identification time and compares it with single 
similar type of biometrics sample (verification mode) or a number of samples (identifi-
cation mode), which is/are already stored in the system. A generic biometrics identifica-
tion system is shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

 
Figure 4.3: A generic biometrics identity verification system. 

Data Collection Subsystem (DCS) measures the actual biometrics characteristic using 
a specially designed device. A key constraint on the DCS is that it should work actively 
to make sure that the person being identified is actually present at that time and an arti-
ficial biometrics (e.g. dead fingerprints, already taken static image of an individual, cop-
ied signature sample) is not being presented for identification [AnK97]. 

Signal Processing Subsystem (SPS) applies various image processing operations for 
noise elimination, template extraction, data compression, encryption etc. on the raw 
biometrics data. It is to be pointed out that template extraction is at the heart of the 
smart identity documents due to the limited storage capacity available. 

Storage Subsystem (SS) stores the reference biometrics samples and/or templates using 
different storage media such as database servers, IC chips, optical memory stripes, bar-
codes, magnetic stripes and plays a key role in the performance of any biometrics iden-
tity verification system and is the main focus this research. 

Matching Subsystem (MS) takes the biometrics characteristics from SPS and SS, 
compares them using some appropriate pattern recognition technique and passes the 
matching result, a single value varying between 0-1 to the Decision Subsystem. A 
match resulting in zero value means that there is no similarity and one indicates that pat-
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terns being matched are exactly same. The performance of MS can be improved by us-
ing multiple-templates of same biometrics or multiple-biometrics characteristics. 

Decision Subsystem (DS) makes the final decision about the identity verification using 
confidence intervals, which are based on security risk policy. There are two important 
parameters False Reject Rate (FRR) and False Accept Rate (FAR) associated with the 
performance of DS. The confidence interval must be selected in such a way that both 
FRR, FAR have very small value. It is to be pointed out that FRR, FAR vary from iden-
tification to verification mode and also for different biometrics characteristics. The per-
formance of DS can be improved by integrating more than one biometrics in decision-
making process. The FRR and FAR for some biometrics characteristics when used in 
verification mode are given in Table 4.1. 

 

 

 

Table 4.1: State-of-the-art error rates for fingerprints, face and voice 
biometrics systems when used in verification mode [JRP04]. 

Biometrics identity verification systems can be classified as: 1) Unimodal and 2) Mul-
timodal. 
Unimodal Biometrics System utilizes single biometric characteristic for identity verifi-

cation and this fact could result in the following drawbacks: 

1. Noise in the sensed data: The sensed data might be noisy, e.g. a fingerprint with 
scar, voice altered by cold.  Noisy data could also be the result of a defective or im-
properly maintained sensor. 

2. Intra-class variations: The data acquired during verification might be very different 
from the one used to generate the template at enrolment time due to the incorrect in-
teraction of the user or modification in sensor characteristics.  

3. Distinctiveness: Every biometric has an upper bound in terms of its discrimination 
capability. 

4. Non-universality: Some users may not possess a particular biometric (e.g. due to the 
poor quality of the ridges, fingerprint features might not be extracted for certain us-
ers). 

5. Spoof attacks:  The possibility of artificial fingerprints, signatures etc. to circumvent 
the system.  
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Multimodal Biometrics Systems In the multimodal biometrics systems more than one 
biometric characteristics are used for identity verification and they can overcome many 
limitations [AnK97] of the unimodal biometric systems. However, multimodal biomet-
rics systems are more expensive due to:  

1. Multiple data acquisition sensors 
2. Higher storage capacity   
3. Higher computational requirement 

From above discussion on biometrics it can be seen and it will be more clearer after dis-
cussing some smart identity verification documents that one of the key factor influenc-
ing the performance of any biometrics-identity verification system is the data storage 
capacity needed to store the reference biometrics. For example, if sufficient capacity is 
available multiple-biometrics characteristics or multiple extracted templates can be 
stored, which would result in an improved performance. In previous biometrics identity 
verification systems, storage capacity was not an issue due to the fact that all the bio-
metrics data was stored in central database system, which obviously do not suffer from 
capacity problem. However, central database-oriented identity verification systems pose 
different problems such as communication link failure, communication cost, database 
failure threat and the possibility of cyber attacks. Nowadays to overcome these limita-
tions different techniques for on-card data storage are being investigated. In the follow-
ing section some existing smart identity documents using similar on-card data storage 
technology as in this research are reviewed. Furthermore, a state-of-the-art brief over-
view of the capabilities and drawbacks of other technologies being used in Smart cards 
is provided as well. 

4.3.2 Some Existing Smart Identity Verification Documents  

Recently J. Picard et al. [PVT04] have proposed a Smart ID Card (known as Fraud-
Proof ID card). In this card (shown in Figure 4.4) main focus is to make the document 
robust against counterfeiting, and data-tempering attacks. For this purpose three differ-
ent security features are used. To make the document robust against photocopying at-
tack a copying detection technology (discussed in section 4.2) is used. Against the por-
trait replacement attack a watermark with 16 bytes (biographical data dependent) user-
payload is added to the printed image. Finally, an extracted template of bearer’s dy-
namic signatures (116 bytes) rather than fingerprints is used for automatic bearer verifi-
cation. Bearer’s biographical data, dynamic signatures template and CDP generation-
key are stored in a barcode (PDF417) after encryption. It is pointed out that it would be 
ideal to store portrait and full dynamic signatures in the barcode, but this demands for 
higher capacity, which is constrained by the barcode size.  
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Figure 4.4: A Fraud-Proof ID Card from MediaSec® [PVT04].  

 

Smart ID documents from Canadian Bank Note Company Limited [CBN] use 2-D bar-
code technology to store biographical data, portrait and an encrypted authentication key. 
In Smart ID documents from DATASTRIP Inc. [DStr], in addition to the biographical 
data and highly compressed portrait, a fingerprint template to be used for automatic 
identity verification is stored as well in a 2-D barcode. It is noteworthy that in latter case 
an increase in capacity is gained by increasing the barcode size rather than higher data-
encoding rate. It can be seen that all of the smart identity documents discussed above 
use only single biometrics characteristic while establishing the true identity of the 
bearer. Such identity verification systems; however, are not recommended for high se-
curity applications due to the fact that each biometrics has certain limitations as men-
tioned above (Table 4.1) and this fact enforces to consider multimodal biometrics iden-
tity verification systems. On the contrary multimodal systems need much higher on-card 
storage capacity, which is beyond the capability of the existing barcodes and this fact 
encourages considering other alternatives. 

Recently multilevel barcodes are investigated in [DP03, VVK+05] with the aim to fur-
ther increase the capacity of 2-D barcodes. The key idea behind both techniques is same 
that multilevel-grayscale symbols are used. In [DP03] a grayscale barcode symbol hav-
ing size 4 by 4 pixels with 4 graylevels is used to encode 2 bits of information. To avoid 
intersymbol interference, symbols are separated by one pixel. The barcode is printed at 
150 dpi and this results in 625 bytes per square inch data storage capacity.  In 
[VVK+05] using symbol size 2 by 2 pixels and one pixel intersymbol separation, num-
ber of graylevels is increased from 4 to 8 and this increases the per symbol information 
encoding rate from 2 to 3 bits. To further increase the capacity per unit area barcode 
symbols are printed at 200 dpi and result in 1403 bytes per square inch by taking into 
account the payload for error correction coding. It is to be pointed out that in [VVK+05] 
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channel coding techniques are used to correctly recover the bar-code symbols. In 
[DP03] a maximum likelihood detector, which is trained in advance with the symbols to 
be recognized, is used. Furthermore, in both cases the main emphasis has been on the 
key idea and strength of the techniques is not reported. Especially, in [VVK+05] it is 
mentioned that technique is in preliminary stage and might not be evaluated by under-
taking independent experiments. 

Other storage technologies such as magnetic stripe, IC chip and optical memory are be-
ing used as well. The data storage capacity of existing barcodes and magnetic stripe is 
more or less equal and both technologies have the limitation that data can be copied eas-
ily. The highest capacity is offered from optical memory, which uses same principles as 
the one used in a compact disk (CD) for data storage. An optical data stripe used in La-
serCards® offers between 1.1-3.0 Mbytes data storage capacity, which is sufficient to 
store all the important data (including high quality multiple biometrics) contained in the 
card. However, the cards using optical memory are more expensive as compared with 
the cards using 2-D barcode technology and this is due to the higher cost of data-readers 
and optical memory storage media. IC chips are also being used to store data on the 
card. A comparison of the data holding capacity of the existing storage media [SCO] is 
given in Table 4.2. 

 

 

 

 

       

PDF417 
(psi) Data Strip Magnetic  

Stripe IC Chip Optical Mem-
ory 

212 2.1 K 0.2-0.9 K 1-32 K 1.1-3.0 M 

Table 4.2: Data storage capacity comparison (in bytes) of
various exiting technologies. (psi means per square inch) 

The above discussion can be summarized with the following remarks. 

1. The capacity of the existing storage media such as barcodes, magnetic stripes, IC 
chips is more or less equal and is not sufficient to accommodate high quality bio-
metrics data due to their limited data storage capacity. 

2. Extracted biometrics templates are being used for identity verification due to the 
limited data storage capacity; however, such systems are not recommended for 
highly sophisticated security applications [AnK97]. 

3. For highly secure applications it is suggested to use multimodal biometrics systems; 
but they demand for further increase in data storage capacity. 

4. Optical memory offers sufficient capacity, but it is expensive. 

5. Finally, it is still highly desirable to increase the capacity of existing storage media 
at a minimum cost. 
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4.4 Application of HD-DataStripe Technology to Smart ID Cards 
As clear from the above discussion that the lower capacity of the exiting storage media 
being used in smart cards mainly bounds the performance of biometrics identity verifi-
cation systems and needs further research. The novel technology for smart ID cards 
given in this research is developed with this objective (i.e. to increase the capacity of the 
widely used non-expensive storage media: paper). In this section application of HD-
DataStripe technology to the Smart Identity Cards is focused upon, in order to demon-
strate the potential performance gains of novel storage technology in this scenario. On 
way to achieve this goal a smart ID card is produced considering real-data as well as 
simulated data. All the steps encountered in this process are shown in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.5: Steps followed in this research during Smart ID card 
production process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The smart ID-card production process begins with the selection of input data to be 
stored in HD-DataStripe. The input data consists of all the information that is necessary 
to establish the true identity of the cardholder, using both first-line and second-line 
identify verification techniques. However, as in [PVT04] the contents are not secured 
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against the potential threats, targeted to first-line security check.  The selection of the 
key features to be used as input data has fundamental role in the strength of the identity 
verification system. Some of these features: biographical information and portrait size, 
along with card layout has been standardized [Asb02]. The most crucial part of the input 
data feature is choice and quality (i.e. extracted biometrics template or the original bio-
metrics characteristic) of the biometrics characteristics. The fingerprints and signature 
prints are the oldest, most widely used biometrics, and are currently being used in ma-
chine-readable traveling documents in many countries, so these two are focused in this 
research. After selecting the input data, next these features are converted into binary 
streams and each binary data stream is compressed using appropriate data compression 
technique. The compressed binary streams are concatenated and the resulting binary 
stream is encoded using error correction coding (ECC). Finally, the encoded binary 
stream is transformed into the HD-DataStripe bitmap image, which is added at the ap-
propriate region in the smart ID-card. 

While considering biometrics quality, it is highly desirable [JBP99, JRP04, PVT04] to 
use complete biometric data files instead of the extracted templates and it is especially 
required for the fingerprint data, which is most widely used and highly reliable way to 
identify a person. The digitizing process of the fingerprint image at FBI quality requires 
image digitization at 500 dpi as a grayscale (8 bits per sample) and this results in 2 M 
bits file size. Applying the lossy fingerprint data compression standard from FBI, which 
gives the compression ratio of 18:1, reduces the final size of fingerprint data to ~13.75 
KB. This size is far away from the capacity offered by the most of the existing storage 
technologies (Table 4.2). The raw-data file size for the digitized dynamic signatures is 5 
KB [PVT04]. It is to be mentioned that in this research static signature prints (sec. 
4.4.4), which are less memory demanding than the dynamic signatures, are considered; 
however, the smart ID-card to be discussed shortly can accommodate both fingerprints 
as well as dynamic signature prints. As the multimodal biometrics systems can over-
come many limitations of unimodal systems, in Table 4.3 template sizes of different 
biometrics are given with the objective to see the possibility of implementing a multi-
modal biometrics system. 

Table 4.3: Biometric template size comparison (in bytes). 
 

 Fingerprints Hand 
Geometry Iris Face  Retina Signatures Voice 

Smallest 256 10 256 84 96 500 1,500 

Largest 2,000 20 512 2,500 96 1000 3,000 
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As the novel data-reading technique can reliably recover the data encoded at 300 dpi 
(chapter 3), this means that an HD-DataStripe measuring 0.75” by 3” (size of data stripe 
used in the existing smart ID-card from DATASTRIP Inc.) would offer 202.5 Kbits of 
data storage capacity. The novel HD-DataStripe offers 12 times higher capacity than the 
data stripe used in DATASTRIP Inc. cards, and this capacity is sufficient to store all of 
the data files after compression. Unlike existing storage media where in best scenario 
highly compressed face image and fingerprints data template are stored due the limited 
data storage capacity. Furthermore, it can be seen from Table 4.3 that an HD-DataStripe 
can easily accommodate all high quality biometrics templates, resulting in a multimodal 
biometrics verification system. The HD-DataStripe capacity increases up to 400 Kbits 
when an HD-DataStripe measuring 1.38” by 3.15” (a size used in the LaserCards) is 
used. In Figure 4.6 a typical smart identity card is shown. In this card, HD-DataStripe 
measuring 0.75 by 3 inch offers sufficient capacity to store all the information shown in 
card in compressed form.  

 

   
 
 
 

 

Experimental results for the former HD-DataStripe, considering simulated data, show 
the same behavior in terms of number of errors encountered in the recovered data as be-
fore. A scenario considering real-data for the smart ID-card is discussed below. 

 

4.4.1 Smart Identity Card Representing Practical Scenario 
Here smart ID-card with HD-DataStripe measuring 0.35 by 2.68 inches (2-D barcode 
size in Pakistan national ID-card) is used to store real-data (biographical data, portrait, 
signatures scans and fingerprint data). The data encoding process begins by converting 
analog signals: portrait, signatures and fingerprint into the digital format. Digitizing 
process is accomplished by the conventional document scanner; however, it would be 

Figure 4.6:  Smart ID Card with sufficient capacity to store all informa-
tion contained in the card in compressed form. 



preferable using advanced digitizing techniques such as digital signatures pad, pressure 
sensitive fingerprints electronics, digital camera to have high quality digitized data. 
Next each of the digitized data files is compressed using appropriate data compression 
technique. Finally, all data files compressed/uncompressed are concatenated to get the 
single binary file, which is encoded using error correction coding (ECC) to count for 
minor errors encountered during data recovery process and the resulting binary stream 
is transformed into the HD-DataStripe bitmap image. It is to be mentioned that data 
compression and ECC operations discussed in the following are intended to see the im-
pact of these operations on recovered data. An investigation focusing on the most up-to-
date biometrics data compression techniques (e.g. FBI quality fingerprints, dynamic 
signatures etc.) and an optimized codeword for ECC techniques (e.g. BCH, Reed Sol-
mon) is left for the application developer. 

4.4.2 Data Compression 

Due to the very large size of the biometric data files, data compression is at the heart of 
all smart cards. As so, it is hot topic for the research to reduce biometrics data size. It is 
to be pointed out that each data type to be encoded needs a different compression tech-
nique, as no compression techniques designed for a particular data type works equally 
well for the other data type. It is to be mentioned that performance (FAR, FRR) of any 
extracted template is dependent on compression ratio and lower compression ratios re-
sult in better performance [KJJ04, PVT04]. Although not used in this research; how-
ever, lossy face-image data compression techniques [KJJ04] (e.g. principle components 
analysis) could be more appropriate in terms of higher compression ratio and good final 
quality. 

Biographic data is not compressed, as the original file size is not very big; however, 
every effort is made to reduce the size of the photographic data. To achieve this goal, 
color image is first converted into the grayscale image and to further reduce the data 
size grayscale image is down-sampled. Even then the resulting file is compressed using 
lossy compression technique. The quality of the resulting image is still satisfactory and 
a human analyst can easily detect any alteration made in image printed on the card by 
visually comparing both the printed image as well as the one encoded into the HD-
DataStripe. The objective behind the maximum image data reduction is to spare maxi-
mum capacity for the fingerprint data, which is very sensitive to any kind of data losses. 
Signature data is compressed using lossless run-length encoding compression technique. 
Finally, fingerprint data is compressed using lossless compression technique. In Table 
4.4 data size before and after applying compression are given. All compressed data adds 
up to 68.744 K bits, which is less than 80 K bits the available capacity and the remain-
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ing capacity is left for ECC payload; however, as it can seen in the following section 
that ECC does not need this much payload in present scenario. 

 

 Biographical 
Data  (bits) 

Portrait (bits) Signatures 
(bits) 

Fingerprints 
(bits) 

Raw data 427 61,444 42,020 41,472 

Compressed 427 20,015 13,719 34,582 

Table 4.4: Size of the compressed and uncompressed data files 
stored in HD-DataStripe. 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.3 Error Correction Coding 

To combat the small number of unavoidable errors encountered during data recovery, 
binary data stream is encoded by applying ECC. The Hamming linear ECC (63,57, 1) is 
used, which encodes a 57 bits message into 63 bits codeword and corrects one-bit error 
whereas detects two-bit error. The reason for choosing the Hamming ECC is that it can 
detect two-bit error with the same payload that is needed to correct single bit error, 
unlike other techniques such as Reed-Solomon and BCH in which 12 bits are required 
to detect two bit errors. This two-bit error detection can be utilized to take some other 
action rather than using ECC. For example, once two-bit error is encountered in a 
codeword, an alert message could be sent to the data-reading technique, which can 
switch to the alert data-reading mode. This means that the template is slightly shifted 
up/down, left/right, and then the codeword under consideration is read again. The alert 
message can also be used as a feedback control by the data-reading technique to take 
some other suitable measure. It is to be pointed out that 63 bits codeword length is not 
the optimized one, as the number of unavoidable errors is not very high; however, 
MATLAB “hammenco” routine for higher codeword length did not work so it was de-
cided to use 63 bits codeword length.  After encoding the data using ECC, the resulting 
binary data stream is transformed into the HD-DataStripe bitmap image, which is added 
to the smart ID-card. 

Two-bit errors can also be combated effectively by using the data scrambling technique 
(to be discussed in Chapter 6 or any other technique). A data scrambling technique se-
lects a pixel from binary image and puts it at another pseudo-randomly selected position 
and this process is repeated for all binary pixels in the HD-DataStripe. As the size of 
HD-DataStripe is quite large, this would further decrease the possibility of occurring 
consecutive errors in any message. It is also to be noted that due to the strength of the 
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data-reading technique two-bit errors are encountered very rarely and this fact can be 
verified from Table 4.5, which shows two-bit errors detected in all codewords having 
length 63 for some of experiments given in Table-B1. In combination with data scram-
bling technique, 1011 codeword length is expected sufficient for the number of errors 
shown in Table-B1 and this would consequently consume less than 1K bits memory, re-
sulting in ~79 K bits capacity for user payload. Similarly, codewords (255, 247, 1) and 
(511, 502, 1) in combination with data scrambling technique are expected to eliminate 
the errors reported in Table-B3, resulting in capacity for user payload more than 78 K 
bits, which is sufficient to store all the high quality biometrics templates (Table 4.3) for 
multimodal biometrics identity verification system. 

Table 4.5: Number of two-bit errors encountered for 63 bits code-
word length, considering the whole data.

 

 
Experiment 

No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Two-bit errors 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 

Experiment 
No. 8 9 10 11 2 13 14 

Two-bit errors 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 

 

4.4.4 Identity Verification Process For Smart ID Cards 

To recover the data from the HD-DataStripe, first analog signal (printed smart ID card) 
is scanned at sufficient high over sampling rate. The HD-DataStripe is identified in the 
scanned document and cropped to reduce the file size. The data-reading technique is 
applied, which reads the HD-DataStripe bitmap image and transforms it into the single 
binary data stream. The binary stream is decoded by applying ECC technique and the 
resulting stream is decomposed into different binary data streams corresponding to the 
input data features (biographical data and biometrics characteristics). Each of the binary 
data streams is uncompressed if needed and then passed to identity verification systems. 
The above process is shown in Figure 4.7. In human interaction-based identity verifica-
tion process, decoded biographical data and portrait are displayed on the screen to be 
cross-verified against the information shown on the ID card and the cardholder. For 
automatic identity verification decoded biometrics characteristics are passed to the bio-
metrics identity verification system, which compares this information with the one ob-
tained from the data collection sensors. In present scenario the decoded information is 
compared bitwise with the original information to ensure successfully information is re-
covery. And the biometrics identity verification system implementation is not addressed 
here. 
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Figure 4.7: Identity verification process for smart ID cards.
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The experimental performance of the novel storage technology along with the other ap-
plication related issues have been addressed in chapter-3, so are not considered here. It 
is to be pointed out that the novel technology results in lower data-reader cost and this 
can be seen from Table 4.6 showing that data-reading cost for various technologies. 
Further, if high quality printing devices used for security printing at 12000 dpi rather 
than 600 dpi, are used to print the HD-DataStripe, then data storage capacity of the HD-
DataStripe can further be increased. This is based on the assumption that the security 
printing devices can print each and every pixel accurately at very high printing resolu-
tions as such devices are especially designed to reproduce small size patterns. 

Table 4.6:  Cost comparison of various data-reading devices used
in Smart ID technologies. 

 

 

Technology Magnetic 
stripe IC Chip Optical Mem-

ory 
Flatbed Scan-

ner 

Data-reader cost US $ 750 500 3,500-4,000 100-200 
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4.4.5 HD-DataStripe As Multipurpose Technology 

In addition to the higher data encoding capacity (HD-DataStripe), another advantage of 
this research is that the need for high quality security printing devices, used to print 
tamperproof, counterfeit-resistant security documents is decreased due to the fact that 
all the data stored in the HD-DataStripe can be encrypted. Above statement is true also 
for the data reading devices, as the data readers to recover data from the optical memory 
are quite expensive. The reliance on security printing devices is further decreased by the 
fact that HD-DataStripe can be used as a copy detection technology (discussed before). 
The novel HD-DataStripe offers much higher resistance against copying attacks due to 
the following reasons: 

1. The HD-DataStripe as a whole is used as a CDP, unlike existing technique consist-
ing of 100 by 100 pixels CDP. 

2. In copy detection mode the novel technique distinguishes between the original and 
copied pattern based-on above 99% correct information recovery, whereas in exist-
ing technique about (50-60)% correct data recovery considers the CDP as original. 

If it is desired to decrease the copy detection time, a pseudo-randomly selected collec-
tion of pixels in HD-DataStripe can be used for copy detection. This has the advantage 
that for a counterfeiter it is equally difficult as to consider the whole HD-DataStripe 
whereas for copy detection it is more efficient. 

4.4.6 Wear-and-Tear Effects: Some Remarks 

An important distortion encountered in real-life applications (e.g. identity documents) is 
the wear-and-tear effects, which are mainly caused by aging factor and rough handling 
of the document. Conventionally, these effects are combated by applying ECC; how-
ever, this approach has the drawback that it is quite memory consuming, regardless the 
type of ECC technique being used. Recently, following a different approach, the docu-
ments from LaserCards® are being protected against wear-and-tear effects by using a 
transparent protective cover. 

In our case those applications (e.g. passports and visa stickers), which are not prone to 
wear-and-tear effects because their surface is not directly exposed to dirt and scratches, 
can be implemented readily. For applications (e.g. identity cards, driving licenses etc.), 
which are prone to wear-and-tear distortion, it could be advantageous to take some other 
measures (e.g. using transparent protective cover) rather than using high payload ECCs, 
as it is not necessary to use ECC although it easy. The above suggestion can be sup-
ported by the fact that storage capacity gain for the identity documents is more expen-
sive than the cost for using transparent protective cover.  
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While using transparent protective cover, for normal operation identity document can be 
used within the cover, whereas for the official usage when HD-DataStripe needs to be 
scanned, cover can be removed. Furthermore, as the HD-DataStripe based documents 
are not expensive, a damaged-document can easily be reprinted. In emergency the re-
cord from the central database systems, which would continue to exist in future as well 
for back-up records, can be accessed. In this case access-key (consisting of information 
encryption key, document reference number and the URL of central database), needs to 
be encoded separately in HD-DataStripe in such a way that it can be recovered in hostile 
situations. This goal can be achieved by: 1) encoding the key at multiple locations, 2) 
using ECC with higher error correction capability. 

4.4.7 Security Aspects of Smart Identity Verification Documents 

Some of the security threats that can be overcome by the proposed Smart ID documents 
are discussed below along with suitable countermeasures. 

1. Contents Confidentiality Not all the contents encoded in HD-DataStripe are prone 
to confidentiality threat and only biometric data needs to be confidential. Both se-
cret- and public-key encryption techniques cannot fulfil this requirement because 
once the data is decrypted it cannot be assumed confidential any more. This goal can 
be achieved using the transformed biometric templates (Ref. [15] in [JRU05]) (ob-
tained from non-invertible repeatable transformation with known parameters) rather 
than actual templates. Another possibility to deal with biometrics data confidential-
ity is to use crypto biometrics systems [SSK98] in which biometric data is linked 
with encryption key at enrolment time. Biometric matching takes place in crypto-
graphic domain and biometric template is never released. This approach also ad-
dresses the biometric compromising problem. 

2. Contents Integrity The fact that all the contents shown on ID document are en-
coded in HD-DataStripe can ensure contents integrity, given that contents integrity 
of HD-DataStripe is guaranteed. Contents integrity of HD-DataStripe can be 
achieved using the digital signatures (DS) of the contents and requires encoding 
digital signatures and public-key of issuing authorities in HD-DataStripe. Finally, by 
comparing the hash value of contents encoded in HD-DataStripe with the one de-
crypted from the digital signatures, contents integrity can be ensured. 

3. Contents Authenticity This goal can be achieved using secure PKI system from 
trusted third party for data encryption and contents authenticity is ensured from the 
private-public key pair (assumed cryptographically strong) of the document issuing 
authorities that has been used in DS generation process. It is also assumed that con-
tents used to generate DS are itself authentic and DS is generated from document is-
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suing authorities so only authenticity of content encoded into HD-DataStripe is con-
cerning to us. In other words authenticity of the contents encoded into HD-
DataStripe for the smart document lifecycle, starting from document issuance time 
and onwards, is ensured. Another approach for the authenticity verification of the 
biometrics data could be to use digital watermarking techniques (FMF+02, Ref. [13] 
in [JRU05]). 

4. Non-Repudiation The fact that multiple biometrics characteristics (multimodal 
biometrics mode) can be used for identity verification would further decrease repu-
diation threats as compared with the identity verification systems, which use only 
single biometric characteristic that have limitations encountered from noise in the 
sensed data, distinctiveness, intra-class variations, non-universality and system cir-
cumvention. 

5. Key Management Apart from using PKI system discussed above to address key 
management problem, another solution could be to use bioscryptTM [SSK98] to en-
crypt full contents or only biometrics data encoded in HD-DataStripe. This would 
link the access to these contents with the permission of true person rather than any 
cardholder due to the PKI system. 

6. Counterfeiting As the HD-DataDtripe cannot be copied this eliminates the possibil-
ity of counterfeiting threat. 

7. Cyber Attacks On card data storage capability eliminates the threats posed by data 
link failure and central database systems. 

Of course the threats discussed above does not cover all potential threats [JRU05] that 
can be encountered by a biometrics identity verification system and additional measures 
such as secure verifying device in which matching results cannot be manipulated neither 
biometrics templates can be copied would be still needed. Similarly, multimodal bio-
metrics identity verification systems cannot address all potential threats arising from 
data capturing devices, replaying attacks etc. and further work is needed in these direc-
tions. Based on the above discussion it can be claimed that the proposed smart ID 
documents are relatively more secure as compared the documents using similar tech-
nologies for on-card data storage and could be good competitors for other expensive 
technologies (e.g. optical memory). It is mentionable that LaserCardR using optical data 
storage technology also needs secure identity verification devices. 
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4.5 Contents Integrity Verification of Hardcopy Documents 
As another application of the novel HD-DataStripe, hardcopy documents such as offi-
cial letters, contracts etc., are focused upon in this research with the aim to find possible 
improvement in this context. This type of documents is to be secured against data-
tampering attacks and for this purpose both analog and digital techniques are being ap-
plied. The mainly used analog methods in this context are: analog seals, special inks and 
papers [Ren98, Ren05]. As the analog security technologies are not addressed in this 
work, as a brief remark it can be mentioned that these techniques have the drawbacks: 
the authenticity verification process is expensive, time consuming and less-reliable due 
to the human-interaction dependence. The authenticity verification gets more involved 
while chemical analysis are required to validate documents printed with special ink as 
the original document is not available for comparison. In case of widely used conven-
tional analog seals, one copy of the document is kept in record for future manual verifi-
cations. 

While considering digital techniques for securing analog contents: 1) digital signatures, 
and 2) digital watermarking, have already been investigated. Although, some water-
marking techniques for printed text [BBG01, BLM95, BLM99, LoM98, LoM00, 
AlA04] were reported as earlier as the idea of digital watermarking emerged; however, 
there has not been reported much work afterwards. Furthermore, the capacity offered by 
the existing techniques is not much (about few hundred bits) [SMS03]. Considering 
digital signature techniques for hardcopy documents, recently one such technique is 
patented in [Zha04] and is reviewed in the following. 

This technique divides the hardcopy documents into two classes. The documents be-
longing to first class include bank checks and similar applications. Here some selected 
information consisting of critical contents, is encrypted using public-key cryptography 
and is used as digital signatures. For these applications message digest is not generated 
due to the small content size. Furthermore, to combat unavoidable errors due to OCR-
reader the critical information is constrained (i.e. bounded to lie in special boxes and is 
printed using special font size and type). In our case such applications have been con-
sidered in section 4.2. Second type of applications has large contents (contracts, official 
letters etc.) that have to be secured against data tampering. Unlike before in second case 
the digital signatures are obtained from message digest, which is encrypted using pub-
lic-key cryptography. It is to be mentioned that the in both cases size of the digital sig-
natures is same (few hundred bits) and the signatures are encoded either into a barcode 
or embedded into the background image as watermark. Furthermore, to protect digital 
signatures against copying attack, digital signatures are required to be printed using 
magnetic or fluorescent inks. 
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4.5.1 HD-DataStripe in Digitally-Signed Analog Documents 

The digitally signed analog contents generation process begins with the digital copy of 
the document to be secured and applies on it the following operations: lossless data 
compression, encryption, error correction coding, digital-seal generation, document 
signing and analog contents generation. The resulting document is nothing but a secured 
hardcopy of the original digital/digitized document. The complete process is shown in 
Figure 4.8. The original information might be a digital copy (e.g. doc/txt file) or the 
digitized version of an existing hardcopy document. The need for the latter one arises 
from the fact that in many cases (e.g. the old classified documents) only hardcopy is 
available. The key ideas can be extended to other scenario as well, however, in this re-
search only the digital contents are focused upon. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Figure 4.8: Analog contents protection process. 

As a first operation the semantic information, which is visually perceptible by the hu-
man eyes, is extracted from the digital information (e.g. word document with extension 
doc or txt) and this information is compressed using any appropriate data compression 
technique for text documents. The objective behind the semantic information extraction 
and data compression operations is to reduce the processing time for the proceeding op-
erations. The compressed data is passed to the data encryption stage, which produces 
digital signatures using public key cryptography. The digital signatures computation is a 
two-phase process: 1) all the information to be protected is passed to the hash function, 
which computes a small size message digest using lossy data compaction technique, 2) 
the resulting message digest is encrypted. The need for message digest, used in [Zha04], 
is triggered by the limited data storage capacity. In this research message digest is not 
computed and the digital signatures consist of full contents, encrypted using public-key 
cryptography (private key of the document issuing authorities). 
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Figure 4.9: A sample digitally signed hardcopy document. 

The encrypted information is encoded using the ECC to combat the unavoidable er-
rors (discussed before) encountered during PS process. Finally, the digital seal (HD-
DataStripe) is created from the encoded data and like analog seal; it is added to the 
document at suitable location. A digitally signed analog document using above pro-
cedure is shown in Figure 4.9. 

4.5.2 Contents Authentication Process  

The content integrity authentication process begins with the scanning process (as de-
scribed in Chapter 3). Next the digital data encoded in the digital-seal is decoded using 
Data-reading technique for HD-DataStripe and the resulting data goes through all the 
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operations performed during digital-seal generation process in reverse order. Care must 
be taken during the decryption process where public-key of the document issuing au-
thorities has to be used. Finally, both the original (recovered from digital seal) and 
scanned contents are shown on the monitor screen in parallel and the human interaction 
(as in conventional authentication techniques) is prompted for contents verification. 
Based on the fact that the strongest existing encryption technique is employed, it is safe 
to claim that the primary goal of this research, the protection of large content-size valu-
able document against the forgery, has been achieved. It is to be mentioned that using 
the existing technique [Zha04] absolute protection against the forgery is not possible (as 
mentioned before). 

To eliminate the possible flaws associated with human interaction involvement, the au-
thentication process must be automatic and this goal can be achieved by selecting an 
OCR-friendly font size and type for the characters that do not cause errors during the 
OCR-reading process. This would not pose new challenges for the applications under 
consideration due to the fact that in official letters and contracts, there is no constraint 
for strictly using a particular font size and type. In this research initial results show that 
a document printed with character type courier, font size 12 and slightly higher (0.3 
point) word-space, causes no error during semantic information extraction process by 
the OCR-reader. Any inconvenience encountered in document handling using new ap-
proach would be still acceptable due the benefits of new technology, which guarantees 
highly secure (i.e. one-to-one basis contents comparison) and automatic contents au-
thentication. In case that both contents are not matched a data-tampering detection mes-
sage is generated along with both contents being shown on the screen with highlighting 
modified areas. 

The fact that full contents are encoded in the HD-DataStripe could be utilized to make 
further improvement in OCR performance for the more sophisticated scenarios, which 
are most likely to cause error. Such research can be undertaken by OCR technology de-
velopers with the aim to investigate the possible performance improvements when the 
contents of the document to be extracted, are known in advance to the OCR-reader. 

4.5.3 Novel Versus Existing Digital Authentication Techniques 

The fact that the novel technique is independent of hash functions offers the following 
advantages over the exiting message-digest dependent technique. 

Typically, the hash functions are quite difficult to develop due to their desired proper-
ties and many hash functions, which have been considered quite strong in the past, are 
no more considered secure against cryptanalysis attacks [MOV96]. For example, a hash 
function used in [GR98] for contents integrity is successfully attacked in [KJJ04], re-
sulting in same message digest for two different contents. This fact demands for contin-
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ues improvement in the hash function algorithms. Data compaction and compression 
done in message-digest computation can be exploited to launch off-line attacks against 
the digital signatures. 

The new digital-seal (HD-DataStripe) offers sufficient capacity to store full contents af-
ter encryption, eliminating the need for hash functions. Furthermore, very large size of 
digital signatures eliminates the possibility of launching off-line attacks. The usage of 
full contents as digital signature eliminates possibility of collusion attack. 

In the existing technique to protect the authentication information (digital signatures) 
against the copying attacks, the information is printed using either the magnetic or fluo-
rescent ink. However, the new technique (as discussed in section 4.2) is robust against 
the high quality copying attacks and consequently does not require other analog security 
features and results in less-expensive product. 

The hash functions are unavoidable in the existing technique due to the small size digi-
tal signatures constraint imposed from the on-document data storage technologies used 
in [Zha04]. At the heart of hash functions; however, is OCR-technology, especially at 
authentication stage. Whereas, the existing OCR technology with its full advancements 
can guarantee in ideal case (with special font size and type) between 92-99% accuracy 
[Zha04]. Consequently, these facts leave the reliability of technique questionable. By 
exploiting these limitations, in the following a possible attack on the existing technique 
is described. 

4.5.4 A Novel Attack Against the Existing Technique 

Inspired by the fact that most of the practical applications (with unconstrained and 
large-size contents) demand for the exact contents authentication, in the existing authen-
tication technique three different methods are given to count for the unavoidable errors 
in the OCR contents extraction process. According to the first method all the OCR-
confusing characters (specified in advance) are ignored by the hash function during the 
message digest generation process when such characters are encountered. In second ap-
proach the whole document (semantic information) is scanned sequentially and each 
time an OCR-confusing character is encountered, it is enlisted. This way a sequence of 
OCR-confusing characters is obtained in which such characters are placed in the same 
order as they are encountered. This sequence is encoded using the appropriate data 
compression and error correcting techniques and the resulting data is appended to the 
message digest. Finally, in the third approach again the sequence of confusing charac-
ters is generated as before, however, this time both the confusing character and its loca-
tion are enlisted and encoded. 
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Now imagine the scenario that an OCR-confusing character is replaced with another 
confusing character during data-tampering effort. In this case the data tampering would 
be undetectable by the existing technique due to the fact that in first approach an OCR-
confusing character is simply ignored by the hash function. Whereas in the other cases 
an OCR-confusing character at a specific position is substituted by another predeter-
mined OCR-confusing character, taken from predetermined sequence of characters. 
Consequently, the resulting message digest would be same as the one obtained from 
original document, although document has been tampered.  

The consequences of interchanged confusing characters could be devastating. A simple 
example could be a contract having alphanumeric characters in which the OCR-reader 
confusing information (e.g. digits 0, 1) can be interchanged for data-tampering purpose. 
The above discussion gives the impression that the existing technique is effective only 
for the applications (e.g. bank check, paper cash etc.) with smaller and constrained con-
tents and it is not very reliable for applications (contracts, official letters) with large-
size unconstrained contents. 

4.5.5 Benefits of the New Technology 

1. This would allow on-line document verification, eliminating the cost and time asso-
ciated with conventional document authentication procedure. 

2. It results in highly reliable verification process due to the absence of human interac-
tion and one-to-one content matching. 

3. It results in low-cost end-products by eliminating the need for expensive analog 
document protecting techniques. 

4. Application can readily be implemented using the existing printing devices and 
scanners described in Chapter 3. 

5. Access to the full contents, encoded in digital-signatures, offers possibility for fur-
ther gain in OCR-performance. 
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Chapter 5   
Data Hiding in Printed Halftone Images 

 

5.1 Introduction 
Easy access to higher quality, lower-price desktop publishing technology has made the 
counterfeiting and forgery of the identity verification documents much easier and posed 
new challenge for the researchers. To make the documents robust against these attacks 
analog document protection techniques: optical variable devices (e.g. holograms, KI-
NEGRAM®), microprinting, special inks (UV, IR, magnetic, fluorescent), special pa-
pers etc. [Ren98, Ren05] are in use since long time. However, these techniques have the 
disadvantage that they are expensive and usually such techniques are restricted in their 
usage e.g. KINEGRAM® are available only for governmental applications. Inspired by 
the technology advancements and advantages (low-price, high reliability) of digital au-
thentication techniques, potential usage of digital watermarking as a counterfeiting and 
data tampering resistant technologies is focused upon nowadays. According to this 
technique a watermark (message usually consisting of the name, birth-date of document 
holder, a company logo etc.) is hidden in digital contents (e.g. bearer portrait) in such a 
way that the hidden message is robust against the print and scan process. This encoded 
message is recovered from the printed and scanned document and used to authenticate 
the contents integrity. A brief introduction to digital watermarking is given in the Chap-
ter 2. 

The existing research on digital watermarking mainly focuses upon digital contents: still 
images, video and audio and a lot of literature dealing with digital contents is available 
and can be found in [International Conference on Information Hiding, SPIE Conference 
on Security Steganography and Watermarking of Multimedia Contents, SPIE Confer-
ence on Optical Security and Counterfeit Deterrence Techniques, IEEE Transac-
tion/Conference on Image Processing, are some of well-known sources]. In contrast to 
digital contents there has been reported very less work, which deals with analog con-
tents (hardcopy). In latter case the major obstacle arises from the strong noise encoun-
tered during printing and scanning (PS) process. Furthermore, the existing techniques 
for hardcopy contents do not satisfy many of the requirements (imperceptibility, robust-
ness, capacity, security, uninformed watermark decoding) of a good watermarking tech-
nique. In [CKL+97] it is claimed that the given technique allows authenticating hard-
copy contents; however, the technique offers one bit watermark payload and requires 
original contents for watermark decoding. In addition to [HVH99, FDG01], there are 
techniques patented from MediaSec® [ZPT04] and DIGIMARC® [Tia04], which offer 
8-16 bytes watermark capacity and work in transform domain. It is reported in [Her04, 
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Zha04] that existing techniques are vulnerable against watermark copying attack, which 
allows a watermark to be copied to another document that can be used as an authentic 
one. In [KJJ04] it is mentioned that one serious disadvantage of existing watermarking 
technologies for ID cards is that the secret information hidden in printed photographs 
must be present in verifying devices as well, and consequently this approach has the 
limitation that a single broken verifying device renders the entire system broken. To 
overcome this problem a public-key watermarking technique is given; however, this re-
quires much longer host signal than the existing photograph does offer. Consequently, 
in [KJJ04] it is concluded that the modern-watermarking-based technologies result in 
least robustness and performance for secure identity verification. There have been re-
ported some techniques [HeO00, FuA02] for hardcopy contents, which work in spatial 
domain. These techniques transform the original contents using halftone process and the 
resulting halftone image is watermarked. These techniques are focused in this Chapter 
with the aim to gain further improvement in terms of data hiding capacity and printed 
image quality. 

5.2 Related Work 
The fact that the most of the printing devices use only one ink (black) to print a gray-
scale image requires that the grayscale image is converted into binary image and this 
grayscale-to-binary conversion, known as halftoning process, is done within the printing 
device. This halftoning characteristic of the printing devices is used to hide data in the 
printed grayscale images, which are actually black and white (binary) but are perceived 
as grayscale due to the low-pass filtering characteristic of the human visual system. In 
the research literature only few techniques are given in which it is claimed that the data 
hidden in a halftone image can be recovered after printing and scanning (PS) process. A 
critical review of those techniques is given below from the following perspectives: qual-
ity of the printed image, data hiding capacity and data-reading technique efficiency. 

In [HeO00] the data hiding algorithm is integrated in the Ordered Dithering halftone 
process. This choice of the halftoning method is not random, as we shall see later on 
and it is governed by the requirement that the data hidden in the halftoned image being 
printed has to be recovered after PS process, which causes small information loss at 
lower printing resolutions and severe at higher resolutions. 

In an Ordered Dithering halftoning a dithering cell, which is a square or rectangular 
block of predefined values, is used repeatedly to threshold the grayscale image. The ele-
ments of the dithering cell are selected in such a way that no artifacts are introduced in 
the half-toned image. To integrate the data hiding technique in dithering method, the bi-
nary sequence of the data bits (watermark) to be hidden is transformed into a square ma-
trix having only binary elements. Then each element of the resulting matrix is replaced 
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by another square matrix, which is selected from the two different matrices each repre-
senting one of the binary symbols “0” and “1”. The above data hiding process is shown 
schematically in Figure 5.1. 

 
 

 

 
M

Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of Data Hiding Ordered 
Dithering technique. 

Dithering matrices C0 and C1 corresponding 
to the watermark binary symbols “0” and “1”

Dithering matrix generation process. 
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The matrices used to represent binary symbols are selected in such a way that they do 
not introduce artifacts in the watermarked halftone image and differ significantly from 
each other. The resulting matrix is a dithering cell in which watermark data is encoded 
and this matrix is used repeatedly to binarize the grayscale image. It is to be noted that 
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the watermark data is hidden at the multiple locations in the halftoned image as the 
same dithering cell is used repeatedly during the entire halftoning process. The reason 
for hiding the watermark at the multiple locations is to make the watermark robust 
against the PS process. To recover watermark after PS process two matrices (sub-
dithering cells), used during watermark encoding process, are identified from the 
scanned image. Since each watermark bit is encoded at multiple locations, the final de-
cision about each bit of watermark data is based on voting. 

Now the fact that the complete sub-dithering cell (representing a binary symbol) is used 
to encode a single watermark bit and same dithering cell C is applied repeatedly in-
creases the robustness of the hidden data against the PS process. However, this strategy 
of data hiding results in lower capacity for the watermark and this is evident from the 64 
bits watermark payload, used in the work under consideration. Consequently, it can be 
said that the data-reading algorithm to recover data after PS process is not very efficient, 
as a lot of overhead is used to combat the PS noise. It is also mentioned in the work un-
der consideration that the data hiding technique does not work for the images having ex-
treme colors, covering most of the image area (e.g. images with mean graylevel above 
200 or under 25). This can be explained as follows. One of the key constraints on the 
sub-dithering cells is that for each graylevel there should be a significant difference be-
tween the half-toned patterns obtained using both of the dither cells, so that it can easily 
be decided, which sub-dithering cell has been used in the encoding process. However, 
this constraint is not satisfied for the images having extreme color values covering large 
image areas, as a result patterns are not significantly different and results in decoding 
errors. Another weakness of the data-reading algorithm is that it enables to recover the 
data from the images printed at lower resolution and consequently does not offer good 
visual quality, a key requirement from the real-life applications. 

In another work [FuA01, FuA02] by M. S. Fu et al. five different techniques for data 
hiding in a halftone image are given. The main focus of all the techniques except the 
first one is to overcome the salt-and-pepper noise, introduced during the data hiding 
process. In the first three techniques it is assumed that only halftone image is available. 
On the other hand last two techniques require that the original continuous tone image 
and the halftoning algorithm are available and the error diffusion halftoning process is 
used. 

In the first technique called data hiding self-toggling (DHST), N seed-based pseudo 
random locations are used to hide data. To hide a single data bit at any given location 
the pixel value at that location is forced to change according to the data bit to be hidden. 
The DHST technique has the advantage that it is simple, but it results in many unpleas-
ant clusters of black as well as white pixels, which resemble to the salt-and-pepper 
noise. The salt-and-pepper noise is mainly present at mid-tone level and is caused by the 
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random toggling of a pixel in a checkerboard pattern formed during the halftoning proc-
ess. Another side effect of the forced self-toggling is that it causes an abrupt change in 
the local average intensity.  

Next technique called data hiding pair toggling (DHPT) addresses the issue of abrupt 
change in the local average intensity caused by the forced self-toggling. According to 
DHPT, when a pixel is toggled to hide a message bit, another pixel (slave pixel) in a 3 
by 3 neighborhood is selected randomly and toggled oppositely to the first pixel so that 
the change in local intensity can be compensated. Although DHPT controls the local 
average intensity, it has the drawback that the possibility of salt-and-pepper noise still 
exits and now the noise is due to slave pixel, which is selected randomly and toggled 
oppositely to the first pixel.  

To eliminate the large number of clusters of pixels, DHPT is modified with the data hid-
ing smart pair toggling (DHSPT), according to which the slave pixel, which is used to 
compensate the effects of the first pixel, is selected in such a way that the connectedness 
of clusters is minimized. For this purpose a filter is applied, which calculates the inten-
sity value change due to different pixels in the 3 by 3 neighborhood and the pixel result-
ing in minimum value of the connectedness is used as a slave pixel. It is pointed out in 
[FuA02] that although the DHSPT results in better image quality, however, there are 
still observable salt-and-pepper artifacts, especially in the regular patterns formed in the 
mid-gray smooth regions. Another drawback of DHSPT is that it increases the computa-
tional cost of the data hiding process. 

In the data hiding techniques discussed above it is assumed that the original continuous 
tone image is not available. However, when the original continuous tone image is avail-
able in that case error-diffusion technique is used to eliminate the salt-and-pepper noise 
and two different techniques called data hiding error diffusion (DHED) and modified 
data hiding error diffusion (MDHED) are given. Both DHED and MDHED start with 
the DHST. Next rather than compensating the self-toggling distortion with the comple-
mentary toggling of one neighboring pixel (as in DHSPT), DHED and MDHED use er-
ror diffusion filter to diffuse the self-toggling error to many neighboring pixels to 
achieve higher visual quality. In DHED a causal kernel is used to diffuse the error. 
However, it is pointed out that in certain situations salt-and-pepper noise still exits, es-
pecially in the fine structures. The reason for the existence of noise is associated with 
the inability of the error diffusion kernel to diffuse error in the whole neighborhood. To 
overcome this limitation in MDHED a non-casual kernel, which makes it possible to 
diffuse error in the whole neighborhood, is used. It is to be mentioned that a significant 
effort is made to integrate the kernels in the data hiding process. 
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Key points of the above discussion: 

a. Data hiding technique given in [HeO00] is developed by keeping in mind that the 
hidden data has to be robust against the PS process and this constraint results in the 
following drawbacks: 

1. Results in lower capacity data hiding technique. 

2. Does not work for the images having extreme mean graylevel values. 

3. It is halftoning process dependent (i.e. works only for the ordered dithering 
halftone process). 

4. The data reading technique is not efficient (i.e. not very robust against PS proc-
ess) and that is evident from the fact that each watermark bit is encoded using a 
special pattern and each bit is encoded at multiple locations. 

b. In [FuA01, FuA02] to hide data in a halftoned image when the original continuous 
tone image is not available, regardless the fact which method (DHST, DHPT and 
DHSPT) is used salt-and-pepper noise is unavoidable and this noise results in a 
poor quality printed image. 

c. To overcome the salt-and-pepper noise MDHED algorithm is given, which has the 
following drawbacks: 

6. The MDHED algorithm is halftoning dependent and requires that error diffu-
sion halftoning is used. However, the error diffusion halftoning techniques 
have a limitation that they are computationally expensive. 

7. The fact that Iterative halftoning techniques result in better image quality than 
the error diffusion halftoning techniques associates another weakness to the 
MDHED and demands for such techniques, which are independent of the un-
derlying halftoning process. 

8. In case when there is a relatively large mid-tone level, a situation very likely to 
occur in grayscale pictures, using error diffusion salt-and-pepper noise is 
shifted to the neighborhood region rather than being eliminated. To be more 
precise consider the scenario when MDHED is applied to an image consisting 
of only mid-tone level. 

d) One common limitation of both of the techniques discussed above is that they en-
able to recover data from the images printed at lower resolution (only up to 150 
dpi) and this fact makes them less attractive for the real-life applications. 
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5.3 Data Hiding Technique For Printed Images 
In this research it is found that mere improvement in data hiding algorithm is not suffi-
cient and the task of data hiding in high quality printed images depends mainly on the 
strength of data-reading technique. Inspired by this fact a data hiding technique for the 
printed images while taking into account the limitations of watermarking techniques 
discussed above is given in this research. The strength of the proposed watermarking 
technique comes from both data hiding and data reading algorithms. However, the data-
reading algorithm plays a major role, as it has been observed in [HeO00] that a less effi-
cient data reading algorithm results in poor image quality and in some cases lower ca-
pacity as well. The watermarking technique given in this work results in: 

1. Higher data hiding capacity. 
2. Higher quality of the watermarked printed image. 
3. Possibility to hide data in the images having extreme mean graylevels.  
4. It is independent of the underlying halftoning process.  
5. More sophisticated watermark decoding technique. 

In the following sections each of these improvements is discussed. 

5.3.1 Data Hiding Technique 

The novel data hiding technique starts by computing the capacity of the image being 
watermarked and categorize the computed capacity as minimum or maximum. The 
minimum capacity is computed for images in which data hiding technique in [HeO00] 
was not successful. A 64 bits watermark payload is used as a minimum capacity in this 
research in contrast to [HeO00] where the watermark consists of 64 bits. After capacity 
computation, next the data-hiding algorithm is applied. Due to the fact that the capacity 
computation and data hiding algorithms are interdependent, they can be treated together. 
The data-hiding algorithm is independent of the underlying halftoning process and as-
sumes that either a good quality halftone image or the original grayscale image is avail-
able. When original grayscale image is available then any halftoning technique, result-
ing in high quality printed images, can be used. In this research Iterative halftoning 
technique given in [Goo01] is used. Data hiding capacity is computed using the halftone 
image. 

5.3.2 Watermark Capacity  

The halftone image is divided into N equal size regions of size x by x and each region is 
checked for a specific characteristic to see whether it can be used for data hiding. The 
selected region is characterized as a suitable location to encode single data bit, if its his-
togram has at the least few black pixels, otherwise, it is ignored and next region is con-
sidered. This procedure is repeated for all the regions and results in data-hiding capac-
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ity. Finally, the capacity is checked for the minimum, maximum capacity values and if 
the capacity value is less than the minimum value, then the number of regions is in-
creased from N to M by reducing the size of the region and the above procedure is re-
peated again. 

Using the above method capacity is computed initially for only few images some of 
which are normal grayscale images while others are special images considered in 
[HeO00] having single extreme mean graylevel with value either below 25 or above 
200.  The results are given in Table 5.1 from which it can be seen that both types of the 
images provide higher data hiding capacity than capacity offered by the work under 
consideration. 

 
Table 5.1: Data hiding capacity for two types of images using
the proposed algorithm. Note that the capacity is computed for
the images of size 512 by 512 pixels and 256 by 256 pixels,
respectively. NP (Not Possible) 

 

 

 

Image type Capacity (bits) Capacity (bits) 

Normal grayscale 
image (512 by 512) 26656 4096 [FuA02] 

Grayscale image 
with extreme tone 
level (256 by 256) 

165 NP  [HeO00] 

 

Now the reason for choosing few black pixels in the selected region is governed by the 
fact that a region consisting of only white pixels should not be used to embed data bit, as 
a black pixel surrounded by all the white pixels is more perceptible than the white pixel 
in black region. In contrast to this no constraint is imposed on the complete black back-
ground (a region consisting of all black pixels) and this is due to the reason that when a 
white pixel is added in the black region, the modification is imperceptible at 300 dpi. 
The imperceptibility is caused by the two factors: 1) very small size of printed dot at 
300 dpi, 2) dot gain effects of the neighboring black pixels. It is to be noted that when a 
binary pattern such as white pixel surrounded by all the black pixels is printed, actually 
no white dot is printed due to white surface of the paper unlike black pixels where a dot 
corresponding to each black pixel is supposed to be printed (although sometimes it is 
not printed). Consequently, small white area suffers from the higher dot gain effects due 
to all the neighboring black dots, resulting in higher imperceptibility. The above criteria 
for the location selection is in agreement with experimental results as well and this can 
be seen from Figures 5.2 and 5.3. In Figure 5.2(a) about 100 black pixels are added at 
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the randomly selected locations in an image having size 256 by 256 and the image is 
printed at 150 and 300 dpi. From the Figure 5.2 it can be seen that pixels are visible 
very clearly at 150 dpi and more or less are still visible at 300 dpi as well. In Figure 5.3 
about 100 white pixels are added at the randomly selected locations, in a completely 
black image measuring 256 by 256. The image is printed at 150 and 300 dpi, respec-
tively. From the Figure 5.3, it can be seen that modifications introduced at 300 dpi are 
almost imperceptible, in contrast to 150 dpi where such modifications are clearly per-
ceptible. It is to be mentioned that the watermarked images in [FuA02] are printed at 
150 dpi where noise due to PS process is not very severe. 

 
 

                                                                    
 
                                             (a)   150 dpi                                     (b) 300 dpi 
 

Figure 5.2: Image having white background is modified by black pixels at randomly 
selected locations and printed at 150 and 300 dpi, respectively. 
 

                                                                           

                                                               
                                   (a)  150 dpi                                     (b) 300 dpi 

Figure 5.3: Image having black background is modified by white pixels at ran-
domly selected locations and printed at 150 and 300 dpi, respectively. 

  

The constraint requiring more than one black pixels in a given region is imposed from 
data-reading technique, which is intended to ignore the white regions during data recov-
ery. Now if there is just one black pixel in the region, this might be flipped to white 
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pixel during data embedding process or due to PS process noise and this would conse-
quently result in synchronization loss for hidden data. 

5.3.3 Data Hiding Algorithm 

It starts with generating a fixed-size short binary stream, to be utilized in watermark de-
coding process to find the region-size used in data embedding process and the resulting 
binary stream is appended by two other binary streams: 1) representing the fixed-size 
binary stream showing the watermark size, and 2) watermark bit-stream. Next, a ran-
dom sequence, having values varying between one and the number of elements in a re-
gion, is generated with the known key. To embed the binary data bit at first location the 
process checks the region for the condition used for the capacity computation and if the 
condition is satisfied, then the location corresponding to the first element of the random 
sequence is chosen and used for single data bit embedding. To encode “0” bit the pixel 
value at that location is flipped to “0”, and for “1” the pixel value is flipped to “1”. This 
procedure is repeated until the whole binary sequence has been embedded. The objec-
tive of using random location in data embedding regions is to secure the watermark lo-
cations as well as to eliminate any periodic effects caused by embedded data. In Figure 
5.4 two images: a) the original, and b) after embedding 26656 data bits, are shown. 

  

                               

                            (a) Original                          (b) with 26656 embedded bits                             

Figure 5.4: An illustration of quality difference between the original and 
watermarked images printed at 300 dpi. 

                                    

It can be observed from Figure 5.4 that unlike before [FuA01, FuA01] now there is no 
salt-and-pepper noise introduced in the printed watermarked image. The absence of salt-
and-pepper noise is attributed to two points: irregular dot placement order used in the 
Iterative halftoning process, and the three times smaller dot size modification used to 
encode single watermark bit during the printing process. Furthermore, data hiding algo-
rithm is very simple and it differs from DHST given in [FuA02] that it checks whether a 
randomly chosen location is suitable for data hiding purpose or not. The condition used 
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to check suitability of a location for data bit hiding is also very simple and does not in-
crease the computational cost significantly as compared with the computational cost as-
sociated with MDHED [FuA02]. In addition to this, the above mentioned condition re-
sults in higher quality watermarked images by restricting the modification due to data 
bit embedding at completely white background regions where too modifications due to 
data hiding would degrade the image quality. The completely white background region 
gets more importance when there is large white background where too many embed-
dings would degrade printed image quality; however, for isolated small white regions 
this problem is not significant and especially at 300 dpi, which is used in this research.  

5.3.4 Quality and Data Hiding Capacity of the Printed Images 
Two very important factors, which affect the quality of a printed document, are halfton-
ing process and the resolution (dots per square inch) used to print the image. To illus-
trate the impact of each of these factors on the final quality of the printed document, 
each one is treated separately in the following. To illustrate the impact of the resolution 
on the printed document and/or image, in Figure 5.5 an image consisting of a short text 
data is printed at resolutions 75, 150 and 300 dpi, respectively. 

 

(a) (b) 

 

                                (c) 

Figure 5.5: a) A piece of text printed at three different resolutions, b) 
same as (a) except that modifications are introduced, (c) difference be-
tween the original and the marked image. Note that the difference is visi-
ble only when the image (c) is printed at 300 dpi. 
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An improvement in the quality of the printed document can easily be observed with an 
increase in the printing resolution and from the Figure 5.5 it can be seen that at lower 
resolutions even individual pixels can be identified whereas at higher resolution only a 
smooth pattern is perceived by the eye, which is due to the fact that the human eye can-
not distinguish among dots printed at 300 dpi or higher. This fact can be cleared further 
by the fact illustrated in Figure 5.5(b), where images are modified and as it can be seen 
that modifications are imperceptible at 300 dpi whereas at the lower resolutions modifi-
cations are noticeable. Consequently, from the above discussion it becomes clear that 
the higher resolution results in better image quality as claimed in the beginning.  

Another factor contributing to the image quality is the halftoning algorithm and this can 
be seen from Figure 5.6 in which an image by applying four different halftoning tech-
niques: printer’s internal driver, error diffusion, ordered dithering [HeO00] and iterative 
halftoning [Goo01], is printed. Except halftoning process, other printing conditions such 
as ink, paper, printing device, printing resolution are kept same in Figure 5.6.    

 

              

      (a)                            (b)                                  

                      

                               (c)                                                      (d) 

 

 

Figure 5.6:  An illustration of the impact of halftoning technique on
image quality: (a) printer driver, b) error diffusion, c) ordered dithering
d) iterative halftoning technique. The images are printed at 300 dpi. 



By looking at Figure 5.6 it can be noticed that Iterative halftoning technique used in this 
work has better quality than the ordered dithering and error diffusion halftoning tech-
niques used in [FuA02, HeO00]. The halftoning technique used by printer driver per-
forms better than others; however, no information about the halftone technique is avail-
able and consequently iterative halftoning is used in this research. The fact that data 
embedding techniques used in [FuA02, HeO00] are halftoning dependent results in dual 
weakness, 1) poor image quality, and 2) lower data hiding capacity in [HeO00]. These 
limitations verify the need to search for the halftoning independent data hiding tech-
nique. The data-hiding technique given in this research is halftoning technique inde-
pendent and allows using any good quality halftoning technique. 

In addition to the higher image quality, the smaller dot size at 300 dpi results in the 
higher data hiding capacity. This is due to the fact that an image printed at 300 dpi has 
three times more number of pixels than at 150 dpi. Now as the halftone image has three 
times more pixels as compared with [FuA02, HeO00], this would result in three times 
higher data hiding capacity.  

 

                                 

                         (a) Original                              (b) 5316 bits embedded 

 

                                 

               (c) 26656 bits embedded                 (d) 47492 bits embedded 

Figure 5.7: An illustration of quality of the printed image with differ-
ent amounts of hidden data.  
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However, this smaller dot size poses new challenge, as data recovery after PS process gets 
more difficult. In Figure 5.7 an image is printed at 300 dpi after embedding different 
amounts of data. In Table 5.2 data hiding capacity offered by [FuA02, HeO00] and in this 
work is given. It is to be noticed that there is not significant quality difference in 5.7c-d. 

 
Table 5.2: A capacity comparison for different data 
hiding techniques. Note that the capacity is computed 
for the fixed image size 1.707” by 1.707”.

 

 

M. S Fu et al. Z. Hagit Proposed 

4096 128 26656 

5.4 Grayscale Images Having Extreme Mean Values 
Another issue, which is raised in [HeO00] without mentioning its significance in real- 
life applications is the data hiding in special images having extreme mean graylevel (i.e. 
either above 200 or below 25). Inspired by the fact that it would be necessary to find 
some practical applications for this scenario before making any further investigations in 
this area, in the following some possible areas of application are described: 

1. Images having the mean graylevel above 200 can be used as the background im-
ages in the documents such as identity cards, visas, passports, traveling tickets, en-
tertainment passes, etc. As an example, consider an identity document shown in 
Figure 5.8, where a grayscale image having mean grayvalue 200 is used as a back-
ground image. 

2. For images having bimodal mean characteristic (i.e. having extremely high as well 
low mean grayvalues), practical applications exists as well. Possible applications 
one could think about are digitized images of daily-use signatures, analog seals in 
hardcopy documents. Exemplary signatures and seal, shown in Figure 5.9, have 
only two mean (extremely high and/or low) grayvalues. 

3. The images having mean graylevel below 25, which results in almost black color, 
might be encountered in the normal photographs, too. Imagine the scenario: gray-
scale picture with dark background of a person having very long hair, wearing a 
black dress. In this case the dominating black color may pose challenge for the wa-
termarking technique given in [HeO00]. 

4. Finally, logos, portraits used in postal stamps might fall in the above scenarios. 
Also the special images having irregular patterns with extremely high and/or low 
bimodal means, considered in [HeO00] can be used in this context. 
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Figure 5.8: A smart ID-card having grayscale background with mean value 200. 
 
 

       

        

Figure 5.9: Images of signatures and seal having bimodal mean gray-

value. 

After having discussion about the practical application for the images with extreme 
mean grayvalues, next it comes to develop watermarking technique for such images. 
Keeping this point in mind, the data hiding technique discussed above is developed, 
which works for special images as well as for the normal images. The proposed tech-
nique offers the advantage that it results in the highest data hiding capacity for the im-
ages, which are completely black (highest graylevel), in contrast to [HeO00] where wa-
termarking technique results in complete failure. On the other hand the images having 
low grayscale values, which are usually used as background image, the minimum ca-
pacity (64 bits) for the watermark is chosen. To tackle the effects of data hiding in com-
pletely white regions, where modifications results in image quality degradation, special 
constraint is imposed on the data hiding technique, which excludes such region in data 
hiding process. For initial experiments images having very much similar characteristics 
(size and mean grayscale values) as in [HeO00] are simulated and are converted into the 
halftone images, which are used for the capacity computation. In Figures 5.10 and 5.11 
such images are shown along their corresponding data hiding capacity. It can be seen 
from Figure 5.10(b-c) that there is no quality difference before and after data embed-
ding process and this fulfils the imperceptibility demand of the data embedding. In Fig-
ure 5.11(c) minor noise appears when the embedded white pixel has another white pixel 
as immediate neighbor; however, this can be avoided by flipping the previous white 
pixel. The quality difference between Figure 5.10(a-b) is due to the ordered dithering 
halftoning process used in [HeO00] and this difference would decrease by using itera-
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tive halftone technique as shown in Figure 5.6, showing the quality comparison of half-
toning techniques. 

 

                                         

                       (a)                             (b)                            (c)  

Figure 5.10: An illustration of data hiding in the images having very small 
mean grayvalues. In (a) original with mean graylevel 228, (b) image is half-
toned using ordered dithering, (c) halftoned image after embedding 323 bits. 

 

                                         

                         (a)                          (b)                            (c)  

Figure 5.11: An illustration of data hiding in the images having very high 
mean grayvalues. In (a) original with mean graylevel 6, (b) image is halftoned 
using ordered dithering, (c) halftoned image after embedding 1296 bits. 

5.5 Watermark Decoding Method 

All the improvements discussed so far in this chapter, are made possible mainly due to 
the data reading technique, described in chapter 3, which can recover the data from the 
scanned images printed at 300 dpi. In present scenario the binary image recovered using 
data-reading technique is passed to the watermark decoding process that performs all 
the steps used in data embedding process in reverse order and proceeds as follows.  

It starts by generating with the known seed value the pseudo-random sequence that has 
been used in the data hiding process. Next, the region-size used in data-embedding 
process is found by starting with default value for the region and reading fixed-length 
synchronization bit stream at pre-determined locations given by random sequence and 
comparing the resulting bit stream with the known one. During region-size determina-
tion different known size are considered. Once the region-size has been found then 
fixed-length binary bit stream representing watermark payload is decoded (to know how 
many samples are to be taken) by sampling data encoding regions at the locations de-
termined by random sequence. Finally, watermark bit stream is read by taking fixed 
number of samples while taking into account the constraints (i.e. region having at least 
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few black pixels, sampling the region at predetermined random location) used during 
the data hiding process. The experiments for the quantitative performance measures are 
not yet conducted; however, based on the experiments results for HD-DataStripe (chap-
ter 3), it is claimed that hidden data can be recovered successfully 

5.6   Security Aspects of the Data Hiding Technique 

The proposed data hiding technique satisfying two important demands: higher capacity 
and improved quality of watermarked image, offers only a good hidden communication 
channel and anyone knowing the algorithm can modify the hidden contents. Further-
more, according to Kerchoff’s theorem in a secure system it is assumed that algorithm 
and its parameters are publicly known so they cannot contribute to system security and 
additional measures for contents security are needed. While considering existing work 
in this context, there have been proposed different techniques, allowing both contents 
integrity and authenticity verification discussed in chapter-2, but have the drawbacks as 
discussed before. In the following, using the key principle given [Kim05], it is shown 
how the cryptographic security can be achieved for the data hiding technique given in 
this chapter. 

5.6.1 Semi-Fragile Watermarking Technique for Printed Images 

The technique is based on the existing principle, according to which host image is di-
vided into two regions and digital signature (DS) of one region (set of pseudorandomly 
selected locations generated with public-key) is embedded in other region. The main 
challenge in present scenario is encountered from innocent noise (unavoidable errors) 
arising from PS-process and potential wear-and-tear effects. This issue can be tackled 
using a probabilistic (as in inverible watermarking techniques) contents integrity verifi-
cation approach with minimum false reject rate (FRR). Broadly speaking, contents in-
tegrity verification process separates the host image in multiple regions of two types and 
the DSs of one type of region are embedded in other type of region. The size and pixel 
selection method for a region used in DS computation is governed by innocent noise 
behavior. 

To be more specific the host binary image is partitioned into two types of regions (pri-
mary, secondary), where the number of primary/secondary regions is two or more. Fur-
thermore, all primary regions are non-overlapping, whereas secondary regions are over-
lapping. The size of all primary regions is equal and determined by the size of DS and 
ECC overhead (if applied). A secondary region consists of 80-90 % of randomly se-
lected pixels, except those included in any of the primary regions. Pixels belonging to 
each secondary region are selected pseodorandomly with uniform distribution, but with 
different publicly-known keys. The DS of each secondary region is computed and em-
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bedded in the corresponding primary region. For contents integrity verification DSs are 
extracted from the primary regions and compared with the DSs computed using corre-
sponding secondary regions. If extracted and computed DSs for all the primary and sec-
ondary regions are matched then contents integrity is ensured. Finally, given that pri-
vate-public key pair(s) is generated from trusted third party, would ensure authenticity 
of the contents. 

5.6.2 Robustness Against Innocent Noise 

The selection of secondary region size is governed by unavoidable errors caused by PS-
process and wear-and-tear effects. It is to be mentioned that although errors from PS-
process at optimal channel utilization is less than 1% (as shown in chapter-3), there 
have been used only 80-90 % pixels in a secondary region. The reason for ignoring (10-
20)% pixels is to count for dust-and-scratches noise. In practical-life (10-20)% noise 
might be too high as pixels are selected pseodorandomly with uniform distribution, 
which minimize the effects of burst errors. 

5.6.3 Robustness Against Malicious Attacks 

While considering potential malicious attacks, only (10-20)% of pixels that are uni-
formly spread over the entire contents, are available and this fact would restrict to make 
any meaningful contents changes. Another possibility could be to modify all pixels in a 
secondary region with the objective to attack the DS. This is also not realistic (apart 
from strength of DS), as it would require changing all pixels of secondary region, con-
sequently resulting in an image that is degraded beyond recognition. The aim of using 
multiple secondary regions is to cover the most of host image and results in more con-
tents tampering sensitivity against the malicious attacks, but might increase the false re-
ject rate (FRR). Of course, only one primary and secondary region would work as well 
with probably larger secondary region. Here general approach is discussed and selection 
of multiple or single secondary regions will be decided by the application developer. 
Also, either same or different private-public key pairs can be used, determined by the 
security-level of the final application.  

One important attack in printed images authentication is watermark copying attack in 
which watermark is estimated from high quality scanned image and used in forged im-
age [PVT04]. However, in the proposed technique as watermark is host image depend-
ent this fact restricts the decoded watermark to be copied to the contents other than the 
intended one. 
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5.6.4 Miscellaneous Issues 

The selection of primary regions must take into account the visual impacts of the em-
bedding process (as discussed in previous sections) and this may not allow to select 
primary regions randomly; however, even if region is found deterministically it will not 
affect the security any way. There could be another way that would not only allow 
choosing the primary regions pseudorandomly but also results in slightly higher capac-
ity of watermarking channel. This can be done by mapping the gamut of host grayscale 
image from 0-250 to 0-220 before halftoning, which slightly degrades the halftone im-
age quality by changing the completely white regions with slightly darker regions. But, 
the resulting halftone image not only offers slightly more capacity than before but also 
relaxes the constraint on embedding process, requiring to ignore completely white re-
gions, as they do not exist any longer. The impact of grayscale gamut mapping on im-
age quality can be seen from Fig. 5.12, which shows that the resulting image quality is 
still satisfactory. Furthermore, in context of identity verification applications small qual-
ity difference is not important. In Fig. 5.12c mapping of the fully back (0) graylevels to 
slightly light (30) graylevels has no impact on the data embedding process but can be 
helpful to tackle the minor noise in Fig 5.12c and also seems to be more pleasing than 
Fig. 5.12b.  

 

   
        (a)        (b)           (c) 

Figure 5.12: Illustration of slight gamut mapping effects, a) origi-
nal Lena image with full color gamut, b-c) after 0-220 and 30-220  
gamut mapping, respectively. 

It is mentionable that capacity consumed by embedded multiple DSs is much smaller 
than the total available capacity and the remaining capacity can be used to embed some 
biometrics template (as in (Ref. [13] in [RSU05]) whose integrity can be ensured as 
well. As mentioned earlier another possibility could be to integrate the fragile water-
marking technique given in [Ditt01] and this would offer two benefits: 1) possibility to 
locate modified region and 2) alternative way of contents integrity detection, resulting 
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in more robust technique. However, this would require modifying the existing visual 
feature extraction techniques for binary images by taking suitable measures. Then ac-
cordingly the watermarked binary image (not watermark) recovered from PS-process 
can be used to detect and differentiate between the innocent and malicious changes as 
well as locating maliciously modified regions. The higher data hiding capacity could be 
attractive for hologram watermarks technique given in [DSF02, FMF+02] as well.  

The security of proposed technique given above can be further improved by binding the 
hash value of the contents (secondary region) with some suitable biometric characteris-
tic of the person whose contents (face image) are targeted to be authenticated. This 
would eliminate the threat posed by replacing watermarked face image of a person on 
an ID card with that of another person and threat arises from the fact that two water-
marked contents (e.g. face image on the ID card) obtained using secured PKI system 
cannot result in identity verification failure when one is replaced with another one. This 
threat could be particularly posed to identity verification applications. The selection of 
biometrics characteristic is to be governed by the size of the biometric template so that 
the size of the hash value of the contents plus biometric template (not its hash value that 
is not guaranteed to be always same) along with the other constraints (size of DS and 
public-key) remains within the capacity limit. Here transformed biometric template 
(Ref. [15] in [JRU05]) or any other biometric template (Table 4.3 pp. 89) can be used. 
In verification process contents integrity of the face image and the fact that this face im-
age belongs to genuine person is authenticated. 
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Chapter 6 
Data Hiding in Background Images 

 

6.1 Introduction 
Recently a data hiding technique for hardcopy documents such a Cinema tickets, con-
tracts etc. is given in [SMS03] by Suzaki et al. This technique allows encoding Hidden 
Message in a Constant Grayscale Background Image (CBGI) and claims higher data 
hiding capacity as compared with the previous techniques given for similar applications. 
In this research an improved data hiding technique for CBGI is given and discussed in 
this Chapter. The new technique uses CBGI of the same quality as in [SMS03] to en-
code contents integrity related data, but it offers much higher capacity that is sufficient 
to encode both contents integrity related extracted features as well as the full contents of 
the document. And this fact allows developing much stronger methods for contents in-
tegrity verification and offers some additional benefits too. The novel technique uses 
different data encoding technique, but still results in same quality of the background 
image as in [SMS03]. It is also possible with the encoding technique to get different 
graylevels. The data-reading technique given in this work enables to recover the en-
coded information from noisier environment as compared with the existing technique. 
For performance evaluation of the novel technique more than one printer are used. Fi-
nally, in the existing technique no results are reported for practical applications, 
whereas in this research issues related to the practical applications (ECC, data disper-
sion, superposed foreground text, skewing distortion) are considered as well. The results 
of the novel technique are found promising while considering another technique 
DataGlyphs that is also being used to encode data in background image. Finally, this 
chapter ends with a comparison between the novel technique and cryptoglyph technol-
ogy discussed in chapter 4. 

6.2   Brief Review of Existing Work 
To encode hidden data in hardcopy text documents different techniques have been pro-
posed. In [BLM+95, BLM99] three methods (exploiting lines, words and individual 
character characteristics) for information (source and/or destination fingerprints) encod-
ing in text documents are given. Whereas [LoM98, LoM00] deal with performance 
analysis and capacity derivation of these methods. In first method every other (even) 
line is slightly shifted up or down to encode single information bit. For information de-
coding odd lines are used a reference and data is decoded by estimating the distance of 
information carrying lines with respect to the reference lines. The information decoding 
process is robust against the print-and-scan process and does not require the original 
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contents. The second method divides the information on each line into groups of words 
and slightly shifts left or right every even group to encode single information bit, 
whereas the odd groups are used as a reference to decode the information. To decode 
the information correlation and centroide-based methods are suggested, however, both 
of these methods require original contents for information decoding from the printed 
and scanned document. The third method encodes data by modifying individual charac-
ters, resulting in more capacity, but needs original contents for information decoding.  

In another work Marshal Bern et al. [BBG01] destination related information (finger-
prints for traitor tracing) is encoded by slightly stretching or shrinking specially selected 
characters and requires original contents while proving unauthorized document transfer 
at court. In the same work contents integrity is focused upon as well by following a new 
approach similar to the one used in [SMS03 to described shortly]. There is anther tech-
nique [MWM01] in which shape of each of the characters is slightly modified to encode 
hidden message, however, the performance of this technique is not reported for hard-
copy documents and is used to encode secret message in softcopy of a text document. 
Recently, in [AlA04] fingerprints data is encoded in text documents containing justified 
paragraphs and irregular line spacing by slightly increasing/decreasing spaces between 
the words and lines. Spread-spectrum technique is used to combat for irregular line or 
word spacing. To make the document robust against printing and scanning the payload 
is protected using BCH error correction coding. The data is decoded by measuring the 
distance between words and lines and correlating it with the spreading sequence. All of 
the above techniques have one common drawback that their capacity is contents de-
pendent and is not sufficient for many applications (e.g. contents integrity verification) 
of hardcopy documents. 

There is another technique given by Suzaki et al. [SMS03], which uses a different ap-
proach for data hiding and claims higher data hiding capacity as compared with the ex-
isting techniques mentioned above. This technique differs from the existing work that 
its capacity is not contents dependent. As this technique is the main focus of present re-
search, so it is reviewed from the perspective of this research in the following. 

6.3 Existing Data Hiding Technique for Background Images 
In this technique a constant background grayscale image (CBGI) is superposed to the 
foreground text and this background image is used as a channel for hidden communica-
tion to encode information related to the foreground contents. To encode data in the 
background image two different symbol patterns are used to encode “0”, and “1” bits.  
As a hidden message some selected features of the foreground text are used for contents 
integrity verification. To recover the hidden data after PS process the 2-D Gabor filter is 
applied to recognize each of the symbol patterns, used to encode the information bits. 
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The CBGI is obtained by repeatedly applying a specially designed fixed-size binary pat-
tern, known as Null Symbol (NS) pattern. Two different symbol patterns used to encode 
data in background image are obtained from the NS pattern with the constraint that a 
good symbol pattern should have the following characteristics: offers higher capacity, 
difference in symbol patterns is visually imperceptible and can be recognized efficiently 
during data recovery process. The information encoding symbol patterns along with the 
NS pattern, given in [SMS03], are shown in Figure 6.1. A small part of the two CBGI 
used in [SMS03], one with the hidden data using information encoding Symbol Patterns 
and the other one without hidden data obtained by repeatedly applying the NSP, are 
shown in Figure 6.2. 

It can be seen from Figure 6.2 that the quality of CBGI in both cases is same. To differ-
entiate between the symbol patterns representing “0” and “1” bit, two parallel lines (in-
dicating the direction of the standing-axis) each consisting of 4 black dots within the 
symbol pattern, are aligned in a specific direction and this difference in align-
ment/standing-axis is used to identify a particular symbol pattern after PS process. The 
capacity offered by an A-4 size background image (6684 x 4900 dots at 600 dpi) with 
symbol size (18 x 18 dots) without taking into account noises encountered during prac-
tical applications is 95,347 bits. To compensate for the errors encountered in decoded 
symbol patterns due to the foreground text overlapping, BCH ECC with 2047 bits code 
length is used, which reduces the resultant capacity to 51.5K bits, 25.0K bits, 11.5K bits 
for 5%, 10% and 15% errors due character overlapping, respectively. It is mentionable 
that 324 dots are used to encode single information bit. 

 

 

             
         

                

                          (a)                                  (b)                                  (c) 

Figure 6.1: Data encoding symbol patterns (18 x 18 dots) used by Su-
zaki et al., (a) Null Symbol Pattern, (b) “1” bit encoding Symbol Pattern 
and (c) “0” bit encoding Symbol Pattern. 
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(a)    (b) 

Figure 6.2: (a) Small part of the constant grayscale image obtained using Null     
Symbol Pattern given in [SMS03], (b) image with encoded data using Symbol 
Patterns shown in Figure 6.1.  
 

It is clear from above discussion that to gain any further increase in the capacity offered 
by [SMS03] either symbol pattern size has to be decreased or the number of different 
symbol patterns is to be increased, while keeping the symbol pattern size fixed. How-
ever, either of these approaches poses challenge at symbol identification stage when the 
encoded data is to be recovered after the PS process. Consequently, according to the ex-
isting technique while designing symbol pattern to get further increase in capacity, the 
size and shape of the symbol pattern should be selected in such a way that it can be 
identified correctly during data recovery process. 

There is another technique called DataGlyphs [Hec94, MBB04] developed by Xerox 
PARK, which allows encoding data in the background image. In DataGlyphs two dif-
ferent symbols: BACKWARD SLACH "\" and FORWARD SLACH "/", each measuring 1/100th 
of an inch are used to encode “1” and “0” bits. This technique allows encoding most of 
the foreground text in full-page size background image and is used by Marschall Bern et 
al. in [BBG01] for contents integrity authentication. 

6.4 Novel Data Hiding Technique for Background Images 
The main objective of the novel data hiding technique for background images is to get 
further gain in the capacity while using similar approach for data encoding as one dis-
cussed above. In order to achieve this goal a single small-size information encoding 
symbol pattern with multi-bits data encoding capability is employed. The usage of such 
symbol pattern is encouraged by the capability to identify the individual dots reliably in 
the noisy environment. Furthermore, this technique takes into account the underlying 
characteristics of the printing device as well to get further gain in capacity. While con-
sidering errors caused by the foreground character overlapping, instead of relying on 
ECC it is decided to ignore the overlapping symbols and replace such areas with null 
symbols to eliminate any visual artifacts. To minimize ECC payload to combat for un-
avoidable errors, the encoded data is scrambled all over the background image. The na-
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ture of information encoding symbol allows multiple graylevels to be used with the 
same data encoding capacity. In the following sections each of these points is discussed. 

6.4.1 Novel Data Encoding Symbols 
In this research the Null Symbol Pattern given in [SMS03] is used, so that it results in 
the same background image quality. Next the 18 x 18 Null Symbol Pattern is partitioned 
into 9 sub-symbol patterns and each New Symbol Pattern (NSP) with size 6 by 6 con-
tains only two black dots, which are known as primary and reference dots. The primary 
dot is used to encode the information, whereas the reference dot is intended to assist in 
data recovery process and with respect to this dot the location of primary dot is found, 
in information decoding process. In this technique multiple bits of information are en-
coded in one NSP and this is achieved by shifting the position of the primary dot within 
the symbol pattern at four different locations. In Figure 6.3 a Null Symbol Pattern and 
various new symbol patterns with encoded information are shown. In Figure 6.3(b) a 
Null Symbol Pattern is shown in which 18 bits of information are encoded using New 
Symbol Patterns. In Figure 6.3(c-d) a small part of CBGI is shown to illustrate the qual-
ity difference with and without encoded data in the background image.  

 

                             

         (a) NSP containing 9 Sub-symbols      (b) 9 Sub-symbols with encoded bits 

 

                                                 
                                            
                                         (c)                                           (d) 

 
 

Figure 6.3: (a) Nine sub-symbols within a Null Symbol Pattern (18 x 18 
dots) used by Suzaki et al., (b) Nine New Symbol Patterns, encoding 18 
bits of information, (c) a resulting grayscale image with hidden data, (d) 
encoded using  [SMS03]. 
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It is also mentionable that here only one dot (primary dot) is used to encode multiple in-
formation bits and no strong constraint like Standing-Axis in [SMS03] is imposed on data 
encoding symbol. The alignment constraint used in the existing technique would make it 
more sensitive against the skewing distortion in data recovery process as compared with 
the new approach.  In Figure 6.4 some graylevels offering same capacity as before and 
obtained by varying the number of black dots in information encoding symbol are shown. 
Obviously, more graylevels can be obtained by using other printing colors: Cyan, Magenta 
and Yellow. 

 

              
 

 

 

 

The proposed data hiding technique to encode data in background images is categorized 
into two classes. In first class data is simply encoded into the CBGI, using information 
encoding symbols, given in section 6.3. In second category while using the same infor-
mation encoding symbol as the one used in first category the characteristics of the un-
derlying printing device are utilized with the aim to get further gain in data encoding 
capacity. This technique, which is called An Improved Information Encoding Tech-
nique, is described after giving the data-reading algorithm for the first class. 

6.4.2 Capacity Offered by the Novel Technique 
In general the capacity, C, offered by either of the techniques under consideration, 
without taking into account the noises encountered during practical applications, can be 
computed using the following relation: 

ωσ ⋅⋅= ]/)[( 2yxC       (6.1) 

where yx ,  is are number of dots in the horizontal and vertical direction of CBGI, re-

spectively. σ  is symbol size in dots and ω  denotes the number of bits encoded per 

symbol. 

Figure 6.4: Illustration of the multiple graylevels for 
the novel data encoding symbol. 



Now the existing technique with ,6685,4629 == yx  σ =18 and ω =1, results 
inC  K bits. Whereas the new technique with5.95= ,6775,4749 == yx  σ =6 and 
ω =2, results in 1721=C K bits, which is 18 times more than the capacity offered by 
the existing technique. It is to be pointed out here and afterwards 1 Kbits represents 
1000 and not 1024 bits. 

6.4.3 Data Encoding Algorithm 

The data encoding technique can be described as follows: 1) extract the selected fea-
tures from the text data, 2) encode the information (selected features as well as the full 
contents of the text document) using appropriate error correction code against the un-
avoidable errors, 3) encode the information in the grayscale background image, and 4) 
superpose the foreground text to the CBGI. The data encoding process is shown sche-
matically in Figure 6.5. Each of these points will be discussed in the following sections. 

 

 

 

 

g 

Figure 6.5: Schematic diagram of data encoding process. 
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6.5 Data Recovery from Background Images 
Despite its higher capacity as well as simplicity, the new technique is of any value only 
if it enables to recover the data successfully, whereas the size of the each and every iso-
lated dot is 25% of the size used in HD-DataStripe (Chapter 3). Also the new technique 
has only one dot (primary dot) for recognition, unlike [SMS03] where a certain pattern 
is identified to decode single bit of information. The strength of noise being encoun-
tered during printing and scanning process can be envisioned from the fact that an 18 by 
18 size symbol pattern (means 324 dots) is used in [SMS03] just to make the encoded 
symbol robust against the PS process. Now, the task of the data-reading algorithm is to 
identify each of the printed dots, especially the primary dots, used for information en-
coding. It finds the position (middle point) of the primary dots with respect to the 
neighboring reference dots and eliminates the noises introduced during the PS process. 
From the research on HD-DataStripe it is found that in order to develop a successful 
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data recovery algorithm it is helpful that the underlying characteristics of the printing 
device going to be used later on are well-studied and are taking into account in advance. 
The data-reading algorithm developed in this research can be divided into two catego-
ries. The data-reading algorithm belonging to the first category has relatively lower ca-
pacity and is applicable to the devices with 600 dpi. The other data-reading algorithm is 
more sophisticated and is applicable to the scenario in which the underlying characteris-
tics of the printing device are taken into account during data encoding process with the 
aim to have further gain in capacity. 

6.5.1  Category-1: Data-Reading Algorithm 

This data-reading algorithm is developed for the LaserJet printing technology in which 
image is printed at full resolution (600 dpi). The algorithm proceeds as follows: 

1. Printed CBGI is scanned at sufficiently higher resolution as grayscale image, result-
ing in a dot consisting of a cluster of many pixels of same type (i.e. having gray-
value above certain level). 

2. The position of each of the reference dots is located using Filter-1. 
3. The position of all of the primary dots is estimated using Filter-2. Filter-2 takes into 

account the noises due to PS process, which results in the inaccurate positions of 
the primary dots. Filter-2 considers some other noises in the neighborhood as well. 

4. Finally, the encoded information is decoded back using the position of the primary 
dot with respect to the neighboring reference dots. 

 

Each of the above Filters is described in the following. 

Filter-1: Reference Dot Recognition 

The operation of this filter can be described as: 

Step-1. Start with the given initial point having coordinates (x, y).  

Step-2. Select a region of fixed length and width around the initial point given in step-1 
and finds the global minimum value within that region. The coordinates of this mini-
mum value point are considered as reference point. 

Step-3. A fixed value is added to the coordinates of global minimum found in step-2 
and these new coordinates are used as a starting point used in step-1 to identify the next 
reference dot. Then steps 1-2 are repeated. 
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Filter-2: Primary Dot Recognition  

The purpose of this filter is to eliminate noise in the surroundings of the primary dots. 
The noise being eliminated is due to the fact that the primary dot is printed at a critical 
region where it is not possible to find its shortest-distance from the four neighboring 
reference dots. The operation of this filter can be described algorithmically as follows: 

Step-1.  For a given reference dot, finds neighborhood region, where the primary dot is 
supposed to exist. 

Step-2. Within the region formed by four reference dots surrounding the primary dot, 
fixed area is selected and primary dot is searched for. The primary dot is characterized 
by a pattern of connected pixels having value more than a certain threshold value and 
result from over sampling process. 

Step-3. Finds the center (coordinates) of the primary dot and checks whether it is at 
critical position. The critical region is formed by the fixed-width horizontal and vertical 
stripes passing through the center point that has coordinates as the average value of the 
central points of reference dots. So if primary dot is found on any of the critical regions 
formed above then additional measures are taken. 

Step-4. If primary dot is found at critical region then a small fixed region around it is 
selected and a gradient of luminance value is computed and the direction in which slope 
of the gradient value decreases slowly, the coordinates of the primary dot are shifted in 
that direction and the information is decoded with respect to these new coordinates of 
the primary dot. 

Step-5. To decode the information, minimum distance of the primary dot from the four 
neighboring reference dots is counted and procedure used for information encoding is 
used in reverse order. 

Step-6. The steps 1-4 are repeated for all reference dots. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The results of the above data-reading algorithm for a CBGI, which measures 4200 by 
3000 dots and offers 700 Kbits, are given in Table 6.1. By analyzing the errors reported 
in Tables 6.1, it is found that the errors are mainly caused by the following factors: 

1. Unprinted Primary Dots: This is main cause of the errors encountered in decoded 
symbols, which are printed with HP8000 printing device, might be attributed to 
toner behavior (i.e. getting empty) or relatively old printing device. 

2. Inaccuracy in the Position and Size of the Primary Printed Dot: This is the main 
cause of the errors encountered in decoded symbols, which are printed with HP4600 
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printing device. The primary dot is printed at the center (a critical region) where no 
decision can be made reliably about data decoding. The dots are printed bigger than 
the expected size and usually their size is so large that it extends to the region of the 
neighboring reference dot, which is not the closest one. Also the reference dots 
cause error and some kind of duplication is noticed in these dots as well. Although, 
the positions of the reference dots are recognized correctly, but their influence on 
the primary dots is found beyond recovery. 

3. Noise in the Neighborhood of Primary Dot: This may arise either from the print-
ing process or due to other factors such as stains on the scanner or paper surface. 

 
Table 6.1: Number of errors encountered in recovered symbols for 350 K 
symbols (700 Kbits) considering two different printing devices at 600 dpi. 

 
Experiment 

No 
Errors 

Printer-1 
Errors 

Printer-2 
Experiment 

No 
Errors 

Printer-1 
Errors 

Printer-2 
1 >2000 22 6 63 1574 

2 75 1920 7 91  

3 >1500 38 8 167  

4 56 1288 9 37  

5 60 1179 10 27  

 
 Printer-1: HP8000   Printer-2: HP4600   

Note: Due to poor performance further experiments are not 
conducted for Printer-2    

  

 

Before proceeding further it is to be mentioned that for HP8000 printer a 2 by 2 inch 
CBGI offering 80 Kbits capacity is investigated as an application in which a grayscale 
image of size 100 by 75 is encoded. And it is found that BCH (127, 99, 4) not allows 
correct information recovery; however, optimized BCH code is not investigated. The 
data-reading time is found 60 seconds. 

6.5.2 Category-2: Data-Reading Algorithm 

Unlike data-reading algorithm described above, now the data-reading algorithm is de-
veloped for the scenario in which characteristics of the underlying printing technology 
are taken into account during data encoding process with the aim to get further gain in 
performance. For this purpose first the information encoding technique, which allows 
integrating the characteristics of the underlying printing device during data encoding 
process is described. And then the Data-Reading Algorithm is given. 
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An Improved Information Encoding Technique 

This technique is similar to first one (uses same information encoding symbols and 
background image) except that it utilizes the characteristics of the underlying printing 
device as follows: 

Higher Resolution: The device offering higher resolution is used due to the fact any 
good quality LaserJet printer should be able to print reliably at half of its resolution. So 
the printing devices offering resolution 1200 dpi are considered for the further im-
provement in terms of higher capacity and lower error rate. 

Primary Dot Position Modulation: As the same background image quality as well as 
symbol pattern are used, but the image is printed using the device offering resolution 
1200 dpi. Now each dot can be represented by a 2 x 2 dots size square dot. As shown in 
Figure 6.6 that at 600 dpi the minimum diagonal-distance between the primary dot and 
its nearest neighboring reference dot is one dot. However, at 1200 dpi this minimum di-
agonal distance is reduced 50 %, as it is shown in Figure 6.6(b).  

 
 

 

                                            

                                (a)  600 dpi                            (b)  1200 dpi 

Dot consist- 
ing of four sub 
dots 

Dot consist- 
ing of single 
dot 

One Dot 
Diagonal 
Separation 

Two Dots 
Diagonal 
Separation

Figure 6.6: Illustration of the size and diagonal-distance between the refer-
ence and primary dots for two Symbol Patterns: (a) Symbol Pattern is used 
at 600 dpi (b) at 1200 dpi diagonal-distance is decreased one half while dots 
size is kept same. 
 

This change in diagonal distance is made by keeping in mind that when two dots, separated 
diagonally by one dot, are printed, it would provide more robustness against the errors due 
to the positional inaccuracy as well as unprinted dots. This is due to the fact that now the 
possibility that a primary dot is printed at critical region is further decreased, as the dis-
tance between the critical point and primary dot is increased 50%. Another factor contrib-
uting in improved performance is the fact that now there is much lower possibility that an 
isolated black dot is not printed. This is due to the fact that when two dots separated diago-
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nally by only one dot are printed at 1200 dpi, then either primary dot is printed or at least 
some slightest hint (noise) is made (due to 50 % less distance between the primary and 
reference dots), which results in very slight connectivity as illustrated in Figure 6.7. And 
this slight connectivity can be utilized in information decoding process (e.g. while develop-
ing a filter for noise elimination). 
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Figure 6.7: An illustration of connectivity after printing and scanning 
process for the symbol patterns (SP) shown in Figure 6.6. 
t connectivity is attributed to the physical dot gain effects (i.e. error or inaccu-
to the inability of printing device to precisely transfer the toner while making 
ry and reference dots, separated by very small diagonal distance). The connec-
ht also be resulting from heating and pressing process when toner is being 

manently to the paper surface.  

litude Modulation 

oned above that at 1200 dpi a dot printed at 600 dpi is represented by 4 dots, 
s another advantage as well that it allows to vary (with 25% step size) size of 
ot during data encoding process and this process is called as Dot Amplitude 

on (DAM).  The DAM may be used to improve the performance of relatively 
lity printing devices (e.g. old devices offering 1200 dpi resolution, not able to 
ated dots) by varying the size (amplitude) of the primary dot so that it results in 
m error. Although it is not implemented yet, but it is expected that it would 
urther improvement for the devices mentioned above (relatively poor quality 
evices). 
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Data-Reading Algorithm 

The data-reading algorithm proceeds as follows: 

1. As before printed CBGI is scanned at sufficiently higher resolution. 

2. The position of each of the reference dots is estimated using three different filters 
known as Filter-1, Filter-2 and Filter-3 to be discussed in the following sections. It 
is mentionable that in the present scenario the reference dots are noisier and require 
more sophisticated techniques to correctly identify their central points. 

2.1) The first filter identifies only the isolated reference dots. 

2.2) The second filter identifies the reference dots, which have been influenced 
from the neighboring information carrying dots (number of such dots vary 
from one up to four) and results in the noisy reference dots.  

2.3) The third filter checks as well as corrects if there is an error in the estimated 
position of any of the reference dots, estimated using the previous filters. 

3. Using Filter-4, identify and eliminate noise in the possible region where information 
might have been encoded. 

4. Recover the encoded information by identifying the location of the primary dot and 
measuring its distance from each of the neighboring reference dots. 

5. Steps 1-4 are applied repeatedly until all the data has been recovered. 

In the following each of the above filters is described. 

 

Filter 2.1. Recognition of Isolated Reference Dots 

It is to be mentioned that this filter is not same as the one described previously due to 
the fact it has to work in noisier environment, although the objective of both filters is 
same. 

The filter operation can be described as follows. 

Step-1. First reference point at upper-left corner is identified and used as initial point. 

Step-2. Selects a region of fixed width and height around the initial point found in step-
1 and finds global minimum within that region for a given threshold level. 

Step-3. Computes the width and height of the region for another threshold level, which 
is different from the threshold level used in step-2. 

Step-4. If the width and height values are within the threshold level (third threshold 
level), then the coordinates of the global minimum value are considered only as a can-
didate single isolated reference dot. 
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Step-5. A fixed value is added to the coordinates of global minimum found in step-5 
and these new coordinates are used as a starting point used in step-1 to identify the next 
isolated reference dot. 

Step-6. Steps 2-5 are repeated for the whole image. 

Filter-2.2: Recognition of Non-Isolated Reference Dots 

When a given reference dot is surrounded by one or more primary dots, then from a mi-
nor to severe amount of noise is added to the reference dot and this noise restricts the 
possibility to use filter-1 to recognize these noisy reference dots. The objective of this 
filter is to identify such reference dots and its operation can be described as: 

Step-1. Starts with the same initial point, which is used by Filter-1, which is responsible 
for recognizing the central coordinates of all isolated reference dots. 

Step-2. Selects a region of given length and width around the given center points. Finds 
the global minimum value within that region and considers its coordinates as central 
point. Next it selects a sub-region within the previous region and looks for the global 
minimum within the region under consideration. If (the coordinates of the both global 
minima are same) minimum value found is unique in the region then this point is again 
considered only as a candidate reference point.  

Step-3. A fixed step-size value is added at the coordinates found in step-2 and these 
new coordinates are used as a starting point for the next possible candidate. Then step-2 
is repeated. 

Filter-2.3: Error Detection and Correction in the Reference Dots Positions 

This filter checks if there has been an error in any of the positions (middle points) of the 
reference dots, which are detected using Filters 1-2. This type of error is due to the 
slight shift in one isolated dot from its actual position and this slight error is usually 
transferred to the subsequent reference dot positions and ultimately results in com-
pletely wrong center points for the isolated reference points. The possibility whether to 
integrate the function of this filter in Filter-1 and Filter-2 and to evaluate its perform-
ance, remains to be checked. The filter operation can be described as follows: 

Step-1. The recognized position of each of the reference dots is compared with the av-
erage value of certain number of neighboring dots. 

Step-2. If the difference between the position of reference dot under consideration and 
the average of the neighborhood reference dots positions is greater than a threshold 
value, then the neighborhood average is used as starting point and filters 1-2 are applied 
sequentially. 
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Step-3. Once an error is detected in steps 1 and 2, then all reference dot positions in that 
row are considered as doubtful and are recomputed using step-2. 

Filter-2.4: Noise Elimination from the Information Encoding Region and Infor-
mation Recovery 

The purpose of this filter is to eliminate noise in the region in which information could 
have been encoded before trying to detect the position of a primary dot, which has been 
used for information encoding. This noise can be attributed to various sources such as 
printing as well as scanning process. During printing process as mentioned before it is 
mainly caused by toner spreading on the paper surface and might be contributed from 
each and/or all of the following: toner transfer, pressing and heating processes. The 
noise may arise from the stains or dust on the paper or scanner surface as well. The fil-
ter operation can be described as follows.  

Step-1. Start with the central coordinates of the first reference dot. 

Step-2. By considering the four reference dots, which are surrounding the information 
encoding primary dot, a central point is estimated. 

Step-3. Fixed region is selected around this central point and within that region specific 
characteristics for the primary dot are searched for. Initially, procedure starts with the 
idea that minimum pixel value within the region is selected as candidate primary dot. 

Step-4. This candidate is checked for the noise, i.e. is it noise or the actual primary dot. 
The criteria used to check whether it is noise or the actual dot is that its connectivity is 
checked with the neighboring reference points. This means that it is checked does this 
dot (cluster of grayscale pixels) connects to any of the neighboring reference dots and if 
so what its minimum distance. If it does connect to one of the neighboring reference 
dots and the minimum distance lies in certain range, then it is considered as primary dot. 
Otherwise it is considered as noise and above procedure is repeated by considering next 
isolated dot found in step-4 as a possible candidate. 

Step-5. Once the primary dot has been found then its minimum distance from all of its 
neighboring reference dots is found and with respect to the closet reference dot the in-
formation is decoded. The above procedure is repeated for the reference points and the 
information is decoded. 

Results and Discussion 

In this phase of experiments HP LaserJet 4100 printer offering 1200 dpi resolution is 
considered. The same background image as before is used at least from visual quality 
point of view, however, now the image is modified as follows. The image is trans-
formed into 1200 dpi by representing each dot at 600 dpi by 4 dots at 1200 dpi. At 1200 
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dpi the minimum distance between the primary and the reference dots is changed to one 
dot (half of the diagonal distance at 600 dpi) with the aim that it results in minor con-
nectivity between the reference and the primary dots, which is helpful for noise charac-
terization and elimination. Next, the 700K bits data is encoded into the background im-
age and multiple copies of the image are printed. The results of the data recovery after 
PS process are given in Table 6.2. As it can be observed that improvement in the per-
formance is visible and the maximum number of errors encountered is not very signifi-
cant. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Experiment No. No. of errors Experiment No. No. of errors 

1 15 6 21 

2 20 7 8 

3 18 8 8 

4 17 9 14 

5 17 Average 15.33 

Table 6.2: Number of errors encountered in data recovery process
using novel data encoding technique in grayscale background images. 

 

 

 

By comparing the new results with the existing work it can be seen that the new tech-
nique not only provides higher data encoding capacity but it also results in lower error 
rate as compared with [SMS03] in which 90 errors are encountered for 98,568 data en-
coding symbols. While considering a full A-4 page with printable area measuring 4629 
x 6585 at 600 dpi, it results in 860K symbols or 1720K bits of information as compared 
with the 95.5 K bits from Suzaki et al. It is to be pointed out that while considering er-
ror rate, in the existing work the error rate is given for symbol patterns, when only one 
type of patterns are encoded and printed in the whole image. For instance an image with 
49K symbols of same type is printed and the decision error rate is given for the case 
when the symbol is not identified correctly. In this research the real information is en-
coded into the background image and the number of errors are reported in Table 6.2. 

6.6    Countermeasures Against Unavoidable Distortions 
As in all practical applications of PS process zero bit error in the decoded data is re-
quired. And this is in contrast to the scenarios considered so far in this chapter, where it 
is found that certain amount of errors is unavoidable, especially while considering state 
of the art desktop publishing technologies. The causes of such errors have been dis-
cussed already. In this section, the possibility to overcome such errors is focused upon, 
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while considering even stronger case (A-4 size CBGI). It is to be pointed out that usu-
ally the performance of the printing devices gets poor while considering A-4 size CBGI 
as compared with the images discussed so far and considered in [SMS03]. 

Now to count for unavoidable errors in this research, being inspired by others, BCH er-
ror correction coding (ECC) technique is used. However, the payload used for ECC is 
very small as compared with the one suggested in [SMS03] and yet the net capacity 
available for data encoding is still much higher. Furthermore, to maximize the capacity, 
a Data Scrambling (DS) technique is used, to keep the payload due ECC at its minimum 
level. While considering A-4 size CBGI with superposed text image, Data Encoding 
Technique is given, which does not use ECC to count for the errors caused by the char-
acter overlapping, as suggested in [SMS03]. In the following subsections first Data En-
coding technique is described, which is followed by the Data Scrambling technique for 
CBGI with superposed text. Finally, the experimental results are provided while consid-
ering A-4 size CBGI with and without superposed text, and a discussion on the results is 
given as well. 

6.6.1 Data Encoding in CBGI With Superposed Text 

As the CBGI under consideration usually will be superposed by the text image in the fi-
nal applications, so this scenario is investigated for the novel technique as well. It is to 
be pointed out that in existing technique [SMS03] it is suggested to use ECC with 
higher payload to overcome the errors in the data encoding symbols that are overlapped 
by the superposed text. 

In this research only those areas, which are not overlapped by the superposed text, are 
used for data encoding purpose. And this choice is governed by the fact that the net ca-
pacity for novel technique while considering only those regions, which are not over-
lapped by the characters, is much higher as compared with the scenario that the data is 
encoded at each location and then errors caused by the character overlapping are elimi-
nated using ECC with higher payloads. In the following a general (i.e. enables to en-
code data in certain areas that can be overlapped by superposed text) capacity computa-
tion technique, given in this work is described. 

Let X be a matrix of size I by J, where each element of X represents an information en-
coding symbol. After text image superposition an element of X is defined as: 
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where  is sub-element (single dot) within the information encoding symbol and 
21 ,εεx′ ω  

is size of the information encoding symbol. It is to be noted that , means that 

there is an overlapping on a given symbol due to the superposed text image. 

1, =jix
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In eq. (6.2) first summation increments by the factor J whenever the constraint given 
by iα  is satisfied (i.e. 1=iα ). Whereas the second summation increments by one when-
ever .1=⋅ ji γβ   

By varying the value of parameter, σ , the capacity can be controlled and this is possi-
ble due to the fact that for each text line of the superposed image, the top as well as bot-
tom 4 rows of information encoding symbols have only small number of symbols which 
are overlapped by the text characters. And the errors caused by the overlapping charac-
ters in these regions can be tackled using either of the two methods: 1) these rows can 
be encoded separately using maximum run-length encoding technique, which would 
identify the sequence of connected locations where information can be encoded, and 2) 
other possibility is that information being encoded in the area under consideration is en-
coded with ECC with slightly higher error correction capability. It is noteworthy that 
using top and bottom four rows (i.e. ,λσ =  λ is a fixed constant, means how many 
overlappings are allowed in a given row) corresponding to each line of the superposed 
text image, an additional 200-300 K bits of information can be encoded, which is a sig-
nificant gain in capacity. In this research parameterσ  takes the value zero. 

Finally, those regions, which are not used for information encoding, are encoded sepa-
rately, and these regions are identified first from the printed and scanned (PS) image 
and are ignored while recovering original message. Due to the fact that this information 
is responsible of synchronization recovery and if synchronization is lost, then the re-
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maining operations will be of no usage. This information is encoded using ECC with 
higher error correction capability. 

6.6.2 Data Scrambling 

As certain amount of errors, which varies from printer to printer and for different tech-
nologies as well, is unavoidable during the data recovery from PS process, this fact 
forces to use error correction coding ECC techniques, which allow to recover the origi-
nal data without corruption. However, ECC techniques has the drawback that it adds 
significantly higher payload for error correction and some times this payload even in-
creases than the message payload. This limitation of ECC techniques can up to certain 
extent be reduced by dispersing the encoded data over a larger/entire area available to 
encode the message. And encouraged by this fact it is decided to use Data Scrambling 
(DS) technique in combination with ECC to keep the capacity maximum. Due to the 
fact that the DS technique used in this research, is not taken from the existing work, is 
described in the following. 

Let  denote the vector of size N of symbolic values being encoded in 
CBGI and Y  is a set of random values with each element taking 
random value from distribution  and lies within a fixed range 1 to N. And the vector 
Y is generated as follows: 

],...,,[ 21 NxxxX =
,[ 21 yy= ],..., Ny λy

Φ

                     Y    (6.3) ]2,1,,1,1[ Niybby iiii L=∀∈=≠= Φ

where B is initially a null vector of size N, which successively turns into a unit vector. 
In (6.3) an element of B changes to one when its corresponding element of  is oc-
curred. 

ib iy

The scrambling of X over Y can be described as: 

,[),( XxxYXZ iyi
∈∀=ℑ=  ]....2.1 NiandYyi =∈      (6.4) 

The operator, , changes the index i of element  with the corresponding value 
of at index i. 

ℑ ix

iy

Next the vector is transformed into the matrix of size I by J and an element of 
with index, 

Z 'Z
Z λ=i , is transformed to the pair of coordinates ( ), ji ′′ as follows: 

1),( +=′ Ji λD , 

where the operator performs integer division, returning the remainder value andD j′ is 
the quotient of this integer division. 

For reverse scrambling all of the operations are performed in reverse order.  

It is to be pointed out that although the above DS technique works well, however, while 
considering an A-4 size CBGI with 850,000 symbols to be dispersed, the computational 
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time for the DS process gets higher and it is of significant value when dispersion proc-
ess enters in final phase. This increase in computational time is associated with the fact 
that as the DD process approaches towards the end, collisions are encountered before 
finding a position where the new scrambled symbol can be placed. However, this com-
putational time can be decreased significantly by ignoring the final few thousand posi-
tions for data dispersion. Finally, while selecting ECC, it could be helpful to consider in 
advance the maximum number of errors that are encountered when the data has already 
been dispersed.  

6.6.3 Experimental Results: CBGI With And Without Superposed 
Text 

In first set of experiments an A-4 size CBGI without superposed text image, shown in 
Figure 6.8, is considered. The quality of printed image shown in Figure 6.8 is degraded 
due to the down-sampling operation performed during size reduction, which conse-
quently destroy binary data encoding pattern and results in noisy rather smooth back-
ground image. The actual quality of this image can be seen from Figure D-1 shown in 
appendix-D. The data being encoded is generated using the MATLAB routines. Three 
different types of printers are considered for experimental purpose. To achieve the zero 
bit error rate data is encoded using BCH ECC technique and then dispersed all over the 
CBGI of size 6675 by 4649 dots at 600 dpi. The capacity for user data with zero bit er-
ror rate (BER) along with used BCH parameters, are given in Table 6.3.  

It can be seen that the capacity varies between 1508.1-1626.9 K bit, which is sufficient 
to encode a word document file having 49-53 pages of text. Even the higher number of 
pages 72-77 with text contents can be encoded when only text information rather than 
“.doc” file is encoded. This capacity is more than 16 times higher than [SMS03]. The 
error correction capability of BCH in each experiment is determined by the underlying 
printing device, whereas the codeword length is selected based on the processing time 
to encode message. Although, BCH with codeword length 1011 or 2047 could have 
been better choice; however, in former case message encoding time is found very high 
whereas in the latter case the MATLAB routines does not work at all. Concerning the 
data scrambling, it is found that it improves the capacity significantly and it is found 
that for HP 8000 printer, in some cases BCH (511, 313, 22) instead of BCH (511,455, 
6) would be needed if the data has not been dispersed. The usage of BCH in experiment 
2 and 3 with higher ECC payload is intended to count the errors caused mainly by the 
unprinted dots or stains on the scanner surface. The data-reading time, excluding BCH 
decoding and data de-scrambling processing time, is found 15 minutes, which is quite 
high. 
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Figure 6.8: An A-4 size constant background grayscale image with 

1709 K bits of  embedded data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Capacity-1: File-size for the number of text pages in word document file (i.e. 
a .doc file).  
Capacity-2: File-size for the number of pages with each page having 2,623 
characters (8 bits per char), excluding space character. 

Exp. No. Device ECC User payload 
K Bits Capacity-1 Capacity-2 

1 HP 4100 BCH 
(511,493, 2) 1626.9 53 77 

2 HP 8150 BCH 
(511,455,6) 1508.1 49 72 

3 HP 8000 BCH 
(511,455,6) 1508.1 49 72 

Table 6.3: Data recovery results for the encoded data in the back-
ground image without superposed text. 
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In second set of experiments data is encoded in an A-4 size CBGI in the presence of su-
perposed text, shown in Figure 6.9. Due to the same reason as for Figure 6.8, the quality 
of Figure 6.9 is not the actual one and true quality can be observed from Figure D-2 
given in appendix-D.  For this purpose three different printers are considered and the re-
sults are given in Table 6.4. As it can be seen that now capacity varies between 909.36-
1068.33 K bits, which is sufficient to encode a word document file having 27-33 pages 
of text. The higher number of pages 43-50 with text contents can be encoded when only 
text information rather doc file is considered. The variation in capacity is again associ-
ated with the printing device under consideration. As mentioned earlier that a further 
gain (i.e. a few hundred K bits) in capacity can be achieved by considering all those 
rows in which there are relatively minor number of errors caused by character overlap-
ping, unlike the present scenario in which rows with all non-overlapping symbols are 
considered only. It is to be pointed out that this gain in capacity is much higher as com-
pared with the capacity offered by the existing work [SMS03] and this gain in capacity 
can eliminate the need for any feature extraction algorithm to verify the contents and al-
lows one-to-one contents verification. The higher capacity gives a direction to investi-
gate novel applications for the hardcopy documents. In this scenario data-reading time, 
excluding BCH decoding and data de-scrambling processing time, is found 10 minutes, 
which is less than the previous scenario; however, it is still quite high. The lower data-
reading time in this case is due to the fact that overlapping regions are not considered in 
data-reading process, as these regions have been taken into account during the data en-
coded process (discussed before).  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Capacity-1: File-size for the number of text pages in word document (i.e. a 
.doc file). 

Capacity-2: File-size for the number of pages with each page having 2,623 
characters (8 bits per char), excluding space character 

 

Exp. No. Device ECC User payload 
K Bits Capacity-1 Capacity-2 

1 HP 4100 BCH 
(511,493, 2) 1068.33 33 50 

2 HP 8150 BCH 
(511,455,6) 1009.36 31 48 

3 HP 8000 BCH 
(511,455,6) > 909.36 27 43 

Table 6.4: Data recovery results for the encoded data 
in the background image with superposed text. 
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Figure 6.9: An A-4 size constant background grayscale image with super-
posed text image, containing 1111.52 K bits of embedded data. 

 

In both set of experiments (i.e. CBGI with and without superposed text), in experiment 
3 the errors are mainly caused by the unprinted dots in a certain region, and such behav-
ior is, especially, more evident when considering A-4 size CBGI and possible causes of 
such behavior have been discussed earlier. In order to overcome such regions data is 
scrambled, otherwise BCH code with much higher error correction payload would be 
needed. For the HP 8150 printer the errors are mainly due to the inaccuracy in position 
of the printed dots, i.e. the primary dots are printed slightly bigger and cause interfer-
ence in the neighborhood as well. Finally, the HP 4100 printer (experiment-1) in both 
sets of experiments, Table 6.3-6.4, performs better due to its ability to print precisely 
primary dots and the errors are still due to unprinted dots, however, the number of such 
dots is not significant. The fact that many copies of the foreground text are encoded in 
CBGI can be utilized to increase the robustness against wear-and-tear noise as well as to 
decrease data-reading time; issues not yet addressed. 

 



6.7    Robustness Against Skewing Distortions 
As a one of the key geometrical distortion encountered during PS process, it is neces-
sary to consider how a new technique performs against this distortion. While consider-
ing robustness against the skewing distortions two different approaches are considered 
to investigate such effects. According to the first approach, image being scanned is 
skewed manually during scanning process, to investigate the effects of intentional or un-
intentional distortion. The second approach takes the scanned image without skewing 
distortion and adds skewing distortion using some image processing software. As skew-
ing/deskewing is a non-linear transformation so when image is skewed digitally and 
then deskewed afterwards, it suffers from the information loss twice higher as compared 
with conventional method. Now, if the encoded data can be recovered successfully, then 
it can be considered that technique is robust against the skewing distortions as well. The 
second method is intended to eliminate the need for practically scanning the image to 
check its robustness against the skewing distortions. For experimental purpose images 
are skewed at different skewing angles and the results of data recovery for both tech-
niques are given in Table 6.5. As it can be seen that regardless the fact how much and in 
which direction the image is rotated, data is recovered successfully. The small number 
of errors can easily be combated using ECC. It is to be mentioned that the CBGI used 
here measure 4200 by 3000 dots (used in in Table 6.1) and the choice is driven by the 
fact an A-4 size image do not fit on scanner bed for the skewing angles considered here.  

 

            Table 6.5: Robustness of data-reading technique against skewing distortion. 
 

Exp. No. Errors* Rotation (deg) Errors 
1 15 +4 21 
2 15 12.5 24 
3 - 3.5 7 
4 18 -20 13 
5 17 -16 12 
6 17 -21 13 

Average 17.4  15.0 

20 

* Errors with unintentional rotation  

 

In contrast to HD-DataStripe where RM-pattern surrounding the information carrying 
area is utilized to combat the distortions caused by the skewing effects, in present sce-
nario higher robustness is attributed to the reference dot pattern that is dispersed uni-
formly over the entire CBGI (i.e. near to the each information carrying symbol). Fur-
thermore, it is observed that although in present scenario information from CBGI is re-
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covered successfully against the skewing noise generated by two different ways dis-
cussed above; however, both approaches do not show similar behavior when applied to 
HD-DataStripe. For HD-DataStripe 20 degrees skewing distortion introduced using 
second approach, results in 50 more errors, whereas the distortion introduced during 
scanning process results in complete synchronization loss, resulting in very large num-
ber of errors. This leads to conclude that digital approach cannot simulate the skewing 
distortion effects in general. 

6.8   Alteration Detection Method 
While considering applications of above data hiding in background image, the new 
technique allows to encode many copies of the superposed text image (a full A-4 size 
text page) in the background, eliminating the need for any feature extraction algorithm. 
However, as the extracted features might be useful for some applications in which 
processing time is critical or one-to-one contents integrity verification might not be nec-
essary. By this in mind, a general purpose alteration detection algorithm, which means 
that features set being encoded in the CGBI, have both types of data: 1) extracted fea-
tures and 2) the full contents of the page, is described in the following: 

1. Select the different types of input features to be encoded: 
- Full contents of the superposed text for one-to-one contents integrity verifica-

tion. 
- Selected features of the text message: first character of each word of fore-

ground text or set of characters resulting after sampling the superposed text im-
age using any suitable sampling process that is reversible. 

2. Encode the contents integrity related information found in step-1 using appropriate 
ECC. 

3. Superpose the foreground text image to the background image.  
4. Encode the contents from step-2 into the background grayscale image at the loca-

tions obtained using capacity computation technique. 

The above procedure is shown schematically in Figure 6.10(a). 

The data decoding and contents integrity verification process proceeds as follows: 

1. Apply the appropriate image processing operations such as re-rotation etc. on the 
scanned image. 

2. Applying the appropriate image processing operations on the scanned image and ex-
tract the desired features set defined for contents verification purpose from the su-
perposed text image. 

3. Decode the features set from the CBGI as well. 
4. Compare the relevant features.  



5. Generate the appropriate messages based on the information from step-4 for each 
category of the features. For example, a generated message could be that the full 
contents of the text message are shown on the screen for visual verification with the 
modified parts being underlined. 

The above steps are shown schematically in Figure 6.10(b). 

 

 
                (a) Encoding Process                       (b) Decoding Process 

Figure 6.10: A schematic diagram showing different stages encountered during 
alteration detection process.   

    

6.9 Cryptoglyph Versus Proposed Technology 

As the proposed document authentication technique uses data encoding in very smooth 
superposed background image (CBGI), it could be advantageous to refer here the cryp-
toglyphs technology in which almost invisible cryptoglyhs mark is used for docu-
ment/product authentication and counterfeiting detection. A general comparison of both 
techniques is given Table 6.6.  
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 CryptoGlyphsTM    Superposed CBGI 

Size Flexible (usually 2 x 2 cm) 
Flexible (usually covers 

full background) 

Visibility No No 

Capacity Small (~ 128 bits) High (~ 2.5* Kbytes PSI) 

Synchronization 
Marks 

No Yes 

Counterfeiting 
Resistance 

Passive attacks (yes) 

Active attacks (?) 

Passive attacks (yes) 

Active attacks (no) 

Printing Tech-
nology 

Laser, Inkjet with 600 DPI Laser with 600 DPI ≥

Scanning Tech-
nology 

Scanners, digital cameras and 
mobile cameras with 600 PPI 

Scanners with 1200 PPI ≥

Applications 
Legal document authentica-
tion, brands protection, bank 

checks etc. 

Invisible data stripe, one-
to-one legal document au-
thentication, authentication 
of languages with complex 
structures restricting MAC 

computation etc. 

Table 6.6: A comparison of the Cryptoglyphs and proposed superposed 
CBGI.  *  Without ECC payload 

 
Important point here in context of this research is that in cryptoglyphs technology it is 
mentioned that the printing devices with resolution 600 dpi are needed to print 
cryphtotglyph mark. However, in this research it is shown that the invisible tiny printed 
dots measuring 1/600 of an inch have sufficient energy (signal strength) that can be 
utilized for original signal recovery with high accuracy, given that digitization is done at 
sufficient higher over-sampling rate and other suitable measures by taking into account 
the findings of this research (chapter 3 & 6) are taken as well. This fact consequently 
raises questions concerning the strength of cryptoglyphs as an ant-counterfeiting 
technology against the active attacks rather than passive attacks usually considered by 
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anti-counterfeiting technologies. A detailed discussion about the potential threats to 
cryptoglyphs technology is given in appendix-E on page 179. It is to be pointed out that 
unlike cryptglyphs technology DataGlyphs technology has much higher signal strength 
and consequently cannot be used for copy detection and is irrelevant to the present 
discussion.  
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Chapter 7   
Conclusions and Future Work 
 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this research high capacity analog channels: 1) HD-DataStripe, 2) data-hiding in 
printed grayscale images (watermarking) and 3) superposed constant background gray-
scale image (CBGI) and their applications in smart documents are investigated. On way 
to develop high capacity analog channels noise encountered from printing and scanning 
(PS) process is investigated with the objective to recover the digital information en-
coded at nearly maximum channel utilization. By utilizing noise behavior counter meas-
ures against the noise are taken accordingly and data-reading techniques are given. The 
main contributions of this research are summarized in the following: 

7.1.1   Novel HD-DataStripe Technology for Smart ID Documents 

A novel data-reading technique, which allows recovering data from HD-DataStripe, is 
given. On way to develop data-reading technique, which is intended to recover data en-
coded at 300 dpi, as a countermeasure against the unavoidable geometrical distortions, 
RM-pattern is chosen in such a way that it results in accurate sampling points (a neces-
sary condition for reliable data recovery at higher data encoding rate). For more sophis-
ticated distortions caused by the physical dot gain effects (intersymbol interference), the 
countermeasures such as application of sampling theorem, adaptive binarization and 
post-data processing, each one of these providing only a necessary condition for reli-
able data recovery, are given. Finally, combining the various filters corresponding to 
these countermeasures, a novel Data-Reading technique for HD-DataStripe, is given. 

The HD-DataStripe is a printed binary image similar to the conventional 2-D barcodes 
(e.g. PDF417), but it offers much higher data storage capacity and is intended for new 
machine-readable identity verification documents (e.g. visas, passports, ID cards, driv-
ing licenses, educational certificates, entertainment tickets etc.). The capacity offered by 
the HD-DataStripe is sufficient to store high quality biometrics characteristics rather 
than extracted templates, in addition to the conventional bearer related data contained in 
an ID card. It eliminates the need for central database systems (except for backup re-
cords) and other expensive storage media: magnetic stripes, IC chips, optical stripes etc. 
In addition, the novel technique results in superior performance than existing work 
[FuA02, DP03, VVKP05, Wan01, WuL04], which deals with the data reading from 
printed media. For experimental evaluation different printing and scanning devices are 
considered using both simulated and real-data. Robustness of data-reading technique 
against skewing distortion and simulated dust-and-scratches noise is also considered. 
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As HD-DataStripe allows encoding multiple high quality biometrics characteristics, 
consequently the smart identity verification documents, using HD-DataStripe, would 
result in improved identity verification process in terms of FRR and FAR at lower cost 
as compared with the rival technologies [CBN, DStr, PVT04]. The security of the bio-
metric identity verification system against spoof attacks would be enhanced by imple-
menting multimodal biometrics characteristics and using randomly chosen characteris-
tics in verification process. The verification process would also be secure against the 
potential threats: access to central database failure, cyber attacks on the central database 
system, privacy of the biometrics data etc., attributed to central database systems. 

Some other factors that contribute to system security include: contents confidentiality, 
integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation and key management for data encoded in HD-
DataStripe and on abstract level it is shown how these issues can be tackled. Contents 
confidentiality can pose threats only to biometric data (e.g. identity theft, revealing sen-
sitive health information) and can be tackled using biometric encryption [SSG+], bio-
metric cryptosystems [UPP+04] and transformed biometric templates (Ref. [15] in 
[JRU05]). Contents integrity, authenticity and key management issues can be addressed 
by using secure and trusted PKI system and requires digital signatures (DS) and public-
key to be encoded in HD-DataStripe. Repudiation threat can be addressed using multi-
modal biometrics systems. 

7.1.2  HD-DataStripe as a Copy Detection Technology 

The copy detection technique is based on the principle that each time the information 
(copy detection pattern) passes through the channel (PS process) at higher transmission 
rate, there does occur an information loss and the amount of information loss in recov-
ered information (data) from the scanned image is used to distinguish between the 
original and copy document. While considering application of novel data-reading tech-
nique for copy detection, a small size HD-DataStripe consisting of a pseudorandom bi-
nary sequence generated with known key is used as a copy detection pattern (CDP) and 
a threshold level requiring above 99% correct information recovery is used to character-
ize the CDP as the original. The proposed copy detection technique offers the opportu-
nity to encode the product related information in CDP, resulting in more efficient prod-
uct handling. 

The novel technique is more resistant to copying attacks as compared with the existing 
copy detection technology [Pic04], which uses 50-60 % threshold level for copy detec-
tion at the same data-encoding rate as in this work. The existing technique is non-blind 
and requires the original CDP for copy detection, whereas the novel technique is blind. 
In [PVT04] three different technologies: copy detection, digital watermarking and 
PDF417 barcode are used to secure the contents of a Fraud-Proof identity card. In this 
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context, HD-DataStripe having size of a conventional 2-D barcode can be used as three-
in-one (multi-purpose) technology. The need for digital watermarking technology is 
eliminated by the fact that bearer portrait can be stored in HD-DataStripe due to its 
higher capacity. The novel technology as compared with cryptoglyphTM technology 
[Cryp] offers much higher capacity and is robust against both active and passive coun-
terfeiting attacks, whereas robustness of the rival technology against active counterfeit-
ing attacks is questionable in the light of findings of this research. The potential threats 
to the cryptoglyphTM technology arising from active counterfeiting attacks are discussed 
in this research. It is also found that the invisibility of cryptoglyphs technology cannot 
enhance its security against the counterfeiting attacks. 

The security threats posed to copy detection technique are application dependent, for in-
stance, entertainment tickets application is more prone to security threat as compared 
with bank checks. For entertainment tickets main threat encounters from contents confi-
dentiality and once encrypted CDP is decrypted for counterfeiting detection, the original 
CDP can be copied from the compromised verifying device and used again as original 
CDP. However, this threat is also possible against other copy detection techniques 
[Cryp, Pic04] regardless of the technology being used and solution seems to be only in 
strong verifying devices. A countermeasure to reduce the effects of this threat is given 
in this research. On the other hand, contents confidentiality of CDP for bank checks ap-
plication does not pose any security threat because in this case CDP (appropriate size 
HD-DataStripe) can be consisting of digital dynamic signatures template, one-time pad 
and critical information on the bank check. Given that all of these contents are encoded 
in encrypted form along with digital signatures and public-key from secure and trusted 
PKI system, bank check can ensure content integrity, authenticity, non-repudiation and 
key management issues, whereas confidentiality (availability of the original CDP) can-
not pose any threat because nature of the contents does not allow using the CDP again.  

7.1.3  Contents Integrity Verification of Hardcopy Documents 

While considering contents integrity verification of hardcopy documents such as official 
letters, contracts etc., the existing technique [Zha04] uses digital signatures; however, 
this approach has limitations associated with the message digest generation algorithms 
and OCR performance. Many message digest generation algorithms considered very 
strong once, are vulnerable nowadays. Similarly, OCR performance in ideal case 
reaches up to 99% and to overcome this limitation of OCR technology some measures 
are given in [Zha04]. However, in present research it is found that the given measures 
have limitations, which can be exploited to launch data tampering attacks and possible 
attacks are discussed as well. In the existing work, resulting digital signatures are stored 
in a conventional 2-D barcode (PDF417) and the barcode image is printed using mag-
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netic or fluorescent inks to secure the barcode against copying attack. It is also men-
tioned in [Zha04] that although digital signatures could be encoded in a background im-
age using digital watermarking technique; however, watermarks are also vulnerable 
against photocopying attacks and consequently different media is used. In this context, a 
small size HD-DataStripe (see Figure 4.9) offers sufficient capacity to encode full con-
tents of a page in encrypted form and makes it possible to verify the contents on one-to-
one basis. Furthermore, it eliminates the need for magnetic and fluorescent inks due to 
its robustness against copying attack, is independent of the limitations attributed to OCR 
technology and message digest algorithms. Contents integrity, authenticity and key 
management issues can be addressed as discussed before using secure and trusted PKI 
system and encoding DS and public keys (needed to decrypt DS and other contents) in 
the seal. 

7.1.4 Data Hiding in Printed Grayscale Images 

As the printed grayscale images are obtained by the halftoning process, which converts 
grayscale image to binary image, in this research the potential benefits of the data-
reading technique for HD-DataStripe (a binary image) are investigated for digital wa-
termarking techniques. Here the objective is to develop a watermarking technique, 
which offers higher data hiding capacity as well as superior image quality as compared 
with existing work [FuA02, HeO00, Wan01]. It is to be mentioned that in general wa-
termarking techniques working in frequency domain (e.g. [PVT04]), offer lower capac-
ity (8-16) bytes; whereas the new watermarking technique, which works in spatial do-
main, offers capacity above 1Kbytes. 

The higher quality of printed watermarked image is attributed to: 1) the higher printing 
resolution, and 2) better halftoning process. In existing techniques, images cannot be 
printed at more than 150 dpi and this constraint is imposed by the data-reading tech-
niques. However, quality of the printed images improves significantly at higher resolu-
tions and 300 dpi (used in present research) is the minimum resolution at which human 
eye cannot resolve the printed dots. Furthermore, halftone process also plays a signifi-
cant role in image quality and in this research recently given iterative halftoning tech-
nique [Goo01] is used. The technique given in this research also works for the scenario 
(i.e. images having very high or very low mean graylevel) where given technique 
[HeO00] does not work. 

The watermark reading process does not require any other knowledge except the public 
key used to generate pseudorandom locations for data hiding. The computational time 
for watermarking decoding process has similar behvior as for HD-DataStripe data-
reading technique given for HD-DataStripe. Whereas the computational time for the 
data embedding process is not significant (in seconds) and computational associated 
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with the halftoning process is not known as the test data used in this research are al-
ready halftoned. 

The data hiding technique is robust against PS-process (DA/AD conversion) due to the 
data-reading technique given in chapter-3. The robustness against gamut mapping 
(grayscale to halftone transformation) is due to the data embedding in halftone image. 
The robustness against unavoidable errors from PS-poress and dust-and-scratches noise 
is addressed at abstract level in context of security aspects discussed below. 

While considering security aspects of data hiding technique, here confidentiality does 
not seem to pose any threat. To address contents integrity, authenticity and key man-
agement problems, on abstract level a semi-fragile (robust against unavoidable errors 
from PS-process) technique, which ensures probabilistic contents integrity with low 
false reject rate (FRR) using digital signatures of the contents, is given. The technique 
enables automatic contents integrity verification. The public-key is embedded as wa-
termark payload along with digital signatures in the host image. The higher data hiding 
capacity here allows developing more strong techniques. The higher channel capacity 
can be used to embed some biometric templates, in addition to the data related to semi-
fragile watermarking technique. The higher data hiding capacity can be used by/for the 
other fragile-watermarking techniques [DFV01, Ditt01, DSF02], which not only ensure 
contents integrity but also locations of malicious content changes. 

7.1.5 Data Hiding in Background Images 

Here a data hiding technique with distinguishing characteristics: complete transparency 
and high data embedding capacity (two highly-desirable but conflicting requirements 
for analog media authentication), is given and is again targeted for hardcopy documents 
such as ID cards, cinema tickets, contracts, official letters etc. The data hiding technique 
uses the superposed constant background grayscale image (CBGI) as a channel for hid-
den communication. The higher capacity and transparency are attributed to the data en-
coding symbol that is used repeatedly to obtain superposed CBGI. The visual quality 
(transparency) of the printed superposed CBGI with hidden data can be considered 
similar to the grayscale image of constant value, printed using black and white printer. 
Furthermore, it is possible to get different gray levels for the CBGI.  The capacity (Ta-
ble 6.3 and 6.4 pp. 145-146) offered by the CBGI without error correction coding is 10 
Kbits per square inch that is much higher as compared with the rival technologies 
[DataGlyphs, SuS03, Crypto] and a CBGI of A-4 size (measuring 4749 by 6685 pixels 
at 600 dpi) offers above 1700 Kbits. For practical scenario with BCH (511, 493, 2) for 
full-page foreground text, the resulting capacity is above 1068 Kbits that is sufficient to 
encode word document consisting 33 pages of text, where the capacity increases to 
above 1626 Kbits (word document with 53 pages of text) without superposed text. One 
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of the key challenges encountered in the proposed technique is the noise encountered 
from PS-process for small-sized data encoding symbols and this is tackled by the blind 
data-reading technique, which requires the CBGI to be digitized at two times higher 
scanning resolution than the printing resolution. Data-reading time while considering A-
4 size CBGI with and without superposed foreground text is 15 and 10 minutes respec-
tively without taking into account the computational time for BCH decoding and de-
scrambling process. Data-reading time for 2 by 2 inch CBGI (intended for ID-cards 
backgrounds) encoding 80Kbits data is found 60 sec. The higher data-reading time is 
due to the unoptimized code and its MATLAB implementation. The robustness of the 
data-reading technique against skewing distortion is also investigated. For experimental 
purpose laser printing devices with resolution 600 dpi or more are considered. 

While considering security aspects, the data hiding technique would result in higher se-
curity due to the following factors. Contents integrity, authenticity and key management 
issues can be addressed using secured and trusted PKI system as discussed above. Here 
it is assumed that the private key is time stamp dependent or generated with suitable 
measures so that if second (false) DS is embedded then it can be figured out from the 
key, which one is authentic. Similarly, full-contents encoded in encrypted form using 
PKI system enable one-to-one visual contents integrity authentication, which is not pos-
sible with other techniques that use selected features for authentication due to the con-
straint from data hiding capacity, or difficulty arising from feature extraction techniques 
(e.g. OCR limitation etc.). The higher capacity enables to embed multiple watermarks 
without putting strong constraint on the payload (e.g. hologram watermarks [DSF02, 
FMF+02]). As multiple copies of foreground contents can be encoded in CBGI, water-
marked digital contents in addition to the encrypted ones can be encoded as well. 

7.2 Future Work  
While considering paper as high capacity communication channel (e.g. HD-DataStripe), 
it is new area of research and there is a lot of potential for the future work. Before dis-
cussing new application areas, first the future work in the context of the applications 
considered in this research is discussed. 

The computational time for the novel data-reading technique for HD-DataStripe used in 
smart ID-cards varies 3-4 minutes, which is quite high for the targeted applications and 
remains to be minimized. The higher computational-time is mainly contributed from the 
fact that the data-reading code is written in MATLAB, which is considered less efficient 
as compared with other the programming languages e.g., C, C++. Initial study shows 
high potential for computational gain by writing the code in C language. Another factor 
contributing to the higher computational time is the fact that code remains to be opti-
mized yet. Some computational gain can be achieved by finding the optimal separation 
between two consecutive neighboring marks and it is expected that by increasing the 
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separation few more pixels should provide good accuracy for the sampling points with-
out compromising the performance. 

Scanning resolution is another important area that remains to be investigated thor-
oughly. In this work initial study shows that four to five times more over sampling fac-
tor rather than eight (used in this research) is sufficient to scan HD-DataStripe without 
significant performance degradation. The choice of higher scanning (sampling) resolu-
tion used in this research is governed by the fact that it gives more clear understanding 
of the noise from PS process and this fact helps in noise characterization. Therefore, the 
aim to find optimal resolution has been set as a second goal. The lower scanning resolu-
tion is attractive for the portable identity verification devices, which currently offer 
1200 dpi resolution. Furthermore, as the lower scanning resolution reduces 50% image 
size, it is safe to assume that it would further reduce the data-reading time. 

While considering digital watermarking technique for high quality printed images, in 
this research only grayscale images are investigated and high capacity watermarking 
technique for color images remains to be investigated. In this research halftone images 
are printed at 300 dpi that is two times more than the resolution considered in the exist-
ing work; however, it would be still highly desirable to consider 600 dpi resolution, 
which is conventionally used for printing halftone images. Investigation for the halftone 
technique, which offers similar quality as the one obtained by using printer's internal 
driver and using this for data hiding is another direction for future work for high quality 
printed images with hidden data. 

Another direction for further investigation is to see OCR performance gain when full 
knowledge about the semantic information to be extracted is known in advance. While 
considering contents integrity verification of hardcopy documents, as full contents are 
stored in the digital-seal (small size HD-DataStripe), this fact offers possibility to utilize 
this knowledge to improve OCR performance. In this context it is expected that OCR 
performance would reach to 100% as compared with the present scenario where it 
reaches up to 99% in ideal case. Furthermore, this approach would increase the robust-
ness of OCR technology for the scenarios (character types, size and fonts) for which the 
existing OCR technology performs poorly. 

While considering data hiding in constant background grayscale images the data-
reading technique is again implemented in MATLAB, which results in higher computa-
tional time. The code optimization and its implementation in C or any other appropriate 
language still remains as a future work. Here, as multiple copies of the foreground text 
can be encoded in background image, this would usually require less data-reading time 
because once the first copy is recovered successfully; the remaining data needs not be 
recovered and processed. Another area yet to be investigated is to check wear-and-tear 
effects and by taking into account these effects for the specific application requirement 
some error correction coding needs to be implemented accordingly. However, as the 
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multiple copies of foreground text can be stored in background image and the data is 
dispersed, in present scenario wear-and-tear effects are not expected to affect the per-
formance significantly. 

Application of HD-DataStripe in educational certificates would allow to biologically 
lock the document to its intended user so that the document cannot be misused. This can 
be achieved by using HD-DataStripe to store fingerprints of intended document holder 
along with other document contents. Consequently, each time certificate is submitted, 
the certificate holder would be asked for the fingerprints. For verification the document 
would be sent to the issuing authorities along with the fingerprints to verify: the con-
tents integrity, counterfeiting and its intended user. Furthermore, data hiding technology 
for constant background grayscale images can be applied against data-tampering at-
tacks, which would further increase the robustness against wear-and-tear effects. This 
new approach would eliminate the need for expensive content securing techniques, re-
sulting in less-expensive and more efficient contents protection technology. 

Another new application of HD-DataStripe and the data hiding technique for super-
posed background images would allow to transmit the exact copy of the fax documents 
by transmitting only the HD-DataStripe or digital contents recovered from it. This 
would decrease transmission time and communication cost, while offering exact quality 
as the original document does. The techniques given in this research would be even 
more useful in future with further advancements in printing and scanning technology, 
which would obviously offer superior quality. 

One promising direction for future work is the investigation of printing technologies be-
ing used for security printing. As the security printing devices offer much higher resolu-
tion as compared with the office printing devices and such devices are especially de-
signed for printing micro patterns, this fact consequently encourages to consider such 
technology to further increase the performance (capacity) of HD-DataStripe. Similarly, 
the data-reading can also be extended to color DataStripes, which would further in-
crease the capacity. The color DataStripes could be especially beneficial for copy detec-
tion technique as it further increases the entropy of the CDP pattern. The data-reading 
technique is general and can be extended to other printing inks (magnetic, fluorescence, 
ultraviolet, infrared etc.) for highly sensitive security documents, increasing their 
strength and decreasing the dependence on expensive analog content protection tech-
nologies. 

Finally, the findings of this research have potential usage in all existing applications of 
hardcopy documents that are prone to counterfeiting and data-tampering attacks. They 
can decrease dependence on: 1) the expensive storage media (e.g. optical memory 
stripe, IC-chips, magnetic stripe), and 2) analog document protection technologies 
intended for second/third-line identity verification. 
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Appendix-A: 

In another scenario corresponding to the black dot, having immediate top, bottom and 
right dots as white ones and left one black dot is considered here. As mentioned earlier 
all these dots are the immediate neighbors. Furthermore, corner dots are not taken into 
account. Also, similar procedure is followed as before; however, some of the equations 
are modified according to the new scenario. 

Filter-5 Case-2: 
It starts by computing the statistic,  as follows, 1X
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21,σσ , are integer constants. I is identity matrix having same size as B. As black and 

white pixels have values “0” and “1”, respectively, this fact does not allow to count the 

black pixels, unlike white pixels which can be handled easily by summation operator (as 

in eq. (3.17)). In eq. (A-4) subtraction and multiplication of value, -1, interchanges the 

behavior of black and white pixels, and allows easy handling of black pixels otherwise 

it would have required many changes. 

Now, if 1  and T , where T  and T  are given by: 01 TX <≤ 01 = 0 1
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It is to be noted that in eq. (A-2) dot gain/loss effects has to be taken into account. 

When all the above conditions are satisfied, only then the submatrix can be considered 

as possible candidate and it proceeds as follows: 
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Where value of α  is computed from the following relation, 
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If  (T  is an integer constant) then compute , ,  as follows: 22 TX ≥ 2 3X 4X 5X
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Similarly,  can be computed from (A-5) or (A-6) by substituting5X 2−=αx , and it is 

given by: 
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Using eqs. (A-5) and (A-7) another statistic  is computed as 6X
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X     ; T  is a known integer constant. 3

Finally,  is computed as 7X
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Now, if , and , where T ,  are known constants and take same value 

as before, then  is marked as black dot, means binary “0” is detected as recovered 

bit. 
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Appendix B: 

 
Table B1: Number of errors encountered in recovered data for the novel HD-
DataStripe. 
 
Exp. no 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Errors 6 12 9 17 5 17 15 
Exp. no 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Errors 7 24 24 18 23 40 9 
Exp. no 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
Errors 18 18 19 9 20 22 28 

 

 
Table B2: Number of errors encountered in recovered data for various printing 
devices using unoptimized set of parameters. 

 
Printer HP4050 HP4600 HP8150 HP8000 HP4100 HP2200 HP2100 
Test1 95 147 47 154 261 233 237 
Test2 116 153 164 237 326 326 300 
Test3 146 160 19 494 284 360 197 
Test4 147 129 108 256 289 343 255 
Test5 152 192 32 211 361 308 375 
Test6 94 189 350 329 325 375 268 
Test7 198 806 92 136 298 510 721 
Mean 135 253 116 259 307 350 336 

 

 
Table B3: Number of errors encountered in recovered data for various printing 
devices using optimized set of parameters. 

 
Scanner HP8250 HP5550 HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 
Printer HP8150 HP4600 HP4050 HP8000 HP2100 HP4100 HP2200 
Test1 25 100 95 162  142 261 233 
Test2 42 90 116 188  150 326 326 
Test3 83 89 146 133  170 284 360 
Test4 29 86 147 199  141 289 343 
Test5 48 90 152 211  142 361 308 
Test6 50 114 94 347  150 325 375 
Test7 93 198 198 108  274 298 510 
Mean 53 109 135 193 167 307 350 
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Table B 4: Performance comparison of two scanners HP5550c and HP8250 for 
three printing devices. 

                   
Printer HP8150 HP8150 HP4600 HP4600 HP8000 HP8000 
Test1 25 48 197 100 162  133 
Test2 42 112 211 90 188  50 
Test3 83 35 244 89 133  29 
Test4 29 102 234 86 199  180 
Test5 48 67 237 90 211  186 
Test6 50 126 210 114 347  309 
Test7 93 171 285 198 108  324 

Scanner HP8250 HP5550 HP8250 HP5550 HP8250 HP5550 
Mean 53 94 231 198 193 173 

 

 

Table B5: Performance comparison for two different RM-patterns considering 
three different printing devices.                 

Scanner HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 
Printer HP8150* HP8150 HP2100* HP2100 HP4100* HP4100 
Test1 25 120 142 207 261 255 
Test2 42 95 150 169 326 274 
Test3 83 125 170 191 284 275 
Test4 29 140 141 178 289 253 
Test5 48 97 142 190 361 514 
Test6 50 105 150 227 325 284 
Test7 93 144 274 629 298 502 
Mean 93 118 167 256 307 337 

 
* MRM-Pattern 

 
 

Table B6: Robustness of data-reading technique against 10% contrast as well 
as luminance reduction noise. 

               
 10% LR 10% CR 10% LR 10% CR 10% LR 10% CR 

Printer HP8150 HP8150 HP4600 HP4600 HP4050 HP4050 
Test1 37 38 141 140 144 132 
Test2 42 67 149 134 163 147 
Test3 69 120 166 142 127 185 
Test4 33 36 130 148 161 167 
Test5 66 59 201 172 162 204 
Test6 79 67 147 116 91 126 
Test7 45 203 287 232 83 246 
Mean 53 84 174 155 133 172 
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Table B7: Time profile (in seconds) of some computationally most expensive 

parts (filters, routines) of data-reading techniques. 

 A B C D E F G H I J 
Test1-A1 127.3 54.3 46.0 15.2 7.8 1.9 2.1 10.3 288 220 
Test1-A2 139.9 57.0 45.6 15.1 7.8 1.8 1.9 10.3 303 240 
Test1-A3 126.0 55.6 46.0 15.3 7.9 1.9 0.7 10.5 288 220 

 

A1, A2 and A3 represent HP8150, HP4050 and HP2100 printing devices, re-

spectively. Test1 is HD-DataStripe consisting of real-data. 

A …is the computational time taken by the adaptive binarization technique. 

B …computational time taken by the Filters: 3-5,  

C … computational time taken by the Filters: 5-6, 

D-J ... computational time taken by the Filter-2, Filter-1, RM-pattern identifi-

cation, template drawn, image reading, total computational time including pro-

file generation, and data-reading time with profile-generation option de-

activated. 

 

Table B8: Optimal performance obtained with modified priority. 
 

Scanner HP8250 HP5550 HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 HP8250 
Printer HP8150 HP4600 HP4050 HP8000 HP2100 HP4100 HP2200 
Test1 21 135 112 177 167 263 234 
Test2 35 94 128 206  157 326 293 
Test3 52 99 119 141  181 278 345 
Test4 39 97 122 226  159 276 334 
Test5 47 138 139 207  165 345 309 
Test6 54 101 83 393  218 279 335 
Test7 39 204 124 97  201 282 408 
Mean 41 124 118 207 178 293 323 

 
  
 

Table B9: Empty toner performance (errors in recovered data) of a 
printing device.  (Printer: HP8000, Scanner: HP8250c, Optimized sce-
nario without modified priority, * real data without superposed noise) 

 
Test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7* Mean 

Errors 112 81 107 91 135 86 94 101 
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Table B10-1: Comparison of the existing binarization techniques using 
new RM-pattern. Printer HP8150 and Scanner HP8250 

 
  Novel MW Wang Fu MW* Wang* Fu* 

Test1 25 1232 920 5373 2035 2094 6809 
Test2 42 1441 1235 5593 2361 2699 7109 
Test3 83 1247 851 5807 1920 2054 7254 
Test4 29 1320 944 5351 2118 2200 6790 
Test5 48 1848 1389 5813 2685 2633 7130 
Test6 50 2230 1342 6115 3099 2508 7460 
Test7 93 1488 1128 5331 2189 2191 6318 
Mean 53 1543 1115 5626 2343 2340 6981 

 
* By shifting the sampling point (region) by one pixel in a random order. 

 

Table B10-2: Comparison of the existing binarization techniques using 
new RM-pattern. Printer HP8000 and Scanner HP8250 

 
  Novel MW Wang Fu MW* Wang* Fu* 

Test1 162  3348 2739 8031 4607 4185 9423 
Test2 188  3433 3186 8592 4659 4446 9882 
Test3 133  3162 2952 7980 4218 4165 9181 
Test4 199  3331 2696 7867 4325 3812 9192 
Test5 211  3278 2850 8101 4391 4149 9281 
Test6 347  3859 3367 8676 5008 4585 9813 
Test7 108  2639 2373 7174 3591 3458 8014 
Mean 193 3293 2880 8117 4400 4115 9255 

 
* By shifting the sampling point (region) by one pixel in a random order. 

 
 
 

Table B10-3: Comparison of the existing binarization techniques us-
ing new RM-pattern. Printer HP2100 and Scanner HP8250 

 
  Novel MW Wang Fu MW* Wang* Fu* 

Test1 142 3336 3107 8642 5023 4647 9819 
Test2 150 3171 3103 8623 4745 4530 9835 
Test3 170 3349 3253 8465 4925 4621 9671 
Test4 141 2913 3175 8212 4349 4420 9458 
Test5 142 3249 3321 8391 4561 4680 9559 
Test6 150 3976 3447 9009 5538 4988 10115 
Test7 274 2784 2633 7263 4115 3799 8234 
Mean 167 3254 3148 8372 4750 4526 9527 

 
* By shifting the sampling point (region) by one pixel in a random order. 
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Appendix-C 

 

C-1: Parameters for Various Filters 

Filter-2: 2,1 21 == ωω  and 1=α . 

Filter-5: 3,2 21 == σσ , T ,22 = ,53 =T 164 =T  and 15 =T . 

Filter-6: ,5.01 submatrixtheinelementsofnumertotal⋅=ε  and .12 =ε  

 

C-2: Filter parameters used to obtain optimal performance (Table-B3) 

Adaptive Binarization Technique parameters that need to be modified.  

ML: Mean luminance value is obtained using criteria discussed in section 3.8.1. In this 
research  is obtained by adding a value ~10 in ML; except HP8000 and HP2100, 
which suffer from dot loss effects and 20-30 value is added. Note: usually a deviation 
±5 in T  does not affect the performance significantly. 

1T

1

 

Printer HP8150 HP4600 HP4050 HP8000 HP2100 HP4100 HP2200 
ML 120 110 117 110 130 115 120 

1T  128 120 128 135 150 120 128 

3T  5 10 5 5 5 5 5 

4T  15 20 15 15 15 15 15 

 

 C-3: Scanning Process Parameters     

 Highlights Shadows Midtones Resolution Color 
HP8250 247 6 2.20 2400 Grayscale 
HP5550c 247 6 2.20 2400 Grayscale 

 All other parameters have been used as the default settings. 

 

C-4:   Second Order Polynomial Fitting  

According to this approach a fixed number of points at the center of HD-DataStripe are 
used to find the location of the center points needed to approximate second order poly-
nomial. Initially all center points are chosen as an average value of the corner points and 
template is drawn using 2nd order approximation. Next, the isolated points (black dots 
surrounded by all white ones) are identified using the technique discussed in RM-
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pattern recognition to precisely recognize these isolated dots. As the isolated dots, dots 
at predefined locations at central region can be used. 

Next, the error is computed objectively between template drawn using 2nd order ap-
proximation and isolated dots as follows: 

)(
1
∑ ′′−′=
=

n

i
ii yyabsE  

ii yy ′′′ , , are upper y-coordinates of the top-side of isolated dot i and of the template at 
that location, respectively and n is the desired number of isolated points. Then the initial 
center point is shifted slightly and whole process is repeated by shifting ±1, ±2 the ini-
tial center points. Finally, the template resulting in minimum error is considered as the 
correct one and is utilized by the data reading technique afterwards. 

Above approach requires dots modification in original HD-DataStripe and avoidance in 
data recovery process. Another approach that avoids contents modification could be to 
search for fixed number of isolated dots, starting from center region, in its neighbor-
hood. The former approach is expected to result in less computational time, whereas the 
latter one does not require contents modifications as it utilizes the exiting contents to as 
the isolated dots. The feedback error control can also be added to 2nd order polynomial 
approximation by checking the number of errors encountered in recovered data. In this 
case, predetermined small critical region (e.g. small central region) can be used by the 
data-reading technique to find the number of errors encountered in recovered data for 
template modifications as a feedback error. It is to be mentioned that this technique is 
not yet implemented. 
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Appendix-D 
Figures D-1 and D-2 shown on the following pages, are printed again without size re-
duction to illustrate the true quality of constant background grayscale images with and 
without superposed text (previously shown in Figure 6.8-6.9). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 



 



Appendix-E 

Potential Counterfeiting Threats Against the CryptoglyphTM Technology 

In this section on abstract level the strength of cryptoglyph against active counterfeiting 
attack is assessed based the underlying mechanism used in the technology. In this re-
search a counterfeiting attack is characterized as active if noise behavior is analyzed 
scientifically and the appropriate filters (e.g. techniques given in chapter 3 and 6) are 
developed and used to recover the original signal (to be used as counterfeit). In passive 
attacks either the signal (printed mark) is copied using a high-quality copying device or 
scanned at sufficiently higher resolution using high quality scanner and printed as coun-
terfeit. In [Cryp] it is mentioned that anti-counterfeiting technology works with conven-
tional printing (e.g. inkjet, laser printers) and scanning devices (flatbed scanners, digital 
cameras, mobile phone cameras), given that a device offers resolution 600 dpi or higher. 
The strength of the printed cryptogyph mark is attributed to invisibility (smaller dot 
size) and randomly spread (missing synchronization marks) dots of size 1/600 of an 
inch or less. For present discussion mark generation process (encoded information, data 
redundancy and data encryption technique) is irrelevant and what concern here is the 
randomly spread tiny printed dots that needs to be recovered from the digitized image to 
find the actually printed cryptoglyph mark. Once the originally printed mark is recov-
ered with high accuracy this can be used to counterfeit the genuine application. Next, it 
comes to show the possibility to recover the originally printed mark and is the objective 
of following discussion. 

A Potential Counterfeiting Attack 

While considering invisibility of cryptoglyph mark, clearly it does not contribute to the 
strength, as it pose no challenge (against active counterfeiting attacks) for an expert due 
to the fact that mark can be visualized from the scanned image. Of course the printed 
mark has to be digitized at sufficient higher over-sampling rate and visualized using 
some image processing software.  

Next, it comes to recover the original cryptoglyph mark (randomly spread pixels) from 
the digitized image. This scenario is similar to HD-DataStripe or CDP in which dots are 
randomly spread, so broadly speaking similar approach as the one used for data-reading 
technique in chapter-3 can be used. In present scenario there are some additional chal-
lenges arising from the missing registration marks patterns (needed to generate the sam-
pling point array) and unknown size (resolution) of the actually printed dots. The 600 
dpi constraint for printing device does not guarantee that this resolution has actually 
been used to print the mark and any resolution resulting in almost invisible printed dots 
might have been used. At this stage some crucial decisions have to be made. 
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Scenario-I: Cryptoglyph Mark Printed at Full Resolution 

In this research it is found (see chapter-3) that if the mark is printed at 600 dpi then in-
ter-symbol interference gets very strong and consequently makes the exact printed sig-
nal recovery impossible (Fig. 3.4 pp. 41). This is true for both inkjet as well as laser 
technologies. However, for inkjet technology such behavior starts at much lower data 
encoding rate (i.e. larger symbol size or lower resolution). This means that if the mark is 
printed at full resolution then only those symbols, which are not affected by inter-
symbol interference noise, can be used. Such symbols could consist of either single or 
group of black pixels put together (like AM halftoning Fig 2.8 pp. 18), given that sym-
bol size grows within invisible range. It is mentionable that it has been shown in chap-
ter-6 that invisible printed dots measuring 1/600 of an inch have sufficient energy and 
allow the original signal to be recovered, given that mark does not suffer from inter-
symbol interference. If this is the case then the original cryptoglyph mark can be recov-
ered with the help of superposed RM-pattern discussed afterwards. Apart from the 
above discussion, it seems that in reality mark is unlikely to be printed at full resolution 
because the constraint on imaging device cannot allow digitizing the image at higher 
over-sampling rate. 

Scenario-2: Cryptoglyph Mark Printed at One Half of Full-Resolution 

Invisibility can also be achieved at 300 dpi, where an isolated printed dot is almost in-
visible (as claimed in [Cryp]). However, at 300 dpi signal strength gets higher as com-
pared with 600 dpi, making it easier to recover the mark. Furthermore, it has been 
shown in this research that for laser printing technology at 300 dpi inter-symbol inter-
ference does not distort the signal beyond recovery. Digitization process remains within 
the constraint imposed by device and minimum over-sampling factor. One constraint 
that cannot be fulfilled is unavoidable inter-symbol interference for inkjet technology at 
this resolution. This consequently implies that only isolated black symbols can be used 
and invisibility is further controlled by decreasing the ratio of black dots per unit area. If 
this is the case, which seems to be very likely then the original cryptoglyph mark recov-
ery is guaranteed as shown in chapter-3. Here the absence of inter-symbol interference 
makes original signal recovery much more easier. In order to recover the randomly 
spread mark, RM-pattern is to be superposed as mentioned above and then mark can be 
recovered. 

Scenario-3: Cryptoglyph Mark With Unknown Symbol Size 

In general dot (or symbol) size could be any integer divisor of full-resolution (600 dpi) 
that results in zero remainder and additionally satisfies the invisibility constraint as well. 
With above constraints, the following set of values Dot-Size=[200, 300, 600] could be 
the possible candidates for print resolution. Another possibility could be to form a tem-
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plate of isolated dots consisting of continuously (at small step-size) increasing dot sizes 
that are almost invisible and then digitizing this printed template at sufficiently high 
over-sampling rate. The invisible cryptoglyph mark can be digitized at same over-
sampling rate that is used in template digitization and the match for the smallest dot 
found in cryptoglyph can be searched in the template to estimate the print resolution 
used in cryptoglyph mark printing. This process might need to be repeated several times 
for different or same cryptoglyph mark using same printer. It is not difficult to find the 
actual printer used to print the cryptoglyph mark and same device can be used by the 
person intending repudiation attack. By taking into account the commitment and avail-
able print/scan and computational facilities the above scenario should not be considered 
very complex for a skilled counterfeiter. 

Registration Mark Pattern 

Given that print resolution (size of the smallest printed dot visible in digitized image) 
used to print the mark is known, then sampling point array can be obtained by printing a 
pattern in which only isolated black dots are separated suitably so that there is no inter-
symbol interference. The pattern needs to be scanned at appropriate over-sampling rate 
and from the resulting pattern center points of the isolated pixels can be found using the 
technique given chapters 3 and 6 for RM-pattern identification. From the identified cen-
tral points remaining points can be estimated. This would result in a sampling point ar-
ray. By superposing scanned RM-pattern on the cryptoglyph mark and after careful 
alignment, the cryptoglyph mark can be sampled to recover the actually printed cryp-
toglyph mark. 

Finally, the fact that digital cameras and mobile phones cameras, which unlike scanners 
cannot be in close contact with the crpytoglyph mark, can be used for counterfeiting 
detection shows that printed signal has enough engery and this energy can be exploited 
to launch active counterfeiting attack. 
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